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Government interventions on wheat markets and various 
schemes of wheat subsidization reappeared in the third quar
ter of 1938 with great rapidity after a short period of relaxa
tion during the two preceding years. In particular. wheat ex
ports were subsidized during 1938-39 by practically all the 
principal exporting countries. This experience deserves care
ful study. even though full information on the operations and 
result. is not yet available. Conclusions from such study have 
important bearings on national policy. 

American subsidization of wheat exports was perhaps the 
greatest departure from traditional policy. and it represents 
the clearest case of direct export subsidy. But other exporting 
countries participated in competitive subsidization. This re
sulted in a sUbstantial depression of wheat prices in interna
tional markets. The depression of international wheat prices 
partly defeated efforts of exporting countries to raise prices 
for their own wheat growers. and made the costs of these ef
forts excessively high. 

Competitive subsidization of exports threatened to continue 
at great losses in 1939-40. This was prevented by the onset of 
the European war. The war soon led to concentration of wheat 
buying in many of the important countries. and the problem 
of coping with wartime ctInditions made government interven
tions in wheat markets indispensable for all countries involved 
in the war. 

Altogether. extensive study of the experience with com
petitive export subsidization in 1938-39 yieldS little support 
for this approach to the problem of coping with export sur-
pluses of wheat. . 
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WHEAT SUBSIDIZATION AND EXPORTS 
THE EXPERIENCE OF 1938-39 

V. P. Timosbenko 

One of the most important features of the 
193~9 wheat crop year was the rapid resto
ration, in practically all wheat-exporting coun
tries, of various forms of subsidizing wheat 
growers and of numerous governmental inter
ventions in wheat marketing, particularly in 
wheat exports. In 1936-37 and 1937-38, gov
ernmental activities in the principal wheat
exporting countries had 

ing price of 10 pesos per quintal, purchases of 
. the Grain Regulating Board ceased to be a fac
tor in the wheat market; and no minimum 
price was established for the crops of 1936-37 
and 1937-38. 

Australian policy during the years of greatly 
depressed wheat prices consisted more of direct 
assistance to wheat growers than of interven-

tion in wheat marketing. 
affected wheat marketing 
but little. CONTENTS PAOB 

When wheat prices rose in 
1936-37, the relief policy 
was abandoned, and there 
was no subsidization of 
wheat in Australia either 
in 1936-37 or in 1937-38. 

Three successive small 
world wheat crops in 1934-
86, each below world wheat 
requirements, resulted in 
the disappearance of sur
plus wheat stocks, and the 
world wheat supply posi
tion in 1936-87 and in 
1937-38 could be charac
terized as tight rather than 
easy. Accordingly, inter-
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national wheat prices recovered considerably. 
During 1-936-37 and 1937-38 they approached 
the levels prevailing in 1928-29 and 1929-30, 
before their sharp collapse in 1930-3l,l Hence 
it is not surprising that various schemes of 
governmental wheat subsidization and control 
of marketing and exports were partially de
mobilized, if not completely abolished, during 
1986-37 and 1987-88. 

The Canadian Wheat Board had played an 
important role in marketing and exporting 
wheat in 1935-86. During 1936-87 it was busy 
only with selling a moderate amount of wheat 
(around 85 million bushels) carried over from 
the previous crop. It purchased practically 
nothing from the new crop as market prices 
rose above the minimum price which in 1936-
87 remained at the previous year's level. In 
1937-38 the board's activity was limited to dis
tribution of relief grain for seed and feed use 
to farmers hard hit by crop failure. 

In Argentina, where the market price rose 
in July 1936 above the rather high official buy-

country, wheat marketing 
was little affected during 1936-37 and 1937-
38. Benefit payments were not made for wheat 
acreage adjustment (restriction). In 1937 
farmers co-operating under the soil-conserva
tion program were even permitted to expand 
wheat. acreage, provided they curtailed their 
acreage seeded to other soil-depleting crops. 
This resulted in some additional expansion of 
wheat production.' However, American wheat 
growers were receiving henefits under the soil
conservation programs in so far as wheat was 
included in the group of soil-depleting crops. 
This situation continued for the 1938 crop. 
No separate acreage restriction was set for the 

1 See J. S. Davis. --The World Wheat Situation. 
1937-38. A Review of the Crop .Year," WBBAT STUDIBS. 
December 1938, XV, 196-97. 

a The AAA estimated this additional increase in 
wheat production in 1937 at about 6 million bushels. 
See Agricultural Adjustment. 1937-38, A Report of 
the Activiti" Carried on by the Agricultural Adjust
ment Administration . ... (U.S. Dept. Agr" Air. Adj. 
Admin. G~86, January 1939), p. 148. Hereafter cited 
as Agricultural Adjustment, 1931-38. 
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1938 wheat crop. and the acreage allotment of 
62 million acres. set up by the Agricultural 
Adjustment Act of 1938. was used only as a 
basis for calculating benefit payments.' The 
acreage sown for harvest in 1938 was close to 
80 million acres. There were only minor in
stances of government marketing interven
tion. such as subsidization of flour exports 
from the Pacific Northwest to the Philippines. 
Generally speaking. the return of the United 
States as a major wheat exporter in 1937-38. 
after three years on an import basis. occurred 
without special governmental assistance. sim
ply because ,of the favorable development of 
the market situation. 

The advance of international wheat prices 
in 1936-37. especially during the second half 
of the crop year. also sufficed to permit some 
unsubsidized exports of wheat on free inter
national markets from the Danube countries. 
Their domestic wheat prices. held above the 
international level in one way or another by 
the respective governments. were approached 
or exceeded in 1936-37 by the export parity 
price. These countries. howev~r. did not go 
so far in relaxing governmental controls as 
did the chief exporters. Hungary and Yugo
,slavia continued to base their wheat exports 
mainly on bilateral clearing agreements with 
such countries as Italy. Austria. and Germany. 
Rumania. exporting the greater proportion of 
her wheat to free markets. continued to pay 
export premiums. though only at a nominal 
level in the second half of 1936-37. In 1937~ 
38. with some decline of international wheat 
prices from the peak in the spring of 1937. 
such Danubian countries as had substantial 
export surpluses (Rumania) again resorted to 
heavier export subsidization. while wheat of 

'Agricultural Adjustment. 1937-38, p. 115. 

a Their wheat prices were above the international 
level of wheat prices. because their official exchange 
rates were above the actual value of their currencies 
when based on their purchasing power. At the same 
Ume. their domestic wheat prices were perhaps lower 
in relation to their respective general levels of prices 
than were wheat prices on the open markets in terms 
of the international price level. 

a See League of Nations, Report on Exclaange Con
trol Submitted bl1 a Committee Compo,ed of Member. 
of the Economic and Financial Committees (Geneva, 
1938). eapeclaUy pp. 28-34. 

the chief exporters continued to be sold with
out governmental assistance. 

This difference in the behavior of the Dan
ube exporting countries must be explained by 
their special economic conditions. All these 
countries. reluctant to recognize openly the 
depreciation of their currencies and at the 
same time resisting decline of domestic prices. 
had for several years exercised exchange con
trols. In some degree they succeeded in pre
venting the deflation of their domestic prices. 
Some. under the protection of the exchange 
control. were even able to carry' out a policy 
of internal credit expansion that raised inter
nal prices. But this caused their internal 
prices to remain out of line with the interna
tional price level; and normal exports to free 
markets consequently became impossible.' 
Thus they were obliged either to expand their 
trade under bilateral agreements with other ex
change-control countries. exchanging their 
products for imports from contracting coun
tries at prices exceeding those on free interna
tional markets. or somehow to subsidize their 
exports to free international markets. 

The price situation in the 'exchange-control 
countries tended to expand the trade of those 
countries with each other, rather than with 
free-currency countries. But the deliberate 
policy of most of them. aimed at securing free 
exchange from exports. compelled them to 
curtail their trade under clearing agreements 
and to stimulate their commercial relations 
with the free-exchange countries. using vari
ous kinds of export subsidization.' With this 
objective. practically all the Danube countries 
during recent years have acknowledged some 
degree of depreciation of their currencies, at 
least in their international trade with free
exchange countries. Exchange premiums above 
the official exchange rates were paid to their 
exporters who sent wheat and other commodi
ties to the countries with free exchanges. 

Yet such admission of currency depreciation 
by Danubian countries. finding its expression 
in exchange premiums paid to exporters. failed 
even in 1936-38 to maintain the flow of their 
exports to free-exchange countries. The ac
knowledged currency depreciations were sub
stantially smaller than the depreciation of the 
British pound and the l'nited States and Cana-
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dian dollars, and still less than the deprecia
tion of Argentine and Australian currencies. 
Hence the Danubian countries could not freely 
export wheat to the free-exchange countries 
even under the prices prevailing during 1936-
38. They had to pay in addition direct export 
subsidies to wheat exporters, as Rumania did 
with exports to all free-exchange countries 
and Hungary with her exports of wheat at least 
to Switzerland.' But these export premiums 
inevitably followed from overvaluation of cur
rencies by all Danube countries, even when 
exchange premiums paid to wheat exporters 
are taken into consideration. . Wheat-export 
premiums paid by the Danubian countries 
thus have an economic meaning different from 
those paid by countries with no exchange con
trol (the United States, Canada, Australia, 
etc.) or by countries in which exchange con
trol is combined with a sufficient preliminary 
devaluation of currency (Argentina).' 

This must be emphasized because the con
tinuation of export subsidies in the Danubian 
countries during 1936-37 and their strengthen
ing in 1937-38 were frequently used as a justi
fication for introduction of some kind of wheat
export subsidization in the countries with free 
exchange. These facts were used particularly 
to justi~y the American wheat-export subsidy 
introduced in 1938-39. If we disregard, for rea
sons stated above, the continuation of wheat
export subsidization by the Danube countries, 
we may say that during 1936-37 and 1937-38 
wheat marketing and especially exportation 
were little affected by government interven
tions. We may also say that the rapid re
establishment in 1938-39 of various forms of 
governmental marketing interventions, par-

ticularly of wheat subsidization, was a depar
ture from earlier policy. 

It is appropriate, then, to treat the develop
ment of government interventions on wheat 
markets during 1938-39 as a new and inde
pendent stage which must be explained, with
out going into detailed analysis of preceding 
schemes of governmental control, by pecu
liarities of the wheat situation in 1938-39. 
Government interventions on wheat markets 
were, on the other hand, so widespread in 
1938-39, and their effects on wheat exports 
and on price d"evelopments on international 
and domestic wheat markets were of such 
consequence, that this experience deserves a 
close and detailed study. Government inter
ventions in the chief wheat-exporting coun
tries are of particular inte~est in this connec
tion, and they occupy the center of attention 
in this study. 

We limit our problem further by concen
trating on those features of wheat subsidiza
tion which affect international trade in wheat, 
and represent direct or indirect subsidization 
of wheat exports from the principal wheat
exporting countries. The forms of such subsi
dization, their scope and extent as well as 
their effects, are the principal objects of this 
study. 

When the present war is over, circumstances 
may conceivably prompt a more or less world
wide revival of wheat-export subsidization. If 
so, the experience of 1938-39 ought to be borne 
in mind. The present study, while focusing 
upon that experience, is designed also to pro
vide a historical and theoretical background 
for appraisal of general governmental policies 
of wheat-export subsidization. 

I. FORMS OF WHEAT SUBSIDIZATION IN 1938-39 

The speed with which various forms of 
wheat subsidization in the chief wheat-export-

1 According to Hungarian official trade statistics, 
the price of wheat exported in 1936, 1937, and 1938 
to Austria and Germany. and in 1936 and 1937 to 
Italy exceeded that of wheat exported to Switzerland 
by about 40 or 60 per cent. See Bulletin Statistique 
Trimutrial Hongl"Ois. published by the Office Central 
Royal HORgroi! de Statistique. Oelober-December 1938, 
Xl~[, Table 17. This difference in prices cannot be ex
plained by differenees in quality of exported wheat. 
because that exported to Switzerland was presumably 
of the beat quality. 

ing countries were restored in 1938-39 may 
be explained by two circumstances: (1) the 
almost unprecedented rapidity with which the 

I Professor Howard S. Ellis eomes to a similar 
eonclusion in his recent study uExehange Control in 
Austria and Hungary," published in The Ouartrrlu 
Journal of EconomiC$, November 1939, Part II. He 
says (p. 19): " •••• It should he emphasized that, 
unless the amount paid the exporter ezeeeds the 
handicap imposed by oftlcial exchange htes, there is 
neither genuine subsidizing nor, by the same token. 
'exehange dumpina.' n 
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relative scarcity of wheat in 1937-38 turned 
into a large surplus in 1938-39; and (2) the 
facts that the activities of the various gov
ernmental agencies were suspended but not 
abolished in 1936-37 and 1937-38. and that 
the agencies themselves were preserved. 

The suddenness of the change in the wheat 
market situation was not unexpected or un
predictable. Small wheat supplies in :1,936--37 
were caused by poor yields. and in 1937-38 by 
a combination of very small carryovers of 
wheat from the previous year with only a 
moderate new crop. But in these two years 
the seeded wheat areas were of record size. 
and it was clear that the first satisfactory 
crop would result in a wheat surplus. Gov
ernments in the exporting countries therefore 
cautiously preserved the agencies which they 
could use in case a wheat surplus should re
appear. Furthermore. even before the super
abundance of wheat reappeared. some gov
ernments chose to strengthen the agencies. 
controlling agricultural marketing and to 
change them from emergency devices into 
permanent institutions.' In the United States. 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act enacted on 
February 16. 1938 contained several provi
sions which made possible the strengthening 
of governmental control of the marketing of 
the 1938 wheat crop.' Nearly all of the chief 
exporting countries had in existence govern
mental organizations ready to intervene im
mediately on the wheat markets. if and when 
an emergency situation should appear to call 
for such intervention. In the Danubian coun
tries. as mentioned above. such organizations 
had even continued their activities during 
1936-37 and particularly in 1937-38. 

CANADA 

Of the overseas wheat exporters, Canada 
was in a position to change her policy from 
virtual nonintervention - the situation in 
1937-38---to an active and complete control 
of wheat marketing in the simplest and prac
tically imperceptible manner: it was neces
sary only that the price fixed for wheat by the 
Canadian Wheat Board should be somewhat 
above parity with the market export price. 

The duty of the board. subject to the ap
proval of the Governor in Council. is to fix the 

price that it will pay producers for wheat de
livered to the board;' but in the act itself there 
are no directions as to the factors to be con
sidered in fixing this price. In 1936--37 and 
1937-38 the Winnipeg market price of wheat 
did not decline to the board's buying price 
under the terms approved by the Governor in 
Council. and for this reason the board handled 
practically none of the 1936 and 1937 crops. 
On August 4. 1938. the government an
nounced its approval of the minimum price 
of 80 cents a bushel for No.1 Northern wheat 
at Fort William. as fixed by the board. This 
price was 7711 cents below the minimum of 
the previous year. and it was also somewhat 
below the Winnipeg market price at the time 
of its announcement. But soon (on August 
15) the Winnipeg market price of cash wheat 
declined below the fixed price. and continued 
below during the rest of the crop year. Hence. 
the CWB received practically all wheat mar
keted by farmers of Western Canada in 1938-
39. but there was practically no organizational 
change in the control of Canadian wheat mar
keting. 

It is also hardly possible to say that there 
was definite change from previous years in the 
bases upon which the minimum price was 
fixed. The board may use several bases in 
fixing its buying price. and different con
siderations probably rule in different years.-

1 The intention of the United Slates government 
to develop out of the emergency legislation of 1938 
a long-time farm policy was expressed as early as 
the raU of 1935. See Agricultural Adjustment, 1937-
38, pp. 97-98, referring to President Rooseve1t9s pub
lic statement of Oct. 25, 1935. 

2 For a general analysis of the provisions of the 
act relevant to wheat marketing, see WHEAT STUDl~ 
May 1938, XIV. 346-49. 

8 Section Sa of the Canadian Wheat Board Act of 
1935. 

'See an article by T. W. Grindley, "The Canadian 
Wheat Board,"' Canada Year Book 1939 (Ottawa. 
1939), p. 575. The following statemenls by the 
Canadian Minister of Agriculture, James G. Gar
diner, in an address delivered at Melville, Sask., in 
February 1940 are pertinent to retrospective explana
tion of the motives behind the establishing of the 
board's purchase price for wheat from the 1938 crop 
at a relatively high level: "During the period of 
intense war fear (1938-39) we encouraged those who 
are wheat growers to remain on the land and go on 
producing even against great odds . .... 

"Immediately the intensive war fear period of 
1938 pushed wheat to new low levels we pressed the 
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Generally speaking, the setting of a minimum 
price is the most delicate problem; and the 
board must be extremely careful in fulfillment 
of tbis duty because the fixed price, once 
established, cannot be changed until the end 
of the crop year. At the same time, the fixed 
price somewhat determines the farmers' 
wheat deliveries to the board, as their self
interest will lead them to make such deliveries 
if the open market price is below the fixed 
price. This is perhaps the fundamental weak
ness of the CWB; it may be either completely 
inactive, or obliged to take on the full burden 
of marketing the total crop, depending on 
whether the fixed minimum price is below or 
above the open market price. 

The price fixed under the act has no direct 
relationship to the price at which the board 
sells wheat on domestic markets or to ex
porters. The fixed price is paid to producers 
only, and the board may purchase wheat only 
from producers.' Wheat once sold by a pro
ducer through other channels or sold by the 
board cannot, according to law, be redelivered 
to the board. The fixed price rules only the 
relationship between the board and the wheat 
growers, and not the prices on either local or 
terminal markets, or the export prices. These 
depend on the selling policies of the board and 
on its selling prices, for which the act leaves 
wide discretion to the board.' With the an
nouncement, on August 4, 1938, of the fixed 
minimum price to be paid to producers in 
Western Canada, the government found it 
necessary once more to reassure the miIIing 
and grain trades of the world that "notwith
standing the internal initial price of 80 cents 
per bushel, the Canadian Wheat Board will 
continue its work of encouraging the use of 

wheat board Into service to assure a price which 
brought all the wheat to the board and paid the 
farmers a bonus of 18 c. a bu. This was the flrsl 
time in Canada that a government had deliberately 
paid farmers more than the market price througbout 
a crop year. We took this action under the only 
legislation available because of both national and 
international necessity." Southweltern Miller, Feb. 
13, 1940, p. 2f. 

1 Before the amendment of the act in 1939. the 
flxed minimum price related only to wheat produced 
In Western Canada; but the extension of the system 
to Ontario wheat 18 of negligible international sig~ 
nUle.nee. • Section 8b of the Act. 

'Se. Norlh..,..lem MiII.r, Au,. 10, 1938, p. 32. 

Canadian wheat which will at all times be 
competitive on the world's markets." 

Premier MacKenzie King, in a public state
ment on August 5, emphasized that the fixed 
price had no necessary relation to the open 
market price at which Canadian wheat would 
continue to be sold, and added that at no time 
would wheat under control of the board be 
held off the market on account of price. He 
emphasized also that the board is forbidden to 
hoard wheat.' The Liberal Government of 
Canada was thus careful from the beginning 
not to repeat the policy of price stabilization 
of the early 'thirties, which resulted in an ac
cumulation of enormous stocks of wheat in 
the hands of governmental agencies. Rather, 
it planned to continue the relatively free-seil
ing policy that had been pursued by the sec
ond Canadian Wheat Board during the crop 
year 1935-36. 

UNITED STATES 

In the United States, the new Agricultural 
Adjustment Act of 1938 placed at the gov
ernment's disposition several means of con
trol over the marketing of the 1938 wheat 
crop. When the act was passed, winter wheat 
had been sown and preparation for spring 
sowings were already far advanced. Hence, 
no acreage restriction was undertaken for the 
1938 wheat crop. Wheat acreage was merely 
included in a general group of soil-depleting 
crops, under the Soil Conservation Program. 

Compliance with this program was made 
the condition upon which wheat growers 
could claim loans on wheat from the Com
modity Credit Corporation or from agencies 
co-operating with it. The offer of such loans 
to co-operating producers became mandatory 
under the 1938 act, when the July crop esti
mate for wheat indicated production in ex
cess of a normal year's domestic requirements 
and exports. The act also prescribed maxi
mum and minimum limits for rates on loans 
which the CCC was directed to make available 
to co-operating growers. When formal an
nouncement of the wheat-loan program was 
made on July H, 1938, rates were fixed at the 
lowest limit permitted by the act. 

When Congress was considering the bill, 
Secretary Wallace had warned against fixing 
loan rates on wheat (and cotton), except in an . 
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emergency. at levels so high as to maintain 
prices above world prices and hence.to stop 
exports of these commodities.' Unhappy ex
periences with cotton loans in several pre
vious years had shown the danger of loans at 
excessive rates. 

But even the lowest wheat loan rates per
missible under the 1938 act happened to be 
above export prices.' There was danger. 
therefore. that loans offered at such rates 
would prevent the normal flow of wheat into 
export and would lead to heavy accumulation 
of stocks in the hands of governmental agen
cies. Dangers or such·an accumulation were 
further increased by an early amendment to 
the act which provided that the acreage al
lotted to wheat should be not less than 55 
million acres. although the formula in the 
original act would have required more dras
tic restriction of the 1939 acreage. 

Apprehension that the loan program would 

'See Agricultural Adjustment. 1937-38, p. 101. 
2 For details or the loan rate schedule, see WHBAT 

STUDIBS. September 1938, XV. 23-26. For discussion 
of the effect of the government loan program on 
price •• see ibid •• January 1939. XV. 280-81. and ibid •• 
September 1939. XVI, 31-32. 

8 Section 32 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, 
'1933, as amended in 1935. Concerning its history and 
application, see E. G. Nourse, J. S. Davis, and J. D. 
Black, Three Years 01 the Agricultural Adjustment 
Adminidration (Washington, D.C., 1937), pp. 186-94. 

'See WH&\" STUDt .... December 1939, XVI, 139-4(). 
a R. M. Evans, AAA Administrator, lold farmers 

and AAA committeemen at Amarillo, Tex., Aug. 11, 
1939: "When the large world supply became visible 
last year the United States tried to get the surplus 
producing COD ntries to get together and agree to 
supply only the amount of wheat the importing 
countries were willing to accept at a reasonable price. 
Our competitors remembered the droughts and they 
did not believe that the American wheat farmer was 
atill In the export business. Each country tried to get 
a share of the world market at the expense of all 
the others. They provided subsidies of one kind 
or another. There was nothing for our government 
to do but also to make a subsidy available to our 
farmers in order to retain their share of this market. 
This Is exactly what we did." 

In ~is annual report for 1989, released on January 
2, 1940, Secretary Wallace said: "It became increas
ingly apparent during the summer of 1988 that 
United States exporters would not be able to continue 
anything like normal sales of whent and Dour abroad 
without some form of Government assistance. All 
other leading wheat-producing nations were already 
subsidizing their exports. The wheat and flour ex
port program was put Into etrect in August 1988 
• • • • " (p. 22). 

prevent normal wheat exports was presum
ably prominent among the factors that led 
Secretary . Wallace to change his previous 
stand in opposition to export subsidization of 
staple agricultural commodities such as wheat 
and cotton. He had never before used for 
subsidization of exports of major farm com
modities the customs .revenue fund placed at 
his disposal (in an amount of 30 per cent of 
customs receipts). and he had not supported 
the bill giving him this power when Congress 
had it under consideration.' 

Another reason for acceptance of the new 
policy of wheat-export subsidization was the 
eagerness to achieve an international agree
ment among the principal wheat-exporting 
countries. in order to supplement national 
measures by regulating the international 
movement of wheat. The Secretary of Agri
culture assumed leadership in this direction. 
When prompt agreement could not be se
cured. the adoption of export subsidies by this 
country seemed to constitute a means of in
ducing other exporting countries to come to 
terms. Even this pressure proved insufficient 
to bring about an international agreement. 
but efforts continued through the crop year 
and were abandoned only on the eve of the 
war. late in August 1939.' 

The reason officially given. in subsequent 
explanations. was that competing countries 
were subsidizing their wheat exports. and that 
this government had to follow suit in order 
to retain its "share" of the export market.' 
This explanation seems to us not strictly cor
rect. When, in August. the United States 
wheat export subsidy was inaugurated. this 
was the first of the four chief exporting coun
tries to adopt such a policy. Canada had 
merely undertaken to keep Canadian wheat 
at all times competitive on world markets. 
Such a policy might tum later into actual sub
sidization of exports, if the CWB should ag
gressively sell its wheat at great losses, but 
there was no evidence of this at that time. 
The Argentine and Australian plans were 
adopted later. Only the Danube countries 
were employing export subsidies. under spe
cial conditions already explained. 

The United States export subsidy program 
was put in operation on August 26. 1939 • 
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when the Federal Surplus Commodities Cor
poration issued olTers to purchase wheat "for 
export and domestic relief requirements,"· In 
view oC the previous opposition of Secre~ary 
Wallace to export subsidization. it came as. a 
kind oj surprise. and he justified it as an 
emergency program rather than a permanent 
change in his foreign trade policy.' 

Export of at least· 100 million bushels of 
wheat including flour was announced as a 
minimum objective Cor the 1938-39 crop year. 
The FSCC was charged with ·executing· the 
subsidy program by purchasing wheat from 
domestic producers and traders and reselling 
it to exporters. assuming losses on these re-

. sales. and making them up from the customs-. 
r~venue funds. I~ carrying out the program, 

~ 1 The first, public mention of the.- possibility of 
some kind of subsidization of whent exports seems 
to have been made by Secretary Wallace ou Aug. 11,· 
1938 before the conference of AAA stale committee
men In Washington. D.C. Then be expressed doubt-. 
·'whether we will be able to put more than 60 million 
bushels on the world market unless we take some 
special types of action designed to hold on to our 
fair share of the world wheat trade," and he deOne4 
this share as 20, per cen~. 

Speaking on Aug. 27, 1938 before the International 
Conference of Agricultural Economists in Canada, 
Secretary Wallace stated: . 

HEKport lubsidies are a type of ~onomic warfare 
wlJ.lch, if used on a large scale and for a long time., 
eventually and almost inevitably harms the nation. 
which uses the subsidy more than it harms anyone 
else. Nevertheless, in certain emergencies, there may 
be exceptional and compelling circumstances justify .. 
Ing the' use of export subsidies for limited and tem
porary purposes. It ·is sueb a tituation that now COD

fronts us in the case of wheat." Proceedings of the 
Fifth ·International Conference of Allricultural Econ
omist. (London, 1939), p. 276. 
, In his 1938 report Secretary Wallace also empha
sized the el1)ergenc:y character of the wheat (and 

. cotton) programs, as appears from the follOwing" 
statement: IIAdapted to meet an emergency situation, 
these export programs should not be considered a 
long-term solution of the export problem for wheat 
and eotton. • • • • As an emergency device., with the 
limited objective of retaining for the United States a 
reasonable share of the world's trade in wheat And 
eottoD they have ample- justification. In the long 
run, however, tho restoration of our agricultural 
eXpol't trade requires a general development of truly 
reciprocal commerce" (p. U). But, from further dis
~a~ssion8 of the farm price and' farm income policies 

. relaUng to wheat, one may conclude also that export 
subsidies may remain as a part of a permanent 
policy. Indeed, on page 36 of the report these state
ments may be found: "A.creage control with hene
fit· payments would not by itself make a sotisfactory 
program for wheat.' Yields of wheat vary consider
ably from year to year; moreover, we normally pro-

the facilities of the regular wheat .trade were 
used • 

. The· goal for . flour. included in the· above 
total of lQO million ·bushels. was about 5 mil
lion barrels_ Technically. subsidization of 
flour involved "indemnity payments" to ex
porters to cover the dilT erence between domes
tic and foreign prices at the time of sale. The 
plan in elTect in 1938-39 was an extension of 
~he subsidy program on . exports of Pacific 
Northwest flour to the Philippines, which had 
been in· operation since March 1936. 

The· United States indem";ity on flour ex
ports is ~ plain case of direct Sllbsidization ·of. 
exports. The system applied to wheat exports, . 
though slightly less direct. was no less. clearly 
a case of export subsidization. Both consti
tute~ . examples of goyernment - financed 
"dumping,'" As we shall see. ·so did ·the Ar
gentine plan in operation. while the Canadian 
did not. 

It is necessary to emphasize that the FSCC. 
in contrast with the Canadian Wheat Board. 
was not restricted to purchasing wheat from 
producers only. but could and did purchase 
also. from traders. Consequently. the purchas
ing policy of the FSCC IIlTected not only pro
ducers' prices. but all domestic prices of cash 
wheat as well as of futures.' .. 

duce considerRbl~ wheat for export. Supple
mentary features of our Dational program, such .as 
commodity loans, crop insurance, parity loans. and 
e;t:port subsidies seem indispensable for wheat [italics 
ours]." . 

2 Viner defines "dumping" thus: II 'sale at prices 
abroad which .are lower than current home prices' is 
properly to be regarded as .an instance of dumping 
irrespective of whether. or not the export price is 
below the foreign market price, or is one with which 
foreign competitors canoot cope. or is unr~munera-' 
tive to the seller. The Doe essential characteristic of 
dumping •..• is price-discrimination between pur
chasers in dift'erent national markets,'" Jacob Viner, 
Dumping: A Problem. in International Trade (Uni .. 
vel'sity of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1923), p ••• 

II According to the omcial announcement, the 
FSCC was directed to purchase only cash wheat, and 
bought no futures directly (Southwutern Miller, 
Aug. 30, 1938, p. 24). Indirectly, however, the gov- . 
ernment was a powerful factor in the futures mar
ket. Simultaneously with sales of wheat abroad. the 
exporting wheat merchants purchased wheat futures 
on a large seale. Consequently, by timill8 its sales 
abroad. the FSCC could inOuence futares markets; 
and this apparently was its policy. with at view to 
maintaining stability in the domestic futures mar
ket. llrid., July 4, 1939. p. 19. 
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Herein lies an important difference between 
the interventions of the United States and· 
Canada. The Canadian plan implied outright 
fixation of the price to producers of wheat, 
and, with the 1938 price fixed above. export 
parity, resulted in the governmental agency's 
taking over the lotal crop of Western Canada 

. for marketing on domestic markets and 
abroad. This may impress one as a much 
greater degree of governmental regulation of 
wheat markets than tlie system employed in 
the United States, where there was no price 
fixation' and no taking over by the govern
.ment of a greater part of the crop for market-

1 Secretary Wallace consistently objected to vari
ous price-fixing -programs, proposed at that time. 
Commenting on the government's wheat-loan pro
gram at its announcement on' July 14, 1938, he 
emphasized that "The loans are neither intended nor 
expected to fix the price of wheat, hut only to pro
mote the orderly h~ndling of an especially large crop 
until other parts of the program can take effect." 
Southwestern Miller, July 19. 1938, p. 21. 

2 Under agreements between the CWB and western 
millers, the Jatter obtained their local milling re
quirements of wheat at the hoard's selling prices, 
and Dot at its purchase 'prices paid to producers. 
However, local sales 'of wheat fol" feed and seed by 
elevator companies under contract with the CWB, 
which presumably were not large, were at the board's 
fixed (carlot). price less freight to Forl William or 
Vancouver. In the case of, feed wheat, the companies 
were also instructed to 'cancel this basis if the open 
market price for that grade should go above the 
board's price. Thus, feed and seed wheats were pur
posely sold on local markets of Western Canada at 
prices above the open market prices, ~videnUy in 
order to prevent resales of this wheat to the board. 
See Memorandum 01 Agreement between milling com
panies and the CanadiaJJ; Wheat Board, as well as 
Canadian Wheat Board, Instructions to Trade (mim
eographed), No. 30, Sept. 13, 1938 and No. 48. Oct. 20, 
1938. 

8 U.S. Dept. Agr., The Wheat Situation, Sept. 25, 
1939. p. 16. 

t Secretary Wallace stated in June 1939: "The pub
lic CBn appraise itself the full extent to which the 
United States wheat program in all its phases has 
protected the American wheat farmer from the 
troubles that have beset wheat farn:iers in most other' 
parts of the world . ... . Wheat prices in the United 
States have for the last -six months averaged approxi

. matcly 11 cents a bushel above world levels ..... " 
See U.S. Dept; Agr., press release of June 19, 193,9. 
Mr. Evnns, Administrator of the AAA, told farmers 
in August 1939 that conservatiye estimates put the 
increase of farmer income resulting from the main
tennnce of. domestic wheat prices above the world 
levels ot more than 60 million dollars, while the cost 
of subsidies was about 26 million dollars. See his 
add.·css at Amarillo, Texas, Aug. 11, 1939. 

ing. On the other hand, the policy of the Ca
nadian government was to maintain open
market prices of wheat in Canada, through 
the. selling of the Canadian Wheat Board, on 
a level with wheat prices in international mar
kets. Canadian millers could buy wheat 'at 
the same prices as exporters.' In the United 
States, on the contrary, the price of wheat on 
domestic markets was artificially maintained 
above the international market level through 
.the combined effect of the export subsidies 
and of governmental loans at rates above exL 
port parity. . . . 

There was perhaps more governmental in~ 
terference in wheat. markets in the United 
States than in Canada. By diverting abroad 
before June 30, 1939, through subsidized sales 
for export, approximately 94 million bushels 
of wheat (including flour),' the United States 
.government succeeded in curtailing the ac-: 
cumulation of wheat under governmental con~ 
trol at the end of the crop year. On the other 
hand, the export-subsidy program was used a.s 
a device for price maintenance on domestic 
markets and could thus support the wheat 
price at a level which prevented excessive qow 
under governmental loans of that surplus 
wheat which remained in the country. 
Furthermore, in certain cases, the FSCC suc~ 
ceeded in purchasing wheat for export sup
plies by pa~ng borrowers premiums over the 
loan rates. Some 15 million i!ushels of wheat 
were bought thus in the Pacific Northwest 
(p. 57). By its program of subsidized exports, 
therefore, the .government succeeded in coun-· 
teracting some of the undesirable effects ,of 
the high loan rates. But the result was 
achieved ·by a considerable· degree of govern
mental interventjon which maintained the do
mestic market price upon an artificial level; 
and that level prevented any commercial 
wheat exports after the adoption of the sub-, 
·sidy and also introduced much uncertainty 
on domestic markets. . 

The maintenance of domestic wheat prices 
above a competitive international level is rep
resented by the United States Department .of 
Agriculture as a positive achievement which 
materially increased the income of the Amer" 
ican growers.' How far this was actually the 
case, however, depends on how much the dis-
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parity betweeq the United States domestic 
price of wheat and the world price was caused 
by the price-raising effects of the export sub
sidy on domestic markets, and how much by 
the price-depressing effects of the same sub
sidy upon the world prices. This problem will 
be discussed later (pp. 84 ff.). Here it is perti
nent to mention that, when the program of 
subsidized exports was announced, it sub
stantially depressed wheat prices on world 
markets; and that these depressing effects on 
world wheat prices were noticeable also dur
ing the first three months of the program's 
operation when subsidy ratea were rapidly 
rising,' as well as during later months (see 
p. 57). During the earlier months, the de
pressing effects of the United States export 
subsidies on Liverpool wheat prices were of 
greater magnitude than the price-supporting 
effects on wheat prices in the United States.' 

The chief exporters of the Southern Hemi
sphere, not harvesting their crop until De
cember-J anuary, could postpone decisions on 
wheat policies to a later date. However, world 
wheat prices had already declined in July
August, and particularly early in September, 
to so low a level that Southern Hemisphere 
wheat growers began vigorous campaigns for 
governmental assistance in order to meet the 
emergency. 

ARGENTINA 

As early as September 80, 1938, the Ar
gentine Parliament, under agrarian pressure, 
authorized the executive to fix minimum 
prices for wheat (and also for linseed and 
corn) produced in 1938-39 or to subsidize 
producers of these cereals in some other way 
which it found appropriate, if such measures 
appeared necessary to protect producers.' The 
same law authorized the executive to finance 
grain purchases, as well as eventual losses of 
these purchases at fixed prices, from profits on 
official exchange operations,' or, in case this 
source was insufficient, from advances by the 
Banco de la Nacion Argentina. These were 
the same sources as had been at the dis
position of the Argentine Grain Regulating 
Board in 1988--36. Active discussions followed 
concerning the level of minimum prices.' 
Finally, by a<decree of November 14, the Presi-

dent of the Republic fixed the basic price for 
< wheat at 7 pesos per quintal of 100 kilograms 

(equivalent to about 59% cents per bushel at 
that time) for Grade No.2, basis 78 kilogram 
wheat f.o.r. Buenos Aires. The minimum price 
for the new crop was fixed above the market 
price for old-crop wheat at the time of its 
announcement.· Another decree on the same 
day designated new members of the Grain 
Regulating Board, which had been inactive for 
two years, and the board began operations on 
November 21, 1938. 

The authorizing act had stipulated that the 
minimum prices must <be exclusively for the 
benefit of the producers. One of the first ac
tions of the board was to take measures to 
enforce this stipulation.' The board also un-

10fficially annouDced export indemnities on flour 
sales for export fl"Om points east of the Rocky Moun
tains rose from 30 cents per barrel on September 7 
to $1.05 per barrel on December 2. Weekly average 
losses on sales of wheat for export by the FSCC rose 
from 7 to 8 cents per bushel during the first week of 
operation of the program to 25 to 30 cents per bushel 
during December (see pp. 61-63). 

3 See Holbrook Working·s price analysis in WHBAT 

STUDIBS, September 1938. XV. particularly pp. 11-12, 
16; and also ibid., January 1939, XV. particularly 
p.276. < 

I By Law 12,557 of September 30, 1938, on Mini;.. 
mum Priees of Wheat, Linseed, and Corn. Comisi6n 
Nacional de Granos y Elevadores, Boletln Informativo, 
Oct. 15, 1938, p. 900, and Nov. 15, 1938, p. 1006. 

40 On Nov. 7, 1938, by raising the official selling rate 
for the pound sterling from 16 to 17 pesos and leaving 
the buying rate at 16 pesos, the government doubled 
the margin between the selling and purchasing rates 
from which "profits" on offieial exehange operations 
are derived. 

Ii Farmers' organizations demanded, of course, 
higher levels for wheat, not less than 9 pesos per 
quintal. Trade interests first objeeted to any fixed 
priee and later insisted on such a low level for the 
minimum priee that it "should give the ,rower DO 

profit whatsoever and maybe a small loss." and in
dicated that the fixed priee should not exceed 6 pesos 
per quintal. Timu of Al'f1entina, Oet. 31. 1938. p. 13. 
Nov. 14, 1938, p. 24. 

«Ii On November 16, when the price was announced. 
the price of basic wheat in Buenos Aires was 6.75 
pesos per quintal; but a week earlier it had heen 
6.00 pesos. and it declined to that level two weeks 
later. The average for November was 6.16 pesos per 
quintal and for December .6.96 pesos. 

'See Timu of Al'f1entina, Nov. 21, 1938, p. 10; 
also Boletfn InfornratirJo, Dec. 15. 1938, p. 1162; and 
Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Monthly R .. 
View of the Wheat Situation, Dec. 23, 1938, p. 14. 
The board sent out circulars and leaOets indicating 
net prices to he paid for wheat delivered at evCl'3' 
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dertook an intensive propaganda campaign to 
show the growers the advantage of selling di
rectly to the board and of using the network 
of local branches of the Banco de la Naci6n 
Argentina, which served as the board's agen
cies for this purpose. 

It seems reasonable to assume that wheat 
growers took full advantage of the fixed mini
mum prices, in their sales not only to the 
board itself but also to other buyers. Until 
the report of the board for the 1938-39 crop 
appears it is impossible to say what propor
tion of the total purchases of the GRB was 
composed of direct purchases from producers.' 

station throughout the country. Farmers were 
warned to take care that in case of sales made to 
buyers other than the board's agencies no deductions 
were made from the official minimum prices. In case 
of doubt farmers were to address the nearest branch 
of the bank or the hoard itself. Buyers were advised 
that in case of proved infraction upon the decisions 
of the board they would cease to be its agents. 

1 We must here correct a statement made in our 
review of the crop year 1938-39 (WHEAT STUDIES, De
cember 1939, XVI, 136) that the Grain Regulating 
Board ,was restricted to buying from growers and co
opel'atives. Such restriction related only to purchases 
of wheat certified by tbe N ationa! Grain and Eleva
tors Board at the Rosario and Tancacha terminal ele
vators, for which a quality premium (of 0.16 pesos 
per 100 kilos) was established. See Times of Argen
tina, Dec. 19, 1938, pp. 7-8. 

2 During 1933-34, the first year of the board's oper
ations, nearly 90 per cent of the wheat was bought by 
the board from intermediaries and only a.little more 
than 10 per cent from farmers or thei~ co-operatives. 
Banco de la Naci6n Argentina, Economic Review, Oc
tober-November 1934, VII. 143-48. 

a Early in June the Buenos Aires correspondent of 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics in Canada reported 
that "the local millers have recently had to resort 
more freely to the Board for their supplies, as most 
of the grain not up to the standard speCified by the 
Board appean by now to have found an outlet." But 
early in August the same correspondent reported 
some purchases by millers in Buenos Aires at 6.30 
pesos per quintal, or below the minimum price of 
7 pesos. 

.. A two-price system was followed by the GRB 
even after the fixed minimum price was abolished on 
Sept. 6, 1939. The board's selling price of wheat for 
exporlers continued below its purchase price up to 
December, but measures were taken by the govern
ment to enable the board to dispose of at least a part 
of its wheat on domestic markets without losses. By 
the decree of October 10, domestic millers were ob
liged to cover their requirements for wheat up to 
Nov. 30, 1940 exclusively by purchases from the 
board at a price of 7 pesos per quintal f.o.r. Buenos 
Aires (Time. 01 Argentina, Oct. 16. 1939, pp. 23-24; 
and Bol.tin Infol7llativo, Oct. 15, 1939, pp. 1074-75). 
Only In December 1939, after the sharp rise of Argen-

Presumably the increased facilities extended 
in 1938-39 to farmers for direct sales to the 
board resulted in this form of sale being of 
greater importance than it was in the earlier 
years of the board's operations, when pur
chases from traders had predominated.' 

Minimum prices were fixed only for new
crop wheat up to specified standards of qual
ity. Old-crop wheat, and new-crop grain of 
inferior quality or light weight, w~re sold by 
farmers through local dealers at free-market 
prices. Such prices were substantially below 
the official minimum price. Consequently the 
fixed minimum price for wheat did not rule 
upon all domestic wheat markets, particularly 
in the early part of the commercial year. 
After a few months, however, millers were 
obliged to cover their requirements for wheat 
by purchases from the board, and the fixed 
minimum price was increasingly the factor 
determining wheat prices on domestic mar
kets.' This was inevitable because the selling 
policy of the Argentine board, unlike that of 
the Canadian, was a two-price system. In 
transactions between the Argentine board and 
wheat exporters, international prices were the 
rule. In its sales on domestic markets, higher 
prices were charged, based on the fixed mini
mum price at which the board purchased from 
producers.' 

Prices of wheat futures on the Buenos Aires 
grain futures market were also based on the 
fixed minimum price. Hence their movements 
up to the abolition of the fixed price on Sep
tember 6, 1939, had little relation to prices 
paid to the board by exporters and, conse
quently, to the international level of prices." 

tine wheat prices reflecting the poor Argentine crop 
of 1939-40, the two-price system automatically was 
discontinued, and the government also changed its 
regulation with regard to flour mills. They were 
permitted to purchase wheat from the board at 7 
pesos per quintal up to 40 per cent of their require
ments until Nov. 30, 1940 (Boletin Informativo, 
Dec. 31, 193~, p. 1386). With higher prices of wheat 
in international markets, their obligation thus turned 
into a privilege. 

a- The grain futures market in Buenos Aires asked 
the government to be permitted to deal in wheat at 
the international price. The GRB was reported to 
have advised the government .to permit such opera
tions in futures. It was pointed out that these fa
cilities would be used mainly for bedging purposes. 
t'ut the requisite permission was not given. Times of 
Argentina, Dec. 26. 1938 and Apr. 24, 1939. 
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Thus, in Argentina, as in the United States, 
the wheat price on domestic markets was arti
ficially maintained above the world level, not 
only for wheat producers but also for most 
transactions other than those between the 
board and wheat exporters. The export prac
tice of the Argentine board constituted dump
ing, as was true of American practice. 

The marketing policy of the Argentine 
board, however, was for a time extremely con
servative. Indeed, in the first quarter of the 
Argentine marketing year, it may even be 
described as a withholding of wheat from the 
market. Only about 10 per cent of the large 
exportable surplus of Argentina was exported 
during January-March 1939, the season when 
Argentine shipments are usually at their peak. 
In January-February, Argentina exported 
even less than in the same months of the pre
vious year, though her exportable surplus was 
more than twice as large. Only in 1935-36, 
when the Grain Regulating Board startled the 
world by suddenly raising its buying price 
much above the current price, did Argentine 
exports in the first quarter of the calendar 
year constitute about as small a proportion 
of the exportable surplus; and the Argentine 
crop of that year was very small. 

From the end of March, Argentine exports 
became heavier, and in June still more so; 
but up to the middle of June the board's sell
ing prices showed no declining tendency. On 
the contrary, in May and the first half of 
June, they seem to have been above the Janu
ary-lIlarch level. Generally speaking, the sell
ing prices during January-June fluctuated be
tween 5.10 and 5.50 pesos per quintal, and 
only in July or early August did they decline 
below 5 pesos.' 

Thus, there is no evidence that the Grain 
Regulating Board pressed wheat on the mar
ket, though it had to sell wheat to exporters 
at the world price, which before its decline at 
the end of 1938-39 was on the average about 
25 per cent below the fixed purchase price. 
When. in the second half of June and July, 
Argentine wheat afloat to Europe was offered 
on the markets at distressed prices, this pre
sumably resulted from an overbought position 
of exporters. 

The fixed minimum price evidently satis-

fied the producers. By the beginning of Au
gust, most of the available wheat of export 
quality had passed into the hands of the 
board. But, according to the trade estimates, 
less than half of it had been sold at that time, 
and wheat exports from Argentina in Jann
ary-July 1938-39 equaled only about 40 per 
cent of her exportable surplus.> 

AUSTlIALIA 

Rapidly declining wheat prices during 
ApriJ-Julyof 1938. coupled with the effects of 
the drought in some areas (especially in Vic
toria), gave rise to an emergency in the Aus
tralian wheat industry also. The Common
wealth government, co-operating with the 
states, elaborated a plan of assistance to wheat 
growers in order to meet this emergency. 
Agreement on the forms of assistance and the 
sources of funds for its financing had been 
reached as early as August-September 1938,' 
but the necessary legislation, which required 
both Commonwealth and state action. was not 
passed until early in December. Thus, after 
an interval of two years when no assistance 

1 The selling prices of the Grain Regulatinc Board 
are DOt ofllcially reported. However, there is informa
tion in the trade press. and from time to time they 
were also reported from Buenos Aires by the corre
spondent of the Canadian Dominion Bureau of Sta
tistics. This last source mentions the following sell
ing prices of the board in Buenos Aires at the hea:in
rung of successive months as follows, in pesos per 
quintal: April. 5.10; May, 6.35; June,. 6.65; July, 
6.27~; August, 4.77%. The price at Rosario is usu· 
ally 10 centavos lower. According to the trade press., 
the board's selling prices for the earlier months of 
January-February were around 6.20 pesos per quiD. 
tal The reviewer of the Jl'8.in trade in the Time. 01 
Al'flentina estimated in July that Argentina had been 
able to export from the beginning of the campaign 
abont 2'A. million tODS from her large exportable sur
plus Wat a price averaging 6.30 pesos or a trifle over, 
from Rosario per 100 kilos.- This means that the 
price in Buenos Aires was on the average 6.40 (or 
slightly over) pesos per kilo. Timu of AlVentina, 
July 17, 1939, p. 24. 

2 See Canada, Dominion. Bureau of Statisties. The 
Grain Situation in AlTIentina (mimeographed), Aug. 
16. 1939. Total purchases of the Grain Regulating 
Board at the beginning of August 1939 were estimated 
by the Buenos Aires correspondent of the Bureau as 
at least 276.6 million bushels. The eventual total 
_. 298 (p. 70). 

• See Commonwealth of Australia. Parliamentary 
Debates, Fifteenth Parliament. Fint Session. Second 
Period. 1937-38. Announcement of the Minister of 
Commen:e, Sir Earl. Po, .. on Nov. 18, 1938. 
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was given to Australian wheat producers, sub
sidization of wheat was 'restored in Australia. 

The Australian plan was a rather complex 
combination of several legislative acts that 
need not be discussed in detail here.1 The 
principal Commonwealth acts involved are 
the Wheat Industry Assistance Act and sev
eral taxation acts incorporated in the Flour 
Tax (Wheat Industry Assistance) Assessment 
Act. The legislation of the states, on the other 
hand, provided for fixing prices of flour and 
some other wheat products in the respective 
states, and for establishing the organization 

1 A detailed analysis of all pertinent legislative 
acts is given by Leo J. Schaben, "The Australian 
Wheat Industry Assistance Scheme," Foreign Agri
culture, November 1939, III, 509-24. 

2 In addition to the flour tax collected from do~ 
mestic Bour under the Flour Tax Act, 1939, corre
sponding taxes were imposed on imported flour and 
specified imported goods containing flour under the 
Flour Tax (Imports and Exports) Act, 1938. See 
Commercial Intelligence Journal, Jan. 28, 1939, p. 132, 
and Feb. 11, 1939, pp. 194-96. 

8 Whenever, on the other hand, the export price of 
wheat (f.D.r. Williamstown) exceeded 58. 2d. per 
bushel, the tax bad to h. imposed on sal.s of wheat 
by producers, not exceeding Is. per bushel. (whether 
(or local consumption or for export). From the. pro
ceeds of this tax a bounty to Dour millers was to be 
paid in order to compensate them for the excess of 
-wheat prices above 5s. 2d.-the base on which Dour 
prices were set by state laws. As wheat prices have 
been below that base since the law was passed, this 
stipulation of the Australian Wheat Industry Assistw 

ance scheme has not been in operation. The flour tax 
was applied from December 3, 1938. During Decem
ber-July 1938-39 it varied between £5 per ton of 
Dour (as it was from May 19 to June 15) and £6 
(after July 21). There were numerous complaints in 
the Australian farm press that the tax on flour hased 
on wheat prices ruling in Williamstown (Melbourne) 
was not su1Dciently high to provide a "home-consump
tion price" of wheat at ports of 5s. 2d. a bushel as 
established in the act. The Williamstown wheat 
price, reflecting the drought in Victoria, was higher 
than usual in relation to wheat prices in other ports. 
This reduced the Dour tax based on the difference 
between the "home-consumption price" of 6s. 2d. 
and the market price in Williamstown. See The Land 
(New South Wal •• farm weekly), Feb. S, 1939, p. 10. 

"Victoria, as the most affected, obtained £200,000; 
New South Wales, South Australia, and Western Aus
tralia obtained £100,000 each. During each of the next 
succeeding years, grants to the states for special pur
poses are to be used primarily for financing the trans_ 
fer of wheat growers from submarginal lands. 

e The first instalments of both types of payments 
were disbursed In the various states sometime in Feb .. 
ruary 1939 from the above-mentioned advance by the 
Commonwealth government4 

and procedure for intrastate distribution of 
financial grants allocated to them under the 
Commonwealth acts. 

The new scheme of assistance to Australian 
wheat growers, like previous schemes there, 
involved no governmental interference in the 
marketing of wheat and its export, or any 
control of export and domestic wheat prices. 
The so-called "home-consumption price" of 
wheat, 5s. 2d. per bushel f.o.r. Williamstown, 
Victoria, was established as a base on which 
the price of flour and of some other products 
were fixed by the respective states. Whenever 
the export price of wheat (f.o.r. Williams
town) fell below the base, a tax on all flour 
consumed in Australia was to be imposed 
under the various Commonwealth acts.' The 
rate of tax was to be sufficient to compensate 
for the difference between the "home-con
sumption price" of 58. 2d. per bushel of wheat 
and the current market price. With the varia
tions of the market price of wheat, the rates 
of the flour tax had to be adjusted to these 
variations by a Wheat Stabilization Advisory 
Committee created under the Commonwealth 
legislation.' 

All money collected from flour taxation was 
deposited in the Wheat Industry Stabilization 
Fund, which was administered by the above
mentioned Advisory Committee, and from 
that fund allocations were made to the states. 
In order to put the scheme into immediate 
operation, the act provided for advances up to 
£2,000,000 from the Commonwealth treasury. 

It was estimated that during 1938-39 the 
total proceeds of the flour tax would be 
£3,500,000 to £4,000,000 Australian (13 to 15 
million dollars at the rate of exchange pre
vailing in July 1939). Of these proceeds 
£500,000 were reserved for special purposes, 
according to provisions of the Wheat Indus
try Assistance Act. In 1938-39 the reserve 
was used· for the alleviation of distress to 
wheat farmers affected by the drought and 
was distributed among the ~arious states in 
proportion to their needs for drought relief." 
The rest of the fund was distributed among all 
wheat growers on the basis of wheat sold or 
delivered for sale.' It was anticipated that 
these payments would approximate 5d. to 6d. 
per bushel. 
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The money for drought relief was distri
buted among those growers whose average 
yields were below a specified yield per acre
in Victoria below 7 bushels per acre and' in 
New South Wales and Western Australia be
low 9 bushels. This distribution was made in 
such a manner that the distressed farmers 
would receive from the drought relief an 
amount per acre which, together with the 
bounty paid them on each bushel of their pro
duction, would give them a total payment 
equal to that which growers whose yield just 
equaled the specified yield per acre would re
ceive from the bounty paid per bushel of pro
duction. 

Even at 6d. per bushel sold (or 9 to 10 cents 
per bushel), the Australian bounty was 
smaller than the subsidies which the Argen
tine and Canadian governments paid their 
wheat growers in the fixed purchase price of 
wheat. Those paid by the United States gov
ernment were much higher (see p. 66). 

Governmental control and interference were 
also the slightest in Australia. The flow of 
wheat to markets, domestic and foreign, as 
well as the wheat price formation, were left 
to the ordinary interaction of supply and de
mand. The government limited its task to the 
relief of farmers, both those distressed by 
drought and others affected by the low level 
of market prices. 

It is necessary to add that Australia was 
more successful in disposing of her 1938--39 
crop than were the other chief exporters. It 
is true that the Australian crop was somewhat 
below average. and that she benefited more 
than other exporters from the opening of an 
additional market.for wheat in the Orient. al
though at low prices. But the Canadian crop 
too was relatively small, and on Oriental mar
kets Australia had to compete with highly 
subsidized exports of wheat from the United 
States. 

DANUBE COUNTRIES 

Governmental assistance to wheat exporters 
from the Danube countries continued in 1938-
39 without substantial changes. But with the 
great decline in world wheat prices, and with 
much larger export surpluses from the record 
.crops of 1938, Danubian countries felt im-

pelled to give much greater assistance to 
wheat exportation than in the two previous 
years, since they were reluctant to make much 
reduction in their domestic fixed minimum 
prices and in Some cases even raised them. 

In Bulgaria the grain monopoly raised its 
purchase price from 320 to 340 leva per quin
tal for soft wheat and from 350 to 370 leva for 
hard wheat.' In Hungary the minimum price 
of wheat for producers was fixed at 20 pengos 
per quintal of wheat from the 1938 crop, or 
about on the level around which the wheat 
price fluctuated during 1937--'18.' In Yugo
slavia the government-controlled privileged 
export company (Prizad). which was in 
charge of purchases of wheat for export with 
a view to price maintenance, purchased wheat 
during the first half of the 1938--39 crop year 
at 160 dinars per quintal. only some 10 per 
cent below its purchase price of the previous 
year.' In Rumania the minimum price for 
wheat from the 1938 crop was fixed at 400 lei 
per quintal instead of 420 lei as during the 
previous year. Later. the government lowered 
this price to 380 lei, as it lacked funds to 
maintain it on the earlier fixed level. But 
even that price was only 10 per cent below 
the minimum price fixed for the previous 
crop .. 

All these prices. when converted in cur_ 
rencies of the free-exchange countries at offi
cial exchange rates. were far above export 
parity with wheat prices ruling on free inter
national markets. Consequently. in 1938-39 
wheat exports from all Danube countries were 
possible only with some form of government 
assistance. 

The Bulgarian grain monopoly purchased 
the whole wheat crop in excess of domestic 
consumption of producers. at a fixed price 
above the world market price. Consequently, 
the government lost heavily on its sales for 
export. Resisting these losses. it postponed 
wheat exports until late in the crop year and 

llnternational Review of Agriculture. December 
1938, XXIX. 683. 

I See Alexandre HubBY, ALe probl~me de 1. vente 
du bI~ K L'ES! Euro~.n Agricol., October 1938, VII 
302. • 

• Dr. O. v. Franges. "Changes in the Export of Agri
cultural Products from Yugoslavia:' International 
Review of Agriculture, January 1939, xxx. 1-22. 
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sold only a small part of the export surplus. 
carrying the larger part into the new crop 
year. 

Hungary and Yugoslavia disposed of their 
wheat surpluses in 1938-39. as they had done 
before. mainly to countries applying exchange 
control; these. by various marketing regula
tions. also maintained their ·prices. including 
wheat prices. much above world markets. Ex
tending to the buying countries under bi
lateral agreements some kind of a quid pro 
quo, such as purchases of industrial com
modities also at prices above the world mar
ket. Hungary and Yugoslavia succeeded in 
1938-39 in disposing of large portions of their 
wheat surpluses purchased from producers at 
prices above the world market. without exces
sive direct losses to the organizations in 
charge of wheat exports. In earlier years
from 1934 to 1937-Hungary had practiced 
such exports under the Rome agreements with 
Italy and Austria. In 1938, after the annexa
tion of Austria by Germany. the Rome agree
ment lost its significance. but it was replaced 
by new bilateral agreements with Germany 
and Italy.1 Yugoslavia also bad· clearings and 
quota agreements with various countries such 
as Germany. Italy. Czechoslovakia (later the 
protectorate of Bohemia - Moravia), under 
which she disposed of a certain quantity of 
wheat at prices above world market prices. 
These agreements were renewed for the 1939-
40 crop year.' 

But Rumania. exporting wheat in greater 
proportion to free markets. had to resort in 
1938-39 to a larger direct subsidization of 
wheat exports. She first modified her subsidi
zation of wheat exports in the form of ex
change premiums paid on bills of exchange 
received for wheat exported to the countries 
with free exchange. In previous years. the 

1 See Hubay. Ope cit., p. 302. 
a See Bulletin de la Direction pour "Achal et rEx

portation des Cereales (Sofia, Bulgaria). July 20, 1939, 
pp.196-98. 

8 See Conjunctura Economiei Romanesti, a monthly 
bulletin published by the Rumanian Association for 
the Study of Economic Conjuncture, June 1939, p. 1. 

f Information on the size of subsidies from the 
Bu/etinul Informativ, an orucial monthly bulletin of 
the Rumanian Ministry of Agriculture, for various 
months. 

National Bank had purchased such bills from 
wheat exporters at 38 per cent premium above 
the official exchange rate. In 1938-39. in addi
tion to this. 30 per cent of such bills were left 
with exporters. who could sell them on the 
free market where they could obtain much 
better rates. Indeed. in September 1938 rates 
on the free market for sterling bills in lei were 
60 to 70 per cent above the official rate; they 
increased greatly during the fall. and in Janu
ary-February were more than 150 per cent 
above the official rate. For September-June 
the rates obtained for sterling bills in lei on 
the free market averaged some 120 to 130 per 
cent above the official rates.' This meant that 
exporters. retaining at their disposal 30 per 
cent of the exchange and selling it on a free 
market. could increase their proceeds from 
wheat exports in lei by 35 to 40 per cent above 
what they would receive at· the official rates. 

But this also indicates that the 38 per cent 
premium received by exporters on the total 
amount of their exchange bills in the previous 
years. and on 70 per cent of the total in 1938-
39. was not sufficient to compensate them for 
the overvaluation of lei at the official rate of 
excbange. It thus explains why it was neces
sary to pay. in addition to the exchange pre
mium. a direct subsidy in order to compensate 
exporters for the overvaluation of Rumanian 
currency under the exchange control and to 
enable them to export wheat on free markets. 

In 1936-37. under the influence of rising 
wheat prices on international markets. direct 
export subsidies allowed to exporters were 
gradually reduced from 1.000 lei per ton dur
ing July-August to 250 lei in November-De
cember. and to a nominal value of 50 lei per 
ton in January-April (about 1 cent per bushel 
at the official exchange rate). and then were 
completely abolished. In 1937-38. when the 
wheat prices on the world market declined. 
the export subsidy was re-established. but it 
fluctuated during most of the export season 
between 300 and 700 lei per ton. With a fur
ther decline of wheat prices in 1938-39. the 
direct export subsidy was fixed for August at 
1.000 lei per ton. soon (still in August) raised 
to 1.200 lei. and finally (in October) to 1.300 
lei or about 34 per cent of the fixed minimum 
price of wheat paid to producers.' 
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Such increase of direct subsidies paid to 
exporters of wheat, coupled with the neces
sity of subsidizing unusually large export sur
pluses from the 1938 crop, resulted in a short
age in the fund collected by taxation of wheat 
and rye flour produced in commercial mills, 
from which direct wheat export subsidies 
were usually financed. Consequently, the Ru
manian government had to finance export 
subsidies from other sources, mainly by bor
rowing from the National Bank. There are 
estimates that the cost of direct subsidization 
of wheat exports from Rumania in 1938-39 
were two or three times the average of such 
costs for the three preceding years.' Such 
procedure contributed to monetary inflation 
in Rumania, evidences of which were clear 
by the end of 1938. 

FRANCE 

The picture of wheat export subsidization 
in 1938-39 would remain incomplete without 
brief mention of the subsidization of exports 
by the .French Wh~at Board. France is not 
usually a net wheat exporter, but her wheat 
surplus from the record 1938 crop was large, 

1 See quotation from the Nachrichten fUr Aussen
hondel (German publication) in the Bulletin de la 
Direction pour l'Achat et rExportalion dea Cdrdalea, 
July ~O. 1939, pp. 202-8. 

2 By decree of JUDe 17, 1938 and of Aug. 31, 1938. 
a By the law of Dec. 24, 1934. there had already been 

established a security stock of wheal. amounting at 
the beginninl of 1938-39 to about 7 million bushels. 
More than half of this was Yugoslavian wheat pu .... 
chased by the French government a few years before. 
It was decided to sell this Yugoslavian wheat for ex
port during 1988-39, replacing it by domestic wheat 
from the 1988 crop. At times the Yugoslavion wheat 
"'as the cheapest quoted on British markets. where it 
was dumped. Concernina the security stock. see the 
preamble to the decree of June 14, 1938, in Bulletin 
de "OOlce de Renseignments Allricoles, July I. 1938. 
p. 8~8. 

'Subsidized exports of .oour were authorised by a 
decree of Oct. 18, 1938, which provided that Dour mill
ers who desired to participate in the absorption or 
whent surpluses by exports of Dour could buy wheat 
from the board at prices approved by its director and 
which were actually much below its fixed purchase 
price. Indeed. the prices approved on the first sales 
of wheat to millers for this purpos~ at the end of 
October, averaged 61 francs per quintal against 201.60 
francs per quintal paid in October to producers. Sales 
of wheat for exports in grain, also at low prices, .ouc
tuated mainly between fioG and 60 francs per quintal. 
See J. A. Goldschmidt, RODDe du marclti du bl. 
(Paris), Oct. 13 and Nov. ~ 1938. 

and the way in which the Wheat Board 
dumped part of it on outside markets deserves 
some comment. At certain times French 
wheat was the cheapest among competing 
wheats on important international markets. 

The 1938 wheat crop was the first surplus 
crop since the French Wheat Board had been 
established by law of August 15, 1936, and 
the board's policy met its first real test 
in 1938-39. Under Article 14 of the original 
law, the board was required to establish for 
the 1938 wheat crop allotments for most grow
ers and to fix progressively lower prices for 
wheat produced beyond these allotments. But 
the board was not ready to introduce this sys
tem. Instead, the law was changed,' and 
measures were taken to finance the purchase 
of the whole crop at a single fixed price, and 
to dispose of surplus wheat at a loss by selling 
at world prices for export and by denaturing 
it for feeding. In order to cover losses on 
surplus disposal, a special progressive levy 
was imposed on all sales of wheat. This was. 
subtracted from the fixed purchase price of 
wheat, which was established by the Wheat 
Board following a formula set forth in the 
law. In addition, there were some other taxes 
partly ·on producers of wheat and partly on 
consumers of flour and bread. 

From the very beginning of 1938-39, it was 
clear that there would be a large wheat sur
plus. The Central Council of the Wheat 
Board, meeting at the end of August, con
sidered the necessity of disposing of some 29 
million bushels' of wheat by export and de
naturing, and of building up a new security 
stock' of some 37 million bushels. 

Subsidized exports of wheat began early in 
October, followed a few weeks later by subsi
dized exports of flour.' Sales for export by 
the board proceeded rather rapidly during the 
autumn of 1938. Exports went mainly to Brit
ish markets but also to the Netherlands, Bel
gium, Spain, and French colonies, which by a 
decree of November 2, 1938, were forbidden 
to import foreign wheat and flour. 

In January 1939, upon news of heavy win
terkilling of growing domestic wheat, sales of 
wheat for export were slowed down. But 
later, when it was realized that the 1938 crop 
was substantially larger than had been esti-
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mated earlier, and that losses from winter
killing had been sufficiently offset by reseed
ings, the board again accelerated its wheat 
export sales at low prices. In this, the strained 
situation of the board's finances was a factor. 
The government set a limit for further credit 
to the board for financing its pur!,hase of 
wheat, and pressed the board for early repay
ment of the credit already granted.' 

The board then felt impelled to press wheat 
on export markets, and in the spring and sum
mer of 1939 substantial quantities were 
dumped, mainly on British markets. Large 
subsidized exports took place despite the fact 
that the French government, under the in
fluence of political developments in March, 
extended a large additional credit to the board 
in order to finance carrying over much larger 
security stocks than it had contemplated in 
the fall of 1938. 

The extent of French subsidized exports 
and their total cost are discussed below (p. 
75). Here it is enough to say that the costs of 
subsidization per bushel of wheat exported 
were higher for the French Wheat Board than 
for any other governmental agency subsidiz
ing wheat exports in 1938-39. The board re
covered from its sales of wheat" to exporters 
only about one-third of its net purchase price 
paid to producers, excluding the special pro
gressive levy and taxes collected from them 
for financing the cost of the surplus disposaJ.1 

CoMPARISONS 

The foregoing analysis shows that exports 
of wheat in 1938-39 were affectlld by one or 

1 See Decree of Nov. 12. 1938 aiming at the estab
lishment of economic and financial equilibrium in 
wheat production. Bulletin de rOtTles de Renasign
ment, Agricol .. , Nov. 15, 1938, p. 588. 

t We have mentioned that the board's average sell
ing price of wheat for export was about 55 to 60 fraDcs 
per quintal. Its net purchase price may be estimated 
by subtracting from the fixed price paid to produceI'"! 
the average progressive levy imposed on sales of 
wheat by producers. The crop yearts Oxed price to 
producers averaged about 205 francs per quintal. The 
'pecinl progressive levy varied with the quantity of 
wheat production by Individual growers from 18 
francs per quintal at the base to 46 francs at the 
highest bracket. It averaged about In.6 francs per 
quintal, which made the average net purchase price 
for the board about 184 francs. Bulletin de l'Ofllce 
de Renaeignment. Agricola, July 1t 1939, ,. 369. 

another form of wheat subsidization in prac
tically all the principal wheat-exporting coun
tries. The Australian scheme of assistance to 
wheat growers interfered· the least with the 
usual forms of marketing of wheat and with 
price formation in international wheat mar
kets. But even there bounties paid to produc
ers. on their wheat sales' must be regarded. 
to a certain extent, as indirect subsidization of . 
wheat exports in so far as they presumably 
stimulated farmers to sell more freely than 
they would have done without such bounties. 

The Argentine and Canadian systems imply 
a much greater degree of governmental'inter
ference with the usual marketing process and 
present much clearer cases of indirect export 
subsidization. In these cases practically total 
crops were purchased from producers by gov- I 

ernmental agencies at prices fixed above the 
price ruling in international markets and then 
sold to exporters at whatever they could ob
tain. In so far as prices paid to producers ex
ceeded actual market prices, they tended to 
stimulate further crop expansion (see pp. 89-
92), and during 1938-39 they presumably 
stimulated producers to sell more wheat early 
in the season and to carry less into the next 
crop year. How much export subsidy was ac-. 
tually implied in the Canadian and Argentine 
systems depends also on their selling policies. 
which are discussed below. 

Export sales of wheat by the Argentine 
Grain Regulating Board may even be called 
"dumping" in the strict meaning of the word. 
Such a designation is justified by the fact that 
the Argentine board applied the two-price 
system in its sales, but does not indicate that 
its seIling policy was aggressive. As a matter 
of fact. the board was very conservative in its 
sales during a considerable part of the mar
keting season. 

The United States system represented a 
clear case of direct subsidization of wheat 
(and flour) exports and of "dumping" on in
ternational markets. It. also implied a much 
greater degree of governmental interference 
in the marketing of wheat and in Wheat-price 
formation than may appear from the fact that 
purchases and sales of the FSCC, in contrast 
with those of Canada and Argentina, com
prised only a small portion of the United 
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States wlieat crop. Also, the share of the 
United States in the responsibility for the 
initiation of competitive subsidization of ex
ports is greater than ·one might conclude from 
certainofficilll statements In explanation of 
this major departure from traditionhl policy 
(see p. 44) •. Direct subsidization of wheat ex
ports before the announcement of the export 
program of the United States hi August 1938 
was practiced only by the Danube countries, 

where export subsidies chiefly compensated 
for the handicap on exports caused by high 
official exchange rates. 

Without question the export sales of wheat 
by the French Wheat Board represent a clas
sical case of wheat "dumping." But it seems 
more natural for a country that is not usually 
a wheat exporter to. "dispose" of an accidental. 
surplus without much regard to. effects on the 
international market. 

II. OPERATIONS·AND COSTS: UNITED STATES 

Various forms of wheat subsidization in 
practically all the· important wheat-exporting 
countries were thus widely extended in 1938-
39. It is desirable next to present in some 
detail the operation of governmental controls 
and subsidies in the principal exporting coun
tries, in order to obtain a better understanding 
of these operations and of their possible ef
fects on price formation, to evaluate costs of 
subsidization in various countries, and to com
pare various systems of financing these costs 
in order to appraise their incidence and their 
burden. We begin with the United States, for 
which fairly adequate official information is 
now available.' 

EXPORT SALES 

Total sales of wheat and flour for export 
under the United States subsidy program 
amounted, for the period beginning with the 
opening of the Federal Surplus Commodities 
Corporation wheat operations at the end of 
August 1938 until June 30, 1939, to approxi
mately 94 million bushels. This included 
about 70 million bushels of wheat sold for 
export by the FSCC, and some 24 million 
bushels of wheat in the form of flour upon 

1 This section Is based in considerable measure on 
valuable Information on the operations of the Federal 
Surplus Commodities Corporation furnished by its 
president. Milo Perkins. We express here OUf appre
ciation 01 this co-operatioo. which enabled us to ana
Iy •• the United Stat •• e,.port policy of 1938-39 with 
mon insight and better understanding than we were 
In position to do in regard to the policies of other 
exporUn. countries. All statistical JnformaUon in 
tbis section, if not otherwise indicated, is from the 
above source. 

I See t.bl~ In WHIU.'I' STUDIBS, Deeember 1939, XVI. 
191. 

• nata of U.S. Department of Commerw. 

which an "indemnity" was paid. All exports 
of wheat assisted by the· FSCC went through 
usual trade channels. All FSCC export sales 
of wheat were made to regular wheat export
ers, even in the case of exports to Great Brit~ 
ain under the deal with British millers. • 

Not all of this wheat and flour was actually 
exported by June 30, 1939. Though precise 
figures are not available, we infer that some 
10 million bushels did not appear in the 
export statistics until after June 1939. The 
final date for export of flour sold under the 
1938-39 program was initially fixed at August 
15, then extended successively to October 31 
and December 15, 1939. 

Total exports of wheat and flour during the 
crop year were officially reported as 115.9 
million bushels, including 31.3 million as 
flour.'· After the export subsidy program for· 
wheat grain came into effect, on August 30, 
1938, sales unassisted by subsidy appear to 
have been negligible. Actual exports for the 
crop year, however, included other sales re-. 
fleeted in July-August exports of 24.5 mil
lion bushels (3.8 million in the form of 
flour),' and perhaps a few million more that 
were sold earlier but exported after August 
31. These were "unassisted sales" except for 
the wheat equivalent of flour exported to the 
Philippines under the program that was 
merged into the broader one on November 2, 
1938. . 

Generally speaking, exports of wheat grain 
did not follow closely the sales of wheat for 
export made by the FSCC. As appears from 
Chart I, large quantities were sold in Septem
ber. These were partly at the opening of op
erations, but more in the second half of the 
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month when the FSCC was selling on rising 
, prices due to political developments in Europe 

(see Chart 2, p, 58). But only a small propor
tion was exported in September, and 'sales 
were not all cleared for several m9nths there
after. Despite the balance of shipments on 
earlier 'unassisted sales, wheat exp'orts during 
the first lour months of the export subsidy 
program were low, much lower. than in the 
two ,months preceding. Some time was re-, 
quired to get the new machinery into good 
working prder, and disturbances due to Eu
rop,ean developments were presumably an
other factor ,retarding exports. 

CHART 1.-FSCC SALES OF WHEAT FOR EXPORT, AND 
UNITED STATES EXPORTS OF WHEAT GRAIN, 

¥ONTHLY, JULY 1938-JuNE 1939" 
(Million busheb) 
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Not until January 1939 did United States 
wheat exports reach the level of July-Augu'st 
1938. By that tillle-indeed, beginning with 
the second half of December-a new rising 
wave of FSCC export sales was under way 
which reached its pea~ in February-March. 
In these two months wheat exports, though 
relatively large, once more fell far below 
FSCC export sales. During the last three 
months of the crop year the sales, though 
still considerable, fell below actual exports-
particularly in May, when exports rose to a 
new peak. ' 

The lag of exports. behind sales would ap~ 
pear still greater if instead of sales by the 
FSCC to American exporters, which are repre
sented in Charts 1 and 2, one took Cor com
parison the large direct arrangement of the 
FSCC with British miller& for the sale of 20 
million bushels of American "fhe~t, 'an-

nounced on December 2 and soon raised to 25 
million. A large fraction of subseqnent FSCC 
sales to American exporters was, simply in 
execution of this large deal. . 

Very little has been officially reveaied con
cerning the conditions of this transaction. 
From information in the trade press it may 
be interred that -the British millers agreed to' 
take, during the remainder of the crop year, 
specified quantities of wheat of various types 
and grades at worIdprices,' apparently on the 
basis of the Liverpool May option at the time 
actual purchases would be mac;le. In return 
the FSCC agreed to withhold any offers of. 
more wb,eat as well as of subsidized American 
wheat flour from markets in the British Isles 
through July 15, 1939. This concession the 
FSCC was presumably forced to grant in order 
to win the opportunity to dispose of ~he large 
quantity of wheat in the' important British 
market. It met with severe criticism from' 
American milling interests (see p. 65). 

, Export sales of the FSCC subsequent to the 
transaction wit\j, British millers consisted 
partly of new sales and partly of sales exe
cuted in fulfillment of the earlier, transaction . 
The timing of sales to British millers was 
presumably determined by the importing 
millers. Hence, ,it is not altogether clear to 
what exten~ the timing of total export sales' 
during the later months of the export season 
was determined by the FSCC. For instance, 
we cannot say whether heavy sales during 
February and March, coincident 'with, a per
sistent and substantial decline of wheat prices 
at Liverpool,. reflected the selling policy of t~e 
FSCC or the placing of orders by British mil
lers in execution of their general commitment. 
We lean to 'the view that' the timing was de
termined primariiy by· the importing millers: 

Up to the ,end of January 1939, with the 

1 No. 1 Dark Hard Winter, No.1 Hard Winter,' and 
No.2 Soft \Vheat from the P~ciflc Coast were the prin
cipal grades purchased under this agreement. But 
there were also purchased smaller quantities of No. 1 
Dark Northern Spring and of No.2 Dark Hard Winter. 

2 The weekly average price of the May (new) future 
at Liverpool for the week ending Jan. 28. 1939 was 
equal to 64.0 cents per bushel. and foribe week end
ing Apr. 8. 58.5'cents, a decline of 5.5 cents per bushel. 
or nearly 9 per cent. The persistence of the decline is 
indicated by the fact that only one weekly average of 
the ten in question failed to show a decline from the 
preceding week. 
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exception of the first week of FSCC operations, . 
sales of wheat for export by the FSCC were 
made mainly on bulges in wheal prices (Chart 
2, p. 58). This was true of sales in the second' 
half of 'September, the second half of Novem
bel', the second half of December, an,d again in 
the second half of January. At the end of Jan
uary, however, a recession of prices on the 
Liverpool futures market coincided with very 
large 'sales by the FSGC in the week ended 
February 4; and thereafter heavy sales at in
creasing losses through February-March were 
accompanied by continuous decline in Liver
pool futures as well as in' c.i.!. prices on that 
market. A large portion of the FSCC sales to 
expOrters during this period presumably re
flected the placing of orders by British im
porters in execution of the December deal. 
Their heavy' orders may have been stimulated 
by the decline of the futures prices at Liver
pool on the basis of which actual purchase 
prices were fixed. 

The problem of the depressing effects of the 
United States export subsidy program upon 
the level of wheat prices on internationaimar
kets will be discussed below (pp. 78-84). 
Here we, merely note that declines at Liver
pool synchronized both with rumors concern
ing and formal announcement of the United 

. States subsidy program and the opening of 
its operations, and also with the heaviest 
wheat-export sales by the FSCC from the end 
of January up to the end of March, when ex
ports of the' other principal exporters were not 
pressed on the market. 

PURCHASB POLICY 

Of the ~otal of n~arly 74 million bushels of 
wheat purchased by the FSCC before June 30, 
1939, with a view to export, about 52 million 
bushels were' purchased from traders. The 
bulk of the rest was wheat held by growers 
under government loan. These purchases in
volved paying to farmer-owners the loan price 
plus a premium to induce them to sell when 
the FSCC needed wheat to fill export com
mitments, chiefly under the British deal; or, 
perhaps, also when it seemed desirable to re
duce regional wheat surpluses accumUlated 
under the influence of the loan program. Prac
tically all such purchases from growers were 

made in the Pacific Ngrthwe~t-m!,re than 
14.2 million bushels in Portland 01." its tribu
tary districts, and about 800,000 bushels in 
Utah and Idaho. 

Purchases at the loan rate in interior mar
'kets directly from farmers eligible for loans 
under the wheat-loan program were only about 
2.4 million bushels.' These were made in 

. September-October, in specific areas, in order 
to relieve situations where farmers eligible for 
loans were unable to obtain them because ac
ceptable storage facilities '~ere not. available •. 

The remaining 4.3 million bushels of wheat 
purchased by the FSCC before June 30,· i939 
consisted of unredeemed loan wheat taken 
over from the Commodity Credit Corporation. 
This wheat had not been sold for export dur
ing July-June 1938--39, and the FSCC sold it 
in 1939-40, together with a larger'quantity-'of 
such wheat purchased from. the CCC after 
June ~O, 1939.' 

The policy of the FSCC was to buy mainly 
hard winter wheat produced in the Southwest, 
and wheat produced in the Pacific Northwest. 

'In its first announcemeilt on wheat purchase, 
it stated that the greatest export demand Was 
for these types. Relatively little spIjng wheat 
was purchased for 'export, ~ince this found 
better outlets on domestic markets. Total 
wheat purchases by the FSCC before June 
30, 1939 were distributed by the principal 
regions as follows (in million bushers): 

Pacific' Northwest 
Hard-winter-wbeat 
Spring-wheal area 

area ... . 
32.2 
31.6 
10.1 

Total ......... .......... 73.9 

1 This figure, like other data on purchases men
tioned here. ",as supplied by the president of the FSCC. 
A substantially larger figure of about 7.1 million 
bushels was indicated as bought from farmers at the 
loan rates in a press release by the U.S. Department· 
of Agriculture on Feb. 25. 1939. Conceivably the lower 
figure includes only wheat eligible for loans purchased 
at the loan ·rate direc.tly from producers, while the 
larger includes also wheat bought at loan rates from 
traders who purcbased it from ptoducers eligible for 
loans under the wheat-loan program. FSCC·aooounce
ments issued in Septemher-October pUmitted pur_ 
chases at loaD rates from traders "of wbeat of ttre 
quantity and sub-class equal to quantity and sub-class 
purcbased from producers eligible for a loao under 
the government wheat loan program." 
. I During July-December 1939 the FSCC sold for 

. export 9.' million bushels from the total of 101.2 mil-
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Of export salliS of 65 _ 5 million bushels made 
between August 30, 1938 and June 30, 1939, 

CHART 2 • ......,WBEKLY DATA ON (a) AVERAGB D,F
BRENCB BBTWEEN ·FSCC PURCHAsB AND SALES 
PRICES ("LossBS") OF WHEAT OF ALL .cUSSES 
AND GRADES; (b) AVERAGE PRICES OF LIVERPOOL 
FuTURES; AND· (e) FSCC SALES OF WHEAT FOR 
EXPORT, JULY 1938-JUNE 1939-
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the total of 65.5 million were 4 .4 million 
bushels. 

WEEKLY SALES 

Information on the time-dis~ibution of 
FSCC purchases of wheat is not available to 
us. But detailed information on sales of wheat 
by the FSCc. yields a fairly complete picture 
of the course of sales. Most of this informa
tion is graphically presented in Charts 2-5. 

Chart 2 shows. weekly sales of all grades 
and classes of wheat distributed by groups of 
export ports; the weekly average losses per 

CHART 3~FSCC AVERAGE PURCHASE AND SELLINO 
PRICES OF No. 1 DARK HARD W,NTER WHEAT 
AND THEIR DIFFERENCE ,("LOSSES"), CoMPARm 
WITH WEIGHTED A VBBAGE PRICES OF THB SAME' 
GRADE IN KANSAS CITY AND WITH AVERAGE 
PRICES OF LIVERPOOL FUTuRES; AND FSCC Ex
PORT SALES OF No. 1 DARK HARD W,NTER 
WHEAT, WEEKLY, JULY 1938-JUNE 1939-

(Ctmt6 per bu.hel; million bU8hel.!) 
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rate. for cable transfers. 

for which this information is available, 28 
million were from Pacific ports, 30 from Gulf 
ports, and 8 from Atlantic. Of total purchases 
in the spring-wheat area, 4.3 million bushels 
consisted of winter wheat. Export sales of 
spring (inclpding durum) wheats included in 

lion bushels of unredeemed wheat purcbased from the 
CCC. "The remaining unredeemed wheat In the hands 
of the FSCC was relerved for exchange against flour 
for dIstribution on domestic' markets. Southweatern 
Miller, Jan. 2, 1940, p. 22. 
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• FSCC data from. FSCC; Kansas City prices from U.S .. 
Bureau of Agricultural EconomJes. 

bushel on wheat sold for export, and . the 
course of wheat prices in Liverpool. In com
bination, these afford some indications of POS
sible effects of the United States export opera
tions on price developments in international 
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markets. Although fluctuations in the weekly 
average losses per bushel of wheat sold, 8!1 

presented in this chart, depend partly on the 
. composition of weekly sales of wheat by 

grades and elasses as well as on the direction 
of exports, its general trend shows the change 
in the extent of subsidization of 'wheat exports' 
through the crop year. 

Charts 3-5 supplement Chart 2, supplying. 
similar information concerning export sales 
. of those grades of wheat which were· sold in 

CHART 4.-FSCC AVERAOE PUROHASE AND SELLING 

ported sales from those ports. Exports from 
the Pacific Northwest are represented by No. 
2 Soft White wheat, which made up 52 per 
cent of the total sales. from the Pacific Coast . 
These three grades represented nearly 60 per 

CHART 5.-FSCC AVERAOE PURCHASE AND SELLING 
PRICES OF No.· 2 SOFT WHITE WHEAT. AND 
THEIR DIFFERENC'g (ULOSSES"'), COMPARED 'WITH 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICES OF No. 1 WESTERN 

WHITE, SEATTLE; AND FSCC EXPORT SALES OF 
No; 2 SOFT WHITE WHEAT, WEEKLY, JULY 1938-
JUNE 1939" 

(Cent. per bu,hel; million bu,hd,) 
PRICES OF No. 1 HARD W,NTER WHEAT AND 8 • F see purdl... I I 8. 
THEIR DIFFERENCE ("LOSSES"), COMPARED WITH 
WEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICES OF THB SAME GRADE 

. PRICES 

-'. - -- -::tx±-<T 
IN KANSAS CITY AND WITH AVERAGE PRICRS OF e 
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large quantities and more or less continuously 
throughout the crop year. Exports from Gulf 
ports are represented by No. 1 Dark Hard 
Winter and by No. 1 Hard Winter, which to
gether comprised 82 per cent of the total re-

'I" 
2 

.... fSCC losses • V lJI 
2. 

0 • 

-1+--+--I---lI.O 

HI jl+--I;.-f--l ,S 

• 
• FSCC data from FSCC; Seattle prlees from u.s. Bu. 

ruu of Agricu1turQl Economici. 

cent of the total reported wheat sales for ex
port by the FSCC before June 30, 1939, and 
may be regarded as a fairly representative 
group. 

On the charts representing export sales of 
individual grades of wheat, it was advisable 
to show weekly average selling prices as well 
as average purchase prices of the same wheat. 
These data yield more information regarding 
the SUbsidization policy 'than do the weekly 
average losses per bushel of wheat sold. For 
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example. 1111 three ",harts indicate that the 
gradual increase of losses per bushel. of wheat 
sold for export. as shown in Chart. 2. was 
caused mainly by the lowering of the FSCC 
sale price rathel," than by increased purchase' 
prices of wheat on domestic markets. This is 
particularly true of the development during 
October-December. when the FSCC lowered 
its sale prices .rapidly while its purchase 
price; usually on the basis of the Chicago 
market. remained practically unchanged, Yet 

. even the rapid lowering of sale prices failed 
to stimulate export sales. much during these 
months. except for substantial sales of soft 
white wheat from the Pacific' Northwest dur
ing the second half of November. These were 
made at very low prices and. entailed large 
losses. 

Comparisons of the· purchase prices of the 
FSCC. which are iliven f.o.b. export ports. with 
the' market prices for the same (or compa
rable) grades of wheat in appropriate domes
tic markets. shown in the same charts. must 
be made with special caution. The weekly 
data of the FSCC are classified by time of 
sales. Consequently. the weekly average pur-· 
chase prices shown on these charts do not 
preCisely represent the change' in the price 
through time. 

In general. the charts do not indicate close' 
relationship between the FSCC purchase price 
and the domestic' market price in such re
gionalmarkets as Kansas City or Seattle. This 
perhaps may be explaine.d partly by the fact 
that almost all purchases by the FSCC were 
made on the basis of the Chicago futures 
market. where prices .usually diverge some
what from' the cash price oD. regional mar
kets. Part. of . these divergencies may be due 
to the fact that purchase prices. as shown on 
our charts. are averaged by week of sale. 
which may not synchronize with actual time 
of purchase. Changes from one week -to an
other in the ports from which wheat was ex
ported may also have been a contributing fac
tor. But Charts 3 and 5. at least. leave the 
broa~ impression that major sustained in
creases in domestic market prices preceded 
'rather than followed changes in FSCC pur-
chase prices. . 

. .Indeed. the rising tren~ 'in the Kansas City 

price of No. 1 Dark Hard· Winter began in 
the middle of November and continued. with 
some fluctuations. to the beginning of Janu
ary. while the· purchase price of the FSCC 
remained stable until the last week of De
cember; when it rose· considerably with the. 

'last upward movement. of the market price. 
During January and most of February, how
ever. th.e spread between the FSCC purchase 
price and the market price in Kansas City 
was narrower than. in October-November. 
Only ,in' March was the spread between these 
two prices restored to its mid-November size 
by a further rise in the FSCC purchase price. 
In the spring also. the market price of No. 1 
Dark Hard Winter at. Kansas City began'its 
upward movement earlier--early in April. 
whereas the FSCC purchase ptice rose only 
in the last week or' April. The same features 
also appear in the relationship between FSCC 

. purchase prices for soft white wheat and the 
market price oti white wheat at Seattle: shown 
in. Chart 5 •. with the difference that in the 
spring the FSCC purchase price did not fol
low the April advance in the market price. 

The FSCC purchase prices show more vio
lent and erratic fluctuation for No. 1 Hard 
Winter than for No. 1 Dark Hard Willter' and 
for Soft White. That for No. 1 Hard Winter 
also rose only in the last week of December. 
while the Kansas City price of the same grade 
rose three weeks earlier; but in January the 
FSCC purchase price was raised so much that 
the spread belWeeJl. it and· the Kans'as City 
price became wider than in October-Novem
ber. a.nd the purchase price was lowered in 
February and then fluctuated around this 
lower level until mid-April.. Then it suddenly 
rose by about io cents. while the Kansas City 
price of No.1 Hard Winter rose only slightly. 
though earlier. Thus in the second half of 
April. and during most of May. the FSCC pur
chase price exceeded the market price iq Kan
sas City by a wider margin than during the 
two preceding months. 

Both major upward movements of the mar
ket llrice-'-in November-December and in 
April-May-may be explained by such fac
tors as changes in crop expectations in con
nection with weather developments. and may 
be regarded as more.or less independent of the 
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. purchase policy of the FSCC. The foregoing 
comparisons ·of FSCC purchase' prices with 
mar~et prices rather indicate that in these 
cases the purchase price of wheat was raised 
by the FSCC following the rising tendency on 
the domestic markets, in order to. continue 
subsidized exports in substantial volume. 

Our general impression is that the FSCC 
followed rather than attempted to influence 
market prices in its daily. purchases. This 
does not mean that the FSCC export program 
as a whole was not a price-supporting influ
ence generally upon domestic wheat prices. 
Part of the advance of wheat prices on the 
Chicago market against the Liverpool market 
undoubtedly was attributable to additional ex
ports caused by this ·program. But while. we 
do not question the price-supporting influence 
of -the export-subsidy program upon domestic 
wheat prices. we cannot exclude' also their 
possible depressing eITects on wheat prices 
abroad. The picture presented on aU charts 
giv~n above points to the need for careful 
study of the· question whether or not the 
United Siates 'subsidized exports of wheat were 
among the causes of the decline in wheat 
prices abroad. This problem is discussed in 
a later section (pp. 78-84). . 

LOSSES ON WHEAT EXPORTS 

'Ve now turn to the question of the cost 
of the United States export SUbsidy program 
in 1938-39. due to losses suITered on sales of 
wheat for export by the FSCC. The largest 
loss per bushel was on exports from the Gulf 
ports. particularly of No. 1 Dark Hard Winter 
wheat. The weighted average loss per bushel 
of all grades and classes of wheat sold by the 
FSCC for export through the Gulf ports be
fore 'June 30. 1939 amounted toS1. 76 cents; 
and on No. 1 Dark Hard Winter wheat 

. through the same 'ports to 35.61 cents. The 
weighted average loss per bushel of all grades 
and classes of wbeat sold by the FSCC through 
Pacific ports amounted for the same period to 
28.5 . cents per bushel. and on those sold 
through Atlantic ports to 27.·0 cents. The last 
figure becomes 24.6 cents if sales of 418.000 
bushels of wheat to the American Red Cross. 
at the nominal price of 10-11 cents per buShel, 
are excluded. 

In .the tabulation given below are shovvn 
export sales of .particular grades of wheat by 
the FSCC from August 30. 1938. to June 30. 
1939. and losses sutTered on these sales. total 
and average per bushe~. It may be se~n from. 
the tabulation that average losses per bushel 

Dlf!'erenee°betweeD 
purchase and 

8al81 8ale pricel 
Export area and lTade (thou-

lUnd Total 
buu"> (t1to~ p,. 

•• nd ... bel 
douar.) (emu) - --

From Gulf ports .............. 30.234 9.604- 31.76-

No.1 Dark Hard Winter .... 15.645 5.571- 35.61-
No.1 Hard Winter .......... 9.067 :1.733" 80.15-
No.2 Dark Hard Winter .... 2.761 336 30.29 
No.2 Hard Winter .......... 2.606 437 16.76 
Other ...... : ....... , ........ 155 'II 17.42 

From Pacific ports ........... 27.657 7.373 23.47 

No.2 Soft White ............ 14.'Il9 4.230 29.97 
No.2 Hard Winter .......... 8.257 2.468 29.88 
No.2 Western White ........ 3.107 752 24.22 
No.1 Hard Winter .......... 1.420 266 18.70 
Other ....................... 594 107 18.01 

From A t1antle ports ......... 7.602 2.053 27.01 

No. 1 Dark N orthem Sprfng 2.815 712 25.'II 
No.2 Red Winter ............ 1.219 'Il0 22.14 
No.2 Yellow Hard Winter .. 1.054 293 'II. 78 
Other .................... ,' .. 2.514' 778' 30.95' 

Grand total ................ : .. 65.493 19.530 29.82 

• Figures obtained from data on weekly sales are some-
what diO'erent from the above. whleh are taken fr'()JD. the 
summary tabulatloo supplied by Mr. Perkios. ' . 

• locl~dlol sales to the American Red Cro ... 

of wheat sold through Pacific and Atlantic 
ports were much lower than the average loss 
per bushel of No.·1 Dark Hard Winter. and 
somewhat lower than average losses per 
bushel on No. 2 Dark Hard Winter and No. 
1 Hard Winter.' 

1 The Information concerning average losses per 
bushel riven in the tabulation above, 81 wen as 
weekly average Josses per bushel used in Charts 2 to 
6, must -be regarded as preliminary and tentative. A 
letter from the President of the FSCC explains that: 
"'Due to the mizinl of grade~ exe-hanles of wheat. 
location of stocks., freights. and differences In time 
of purchases and sales, the figures appear to' reveal 
extremely narrow and extremely wide subsjdies~ 
when. In fact. these extremes did not exist.- The 
reader must remember this qualifteation of data on 
.readiDJ • few of the followiDJ paragraphs. We he.
lieve. ho~er. that the general tendency revealed in 
our charts and the discussions that follow will Dot be 
Invalidated by the app~Dce of more precise data. 
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'These diqerences in the averal1e losses per 
bushel of various classes and grades of, wheat 
exported in various directions can be ex
plained only partially by different distrib~-

, tion of sales throughout the crop year. Losses 
per bushel of wheat sold averaged much 
larger in later months of" the commercial year 
than ,in the earlier. But from Chart 6 (p. 64) 
it appears that losses per bushel on hard Win-' , 
ter wheats exported from the Gulf ports, par
ticularly on No.1 Dark Hard Winter, tended 
to be higher than.Iosses .on. other wheats sold 
th,rough Pacific and Atlantic ports, almost 
throughout the year.1 At the end of April and 
the beginning of May, the average losses per 
bushel on No.1 Dark Hard Winter and on No.1 
Hard Winter were in s())~e weeks around 48 
cents per bushel, while average weekly losses 
on the principal wheats sold from Pacific 
Northwest ports, l,1amely on No. 2 Soft White 
wheat and No. 2 Hard Winter, did not then 
exceed 35 cents per bushel. It is true that per
bushel losses on sales of No, 2 Soft White 
wheat increased to above 36 cents per bushel ' 
for some weeks in June, while losses on hard 
Winte~ wheats from Gulf ports were at their 
maximum at the end of April and ~e begin
ning of May. ,But even in June, the per-bushel 
losses on No. 1 Dark Hard Winter from the 
Gulf were larger than such losses on sales of 
wheat from Pacific ports. Losses on all grades .' 
and 'classes of wheat exported from Atlantic 
ports, excluding the sales to the Red Cross, 
were never as great as the above-mentioned 
per-bushel losses on hard 'winter wheats sold 
from Gulf ports. 

Chart 6 /lIsQ shows how persistently weekly 
average losses per bushel of wheat sold by the 
FSCC increased throughout the crop, year. 
Losses on No. 1 Dark Hard Winter rose from 

1 According to information supplied by the FSCC, 
. it appears that, on the basis of the average premiums 
on Gulf whent (over the Chicago opUon) during the 
period of operations of the export p.rogram until 
June 30. 1939, the difference in prices between Paciftc 
Coast wheat and Gulf wheat required an added sub
sidy for Gulf wheat of approximately 8 cents per" 
bushel. Gulf wheat was, according to official state
ments, the most deslro.ble for British importers. The 
situation which made necessary payment of a larger 
.ublidy on exports of Gulf wheat than on exports of 
Pacific Coast wheat (a less desirable grade that bad 
to be transported longer distances) appears to be an . 
unexpected result of export lubsidi.cationo 

I 

the relatively moderate levei of 7-:8 cents per' 
bushel in th~ first week of operations to 15-16 
cents per bushel in the second week; but 'as 
wheat prices on international markets rapidly 
declined, folloWing the announcement of the 
export subsidy program, sales at this d~ubled 
rate were small during the second week 
(Charts 2 and 3, p. 5,8). It was only after 
p,rices on international markets turned up
ward during the third week of September 
that it became possible to sell considerable 
quantities of No.1 Dark Hard Winter at such 
a level of subsidy. 

When wheat prices at Liverpool declined in 
early October to about the same level as in the 
second week of the program's operation, ex
port sales at a subsidy level of about 15 cents 
per bushel again shrank. Further lowering of 
sales prices by the FSCC in the second halt of 
November without change in the purchase 
price, implying an increase of subsidy to about 
23 cents per bushel, failed to stimulate export 
sales, which continued very small until mid
December. In the last three weeks of Novem
ber the FSCC made substantial sales from Pa
cific ports, but at much higher subsidy costs 
(Charts 5 and 6, pp. 59 and 64). In the sec
ond half of December, export sales of Hard 
Winters from GuU ports were stimulated by 
the joint effect of increased subsidy-to a hivel 
exceeding 30 cents per ,bushel-and a rising 
tendency in international wheat prices. This 
last, however, was offset by a parallel advance 
in the price of hard winter wheat on domestic 
markets (Charts 3 and 4, pp. 58 and 59). 

With a subsidy exceeding 30 cents per 
bushel, Hard Winters were exported in sub
stantial quantities through J,anuary and part 
of February; but during the second half of 
February this rate once more became insuffi
cient to maintain the export flow of Dark Hard 
Winters, and thl! FSCC began to sell No. 1 
Dark Hard at losses exceeding 40 cents per 
bushel. These increased losses were partly , 
due to the advancing purchase pri«e for No. 1 
Dark Hard ,(Chart 3). During the preceding 
December, advancing prices of Hard Winters 
on domestic markets, partly in reaction to 
crop news, reduced the' margin between the 
purchase price of the FSCC ,and the Kansas 
Ci~y price of Hard Winters.' One may infer, 
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from the increased average purchase price for 
wheat sold by the FSCC in, the last week of 
D'ecember and several weeks following, that 
the purchase price was then raised.' 

Yet the margin between the FSCC purchase 
'price for No.1 Dark Hard Winter wheat sold 
during January-February and its market price 
In Kansas City remained narrower than it had 
been' before December. When' the purchase 
price of wheat sold by the FSCC was raised at 
the beginning of March, this margin was en
larged to its previous size; it stimulated larger 
sales of Hard Winters, but at the cost of greater 
losses per bushel on the sales. Finally, in May, 
when news of the deterioration of the hard 
winter wheat crop in the Southwest raised mar
ket prices of Hard Winters on domestic mar
keh, while the FSCC persisted in selling it for 
export at prices still lower than before, its 
losses rose to a peak of 48 cents per bushel. 
This was more than half of its cost per bushel 
at the export port. to say nothing of the pur
thase price paid to producers. These ex.treme 
losses were reduced somewhat in the second 
half of May and in the first half of June; but 
with the further lowering of the selling price 
of No. 1 Dark Hard Winter, wheo,t o,t Gulf 
ports at the end of June to 40 cents per 

, bushel, when its costs in ports equaled nearly 
86 cents per bushel, the FSCC suffered losses 
nearly as large as in the begiuning of May: 

Losses on sales of No. 1 Hard Winter-the 
-second important wheat in export sales from 
the Gult ports-followed much the same pat
tern, as may be 'seen from Charts 4 and 6. 
Fluctuations in the average weekly losses on 
sales of this wheat, however, were much wider 
and more erratic. For example, the average 
loss of 25 cenls per bushel of this wheat sold 
in the third week of September exceeded 
losses per bushel .on any olher grade sold at 
that time, but only a small quantity was sold 
at such losses. On the other hand, a substan
tial quantity of No. 1 Hard Winter was sold 
in the last week of September with an average 
loss below 8 cents per bushel. During October 
and the first half of November, average weekly 

1 It must be remembered that the weekly average 
purcbase pric:es shown in the charts are averages Dot 
by weeks of purchase hut by weeks of sale. 

I See U .5. D.pt~ Air. press release of July 18, 1,939. 

losses on sales of this wheat fluctuated from' 
11.5 cents to nearly 30 cents per bushel. These 
wide fluctuations continued in later months. 
They were caused both 'by changes in the pur
chase price, which fluctuated in the later 
months more than the purchase prices for 
other wheats, and by erratic changes from one 
week to anolher in the average selling prices 

. of this wheal. Whether these erratic 'changes 
in selling prices ,of. No. 1 Hard Winter wheat 
were traceable to the quality of the particular 
parcels (sometimes, as in the week, ended 
Oclober 22, the average price of No; 'I Hard 
Winter was much below.that of No.2 Hard 
Winler) or by difference in the counlries of 
destination, or ports of exports, we are not in 
a position to say. 

It was earlier observed that losses on sales 
from Pacific ports were generally smaller than 
on sales of Hard Winters from the Gulf 
(Chart 6); but there 'were some exceptional 
situations. 'Thus, at the end of November and 
the beginning of December, substantial quan
tities of No. 2 Soft White were sold at excep-' 
tionally low prices.,....on the record the lowest 
for the whole crop year; and at that time 
losses suffered by the FSCC on sales of that 
wheat from Pacific ports were greater than on 
any olher grade. We infer that these sales 
were to China. 

The highest losses per bushel on No.2 Soft 
,White, about 36 cents, were sustained at the 
end of. May and in June. But even with such 
large losses, equaling about 50 per cent of 
the cost of wheat at the ports, only small ex
porh were then possible. The largest exports 
of Soft White occurred In January-March at. 
slightly smaller losses per bushel. 

WHEAT EXPORT SURSIDY VS. FLOUR 

EXPORT INDEMNITY 

Encouragement of exports of 5 million bar
rels of wheat flour was a component part of 
the United States program that aimed at ex
ports of about 100 million bushels of wheat 
during 1938-39. Actual sales of flour under 
the indemnity program up to June 30, 1939 
were 5,245,000 barrels, equiValent to 24.1 mil
lion bushels of wheat.' Some of this-perhaps 
over 1 million barrels-remained to be ex
ported after June 30. ,Tolal United Stales 
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'exports of wheat flour. including sales made 
'before the main flour export subsidy program 
went.into effect on September 7. 1938. and ex
ports 0.£ flour milled.ln bond from Canadian 
wheat; ami>unted' to 6.657 .000·barrelS. Exports 
plus shipments to Alaska. Hawaii. and Puerto 
Rico reached the. still larger figure of 7.251.000 
barrels. equivalem to 34 inillion bushels of 
wheat. 'In short. United States flour exports 
considerably exceeded .the goal set in the ex
port program. and a considerable fraction of 
these exports was made without subsidy. 

Moreover •. the export subsidy was substan
tially smaller on flour than on :wheat. Indeed. 
the average indemnity paid on the 24 'million 
bushels of wheat sold before ·June 30. 1939 
'for export in the form of flour was about. 22 
cents ·per bushel. while the difference between 
purchase and sales prices of wheat sold for 
export during the sanie period averaged nearly 
30. cents per busheJ.1 

Chart 6 compares weekly average losses' by 
the FSCC on sales for export of certain grades 
of wheat sold. in considerable quantities •. with 
the indemnity rates. on flour in effect in the 
same weeks. The flour indemnity' rates were 

. comparable in their vallle per bushel of wheat 
with the subsidy rates on wheat exports only' 
in the earlier months of the operation of the 
program. before the middle of December.' 
The upper part of', Chart 6. indicates that 
weekly average losses suffered by the FSCC 
on sales of No. 1 Dark Hard Winter and on 
No.1 Hard Winter. though fluctuating widely. 
during the period' from September to the 

1 Reported as about ~9 cents in Th,e Wheat SiiutJ
'tion, Sept. 26, 1939, p. 16. 

I The equality in the degree of subsidization' of 
wheat and flour exports during that period was ex
plicitly recognized by official representatives of the 
Millers' National Federation. In a -letter of Dec. 14, 

''1938 to Mr. J. D. LeCron, assistant to the Sec~etnry 'of 
AgrIculture. MT. Herman Fakler, vice-president of the 
federation, wrote: II. • • • 'the indemnity rates on 
wbeat and Oour. as you know, are comparable, so that 
neither has an advantage' over the other." Millers' 
National,Federation, The Hook-up, Dec. 31, 1938. 

a In order to comp'are indemnities paid per 'barrel of 
Dour exported with wheat export subsidies, which we' 
idenUfy witll the difference between the purchase and 
lales prices' of the FSCC for wheat sold for export, the 
indemnity rates per barrel of flour were divided by 
'.6. Actually, during July--June 1938-39, there was 
ground 4',679 bushels at wheat per barrel of JIour. See 
WH .... T STUDI", December 1939, XVI, 197. 

middle of December 1938, were more or less 
on the same level as indemuity rates on flour' 
exported from Gulf and Atlantic ports.' 

But from the second half of' December 
through February, the difference between the 
FSCC purchase and sales price for No.1. Dark 

CHART 6~WEEKLY AVERAGE LOSSES PER BUSH&L 
ON FSCC SALES OF SPECIFIED WHEATS, AND Ex
PORT INDEMNITY RATES ON FLOUR FROM SPECI
FIED AREAS AND TO SPECIFIED _.DESnNATIONS, 
SEPTEMBER 1938-JUNE 1939" 
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• Losses computed from purcha.se and selUn8 prices fur
nished by the FSCC; llou,r- indemnity rates ,a.s given In 
WBBAT STVDIBS. I>ecemher 1939, XVI, 134. converted to wheat 
equivalent at 4.5 bushels per-barreL . 

Hard Winter rose. li.bove30 cents per bushel 
and fluctuated arqund 32 cents, while the in-· 
demnity rate on flour' exported from p:ulf and 
Atlautic ports was left at its previous level of . 
li.bout 23 cents ($1.05 per barrel) and later. 
from Jan~ary 13 was lowered. to li.bout 21 
cents (95 cents per barrel). The indemnity 
rate on flour was ·then some 10 cents below 

. the export subsidy on. No. l' Dark Hard Win
ter. By two conseClItive increases in Febru
.ary, the rate of indemnity on flour was raised 
to about 27 cents per bushel ($1. 20 per bar
reI); but the margin between the subsidy. on 
No. 1 Dark Hard and the indemnity on flour 

. was reduced only temporarily," since wheat. 
subsidies in March were raised even more. 
From the end of March through ·June. the . 
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indemnity ,rate on flour was, about 28 cents 
per bushel ($.L'25 per barrel of. flour), while' 
the subsidy on exports of No. 1 Dark Hard 
Winter ranged 10, to 20 cents above this level. 
The margin between the export subsidies of 
No.1 Dark Hard Winter wheat and the rates 
of' flour indemnity therefore increased per
sistently. Much the ~ame situation prevailed 
in the subsidization of No: 1 Hard Winter. 

The lower part of Chart 6 shows that, 'from 
the middle of December, the weekly average 
losses per bushel of wheat sold by the FSCC 
from Pacific ports were IiIso, persistently 
larger than the rates of indemnity on flour ex
ported from the same ports. The same had 
been true during several weeks in November 
and early December. But generally speaking, 
the broad equality in rates of subsidizatio~ of 
wheat and flour exports characteristic of the 
earliest weeks of the program, disappeared in 
mid-December. 

This change in policy followed the official 
announcement on December 2 of the arrange
ment ~th the British millers for sales of 20 
million bushels of wheat (later raised to 25) 
which was made on the condition that no sub
sidy be paid on United States flour sales to the 
British Isles. The Millers' National Federation 
vigorously protested this deal and asked for 
assurance "that no further actiyities of this 
kind will be engaged in by the Department"; 
and a Mter from an official of the United 
Stntes Department of Agriculture gave assur
ance that no similar arrangement was con
templated.' But ouly a few days later the 
selling policy of the FSCC resulted in a new 
departure from the previous policy-a sub
stantially heavier subsidization of wheat ex
ports than of flour exports. This condition 
persisted throughout the second half of the 
crop year. To get the wheat out, even in ful
fillment of the contract with British millers, 
required acceptance of heavier losses on wheat 
export sales. 

SQ' far as we know" United States milling , 
interests did not complain that the flour ex
port indemnity rates were not high enough. 
On sales of the by-products of flour' milling' 

. t Th. BooNp, Dec. 31, 193a. 
• WHIU.T STUDma. December 1939, XVI, 178. 
I rh~ Wheat Situation. Sept. 26. 1939. p. 18. 

on domestic markets price developments in 
the first half of 1939 were exceptioaally favor
able to millers.' These presumably compen-' 
sated millers for the lower rate of subsidization 
of wheat exported as flour .compared with 
wheat as' grain. Yet milling interests, like 
manufacturing interests in. geJ1,eral, would 
strongly urge the general principle that any 
form of export promotion affecting raw mate-, ' 
rials and their products should"certainlY,not 
discriminate against the manufactured prod
ucts,and should if anything discriminate in 
their favor. 

, We interpret the actual d.evelopment not as 
implying official adherence to ,an,' opposite, 

, principle, but mainly as an unintended and 
even unexpected consequence of commitmenl!' 
made. From the outset it was clear that re
strictions on flour imports in the principal 
wheat-importing countries would "permit ouly 
limited expansion of markets for Americ;an 
flour there .. whatever' the subsidy, rate; and 
that reaching the goal of 100 miHion bushels 
would require subsidization of substa'ltial ' 
wheat exports. Once the British wheat deal 
was made, the actual rate of subsidy on ship
ments in fulfillment of it was largely b~yond 
thec;ontrol of the FSCC; and it was, pre~ 
sumably difficult for the FSCC to disapprove 
concurrent wheat sales elsewhere on similar 
terms. Since flour exports, however, promised 
to exceed the planned goal for flour~ the~e 
probably appeared no obvious reason for ex
tending as favorable terms to 'flour exporters. 
Indeed .. there may have been instances where 
the flour indemnity rale was temporarily re
duced, as actually occurred from January 13 
to February 7, in order to faciHtate regional 
acquisition of wheat to fulfill export require
ments. Even this reasoning may not fully ex
plainwhy the aggregate goal was substantially 
exceeded, at what in retrospect appear heavy 
subsidy costs on wheat exports in the second 
half of the crop year. 

CoSTS 

The total cost Of the United States 'export 
subsidy program up to June 30, 1939, exclud
ing administrative costs, has been given in a 
preliminary official report as 26 million dol
lars.' Indemnities paid OR flour e~ports 
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amounted to aboutS.3 million dollars. Prac
tically 'all of ~he remaining 20.7 million was 
due to differences between purchase and sales 
prices of wheat sold for export by the FSCC. 

The total cost of subsidizing wheat exports 
from the 1938 crop. however; properly in
cludes }osses on wheat of that crop pur
chased from the CCc. even though it was not 
sold' in the crop year .1938--39. Of the amount 
so purchased from the CCC' before June 30. 
1939. the FSCC then had on hand unsold 
4.3311.000, bushels. In total .the FSCC took 
over from the CCC 14.2 million bushels.' The, 
larger portion of this-9.4 million bushels
was sold for export after June 30. 

The export-subsidy program. moreover., 
was intimately related to the wheat-loan pro
gram. Both were directed toward maintain
ing domestic wheat prices above export par
ity. Jointly. in proportions impossible to ap
praise. they, were responsible for an increase 
in farm returns from wheat of the 1938 crop. 
Interest centers in the comparison between 
such increase in farm' retUI:ns and the costs 
incurred on account of both. Hence it seems, 
reasonable to add total costs of the 1938--39 
wheat-loan program. 

Expenses charged against 'the 1938--39 
wheat-loaQ. program were given in the pre
liminary officilil report as ,16 million dollars. 
excluding costs of administration. This 
brings the aggregate costs connected with the 
support of domestic wheat prices to 42 mil
lion dollars ,plus administrative costs of both 
programs. These costs are to be compared 
with the advantages to United States wheat 
growers from the price-raising effect of both 
programs. But these 'comparisons must be 

postponed until we have analyzed the effects 
of export subsidization on wheat prices. 

For this purpose we disregard much larger 
subsidies paid directly to United States wheat 
growers in connection with wheat of the 1938 
crop: "soil~conservation' payments" of SO. S 
million dollars; and "parity' payments" of 
approximately S4 million dollars.' 

The payments under the Soil Conservation 
Program amounted to about 12 cents per 
bushel of wheat on the, "normal" yield of the 
acreage allotments of co-operating wheat 
growers for the' 1938 crop. :rhe parity pay
ments amounted to about 11 cents per bushel 
on the "normal" yield of, their 1939 acreage 
aIlotments. Recalculated on the nornial yield 
on 1938 acreage allotments. these represented 
about 12.8 cents per bushel. They were paid 

, only to those' wheat growers 'Yho co-operated 
in the 1939 program and who did not exceed 
the acreage allotments established for wheat 
f<lr the 1939 crop. But the appropriation' 
from which these parity payments were 
made. 212 million dollars for five crops to
gether. was approved as early as June 21. 1938. 
and the payments themselves were partly 
made during 1938--39. Thus they also may be 
regarded as made in respect to the 1938 crop. 
the more so because the allocation among vari
ous crops was partly on the basis of average 
farm prices for the marketing season up to 
January 31. 1939. 

The combined total of the soil-conservation 
and parity payments. Some, lOS million dollars 
as we now compute it. represented a highly 
important supplement to growers' returns 
from wheat sales officially estimated at 401 
million.' 

III. OPERATIONS AND COSTS: OTHER COUNTRIES 

For the other wheat-exporting countries 
much less adequate information is yet avail
able. The very brief report of the Canadian 

1 See footnot~ 2. p. 57. 
:I Both figures according to the memorandum pre

lented by the U.S. Department of Agriculture in .J8n\1~ 
ary 1940 to the U.S. Tariff Commission in connection 
with its investigation in respect to wheat and wheat 
product •. See also Agricultural Adjustment. 1938-39. 
p.20. ' 

Wheat Board on its operations during 1938--
39. delayed by the Canadil\n elections and 
released only in May 1940. revealed few 
important facts. Corresponding reports of 
the Argentine Grain Regulating Board. and 
of similar controlling agencies in other coun-

• U.S. Dept. Agr ... Agr. Marketing Serv .• Parm Pro
duction, Farm Disposition. and Value of Principal 
Field Cropo. 1937-1939 (April 1940. mimeographed). 
p. 7. . 
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tries, 'Ire not yet available. Though our anal
ysis is mainly limited to .the Northern Hemi
sphere crop year ending with July 1939, for 
Argentina it extends. to the end of the calen
dar year 1939 which· nearly coincides with 
the Southern Hemisphere crop year. This 
will enable us to see how successful the prin
cipal wheat exporters were in disposing of 
their' crops, and what quantities of wheat 
various governmental agencies were· obliged· 
to carry into the following crop year .. Only 
with this knowledge is it possihle to appraise 
the ultimate costs of subsidization for the 
various exporting countrie~. 

THE CANADIAN WHEAT BOARD 

The Canadian Wheat Board (CWB) re
sumed active participation in the marketing 
of the wheat crop of Western Canada before 
the United States officially announced its pro
gram to subsidize exports at the end of 
August 1938. Early in the crop year, market 
prices of Canadian wheat declined below the 
purchase price of the CWB, fixed at 80 cents 
per bushel for No.1 Northern in store at Fort 
William, as announced on August 4, 1938.' 
Prices remained belo ... this level during the 
rest of the crop year. Hence the board re
ceived practically all the 1938 wheat mar
keted by farmers of the Prairie Provinces. 
From the crop, estimated officially at 336 mil
lion hushels. 289.4 million· ... ere reported 
marketed, and total receipts of the board 
amounted to 292.6 million bushels.' The only 
wheat not delivered to the board was that re-

1 Corresponding prices of other ,classes and grades 
were appro\'ed on Aug. 16. 1938. . 

1 The ngure for the board's· receipts is from the 
Report of the Canadian Wheat Board. Crop Year 
1938-1939. as are abo most of the statistics in this 
section. Crop and marketings data are from the 
Monthlu Bulletin of Agricultural Statistics, January 
1940, p. 4. Figures for dellverles to the board ~ 
province. (44.2 million bushels from Manitoba, 116.6 
ll,illion from Saskatchewan, and 132.7 million bush
els from Alberta) indicate that the discrepancy must 
be In the statistics relating to Manitoba and Alberta. 

I WHEAT STUbIBS, December 1939, XVI. 141. 
• Whereas at the end .of September. Canadian vIs

ible supplies ex~eded the quantity beld by the CWB 
by some 66 million bushels, by the end of November 
the bo~'s holdings slightly exceeded the total vis
ible supply of Canadian wheat. 

'CWO report, p. 8. 

tained {or seed and that used for feed on 
farms (including ,unmerchantable wheat), 
plus the very small quantity carried by 
farmers into the next crop year--only :1.8 
million bushels, the smallest figure since the 
1925 crop. 

During August-September 1935:farniers' 
sales to the board lagged somewhat behind 
their deliveries to country elevators and rail, 
roads. In part this lag may have been due to 
technical difficulties in the board's receival 
of ·wheat hauled by farmers to country ele
vators and platform loadings at an unusually 
rapid rate~' But· some farmers may·· have 
hesitated to sell their wheat to the board 
b~cause of their appraisal of the future ·price 
development. Beginning with October. ho .... 
ever, farmers' sales to the board exceeded 
their deliveries .to .country elevators. This 
followed the decline of the internationl/.I price 
of wheat at the end of September, after it 
had fluctuated at a higher level during the 
preceding three weeks in reflection of politi
cal uncertainty· in Europe. Practically no 
wheat that was marketed by ... estern farmers' 
remained outside the board's hands by the 
end of November. By this time traders had 
disposed of the ... heat carried over from 
earlier crops, and they follo ... ed .a ''hand-to- • 
mouth" policy in buying from the board for. 
export or domestic sale. During the rest of 
the crop year, the board was the only source 
of Western Canadian wheat on the market.' 

In spite of its policy of free-selling, the 
board's sales through July 1939 ... ere only 
206 million bushels. Of this 47.6 million ... ere 
sold at interior points, to mills and for seed.' 
The rest was shipped to various points: 190.9 
million bushels to Fort William-Port Arthur 
(of which 6.7 million were subsequently 
transshipped to eastern ports by the board), 
49.3 million to Pacific Coast ports. and 4.8 
million to Port Churchill on Hudson Bay. Of 
this total the board sold 158.4 million bushels 
in August-J'uly 1938--39, and on August 1. 
1939 it had unsold stocks of 86.5 million 

. bushels. out of a total carryover in Canada 
reported as 94. 6 million. 

How much was sold for export and ho ... 
much for domestic requirements .... e are un~ 
able to say. With one exception, ho ... ever. no 
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differentiation in prices WaS made .. Under the 
. regulations of the CWB, sales· at interior 
points tor seed purposes were at the board's 
purchase price (less freight to Fort William), 
'While mills were paying a lower market price 
even when they purchased wheat from the 
board at interior points. According to the of
fiCial estimate, about 2.2 million bushels of 
wheat for seed were withdrawn during)938-
3SHrom elevators in the Prairie Provinces.' 

Available statistics preclude a clos~ analysis 
of the effects of the board's selling policy up·on 
international wheat prices. Data on net sales 
of the 1938 crop by the board are' given only 
in monthly totals. These are shown below in 
thousand bushels, together with monthly dat.a 
on deliveries to the board, and on the balance 
from the. 1938 wheat crop held by the board 
at the end of the respective JI?onths.· 

B~lance. 
Month Deliveries Net soles end ot month 

1938 
Aug. ......... 5,496 8,671 (3,175) 
Sept. ......... 118,500 28,330. 86,996 
Oct. ......... 92,221 17,050 162,166 
Nov. .......... 27,670 17,455 172,381. 
Dec. ......... 11,443 25,525 158,299 

1939 
Jan. ......... 4,683 20,226 142,756 
Feb. ......... 2,581 12,927 132,409. 
Mar. ......... 5,398 15,077 122,731 
Apr. ......... 5,094 20,843 106,982 
May ......... 4,463 16,089 95,356 
June ......... 5,453 14.305 86,504 
.July ......... 9,572 9,537 86,540 

---
Total ...... 292,575 206,035 86,540 

These monthly net sales cannot be como' 
pared directly with exports of. wheat grain 
from Canada. Allowances must first be made 
for' boara sales for domestic use, and for ex
ports of old-ctop wheat sold for export by pri
vate.traders into N!>vember (p.67). From the 
information on wheat carryover from the 1937 
crop, together With its distribution among 
variow(positions, we infer that more than 20 
million bushels of such wheat were exported 

1 Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Statistics, Janu-
8l'Y 1940, p. _4, note 1. 

I CWB report, p. 6. 
8 Stocks of- wheat owned by'flour milh on Aug. t. 

1938 could hardly have exceeded lome 3 million bush
ela Qf the lotal carryover of about 26 million. 

I 

or ·sold·. for' domestic requ'irements dining 
1938-39.' 

We infer that the board's sales- of wheat for· 
export hef~re August I, .1939 were about 145 
million bushels, of which perhaps 45 or 50 
D;lillion were sold durin!! August-:November 
1938 .. August salils were not .very large, 'al
though they exceeded current wheat deliveries 
to the board. According to its annual report, 
from August 11 the board was handicapped by 
rumors of an impending subsidy on. exports 
of United State~ wheat.· In September, taking 
advantage of the demand created by the Eur<!
pean crisis, the CWB succeeded in 'selling the 
largest monthly' total for' the crop year. but 
only a little of this was exported during the 
month. A comparison of the board's sales with 
total exports makes this evident, and the Sep
tember exports included' some wheat from the 
1937 crop.· 

With the decline of international prices at· 
. the end· of September, the board's sales ·de
c1ined and were on a moderate. scale during 
the following two months. According to the 
annual report· of the board, it. made substan
tial sales of wheat only between the 9th and 
18th, of November, when prices were recover
ing from their low of November 7. The seae 
sonal peak in exports, however, was reached 
in October' as usual, and exports continued to 
he high in November. The large. September 
sales were exported mainly during these' 
months; and a comparison or the balance held 
by the board with the visible supply of Cana
dian wheat indicates that very little of the 
wheat sold by the board before Decemberre
mained in Canada at the end of November. 

In December the board's sales rose to a new 
peak, and good business continued in January 
also. This was· rather contrary ·to the usual 
seasonal pattern, but the disturbed political 
outlook in Europe increased the demand for 
security stocks, particularly from Great Brit
ain.. According· to the board's report, large 
sales took place in the first twelve days of De
cember, 'and again between December 22 and 
28. During both periods prices were tending 
to rise. Thus far in the crop year, the policy 
of the CWB was similar to that of the FSCC 
'in the United States, namely, to increase its 
sales at rising prices. 
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This similarity in policies did not continue 
during the two following months. With faIl
ing prices during February-March, Canadian 
sales declined to a low level, while the sub_ 
sidized'sales fop export by the FSCC reached 
their peak-in part 'simply reflecting orders of 
British importers in executing the arrange-, 
ment with the FSCC announced early in De
cember. On the other hand, though the CWB 
sales were' small in February-March, they 
considerably. exceeded curreQt exports from 
Canada and were evidently for shipment after 
the opening of navigation in the spring, 

In April' both prices and CWB sales showed 
an improveinent, reflecting an increased de
mand from Europe and the drought in the 
United States. Most of these sales were made 
for future shipment, for Canadian exports in 
April wer~ at the crop year's lowest level. 

At the end of April the visible supply of 
Canadian wheat exceeded the balance of the 
1938 crop held by the board, by nearly 30 mil
lion bushels. This excess declined to about 
,10 million at the end of July, sbowing that the 
board's sales for export during May-July were 
somewhat below current wheat exports from 
Canada. The annual report qf the CWB ",en
tions that during June-July it had difficulty in 
making sales without aggravating the decline ' 
in prices. The board's sales were particularly 
small during July, especially after July 7 when 

, another period of rapid price decline started, 
and the Liverpool market was very weak. 

The above analysis of the selling policy of 
the CWB indicates that the board handled its 
sales with great caution and substantial skill. 
It reduced its' sales when markets were weak 
and when prices showed a tendency to decline 
and took advantage of any increase in d~
l1)and, usually selling larger quantities at ris
ing prices. All sales for export and for domes
tic milling were made through the usual trade 
channels, and with the use of facilities of the 
,Winnipeg Grain Exchange. Considerable ef
fort was made to avoid disturbance of the nor-

, mal process of price formation. ,In spite of 
this, international wheat prices were unduly 
depressed in 1.93~9 (pp; 78-84). Even skill
ful and cautious handling of operations failed 
to eliminate the inherent weaknesses of a 
system of competitive subsidization of exports. 

The annual report of the CWB, dated 'De
cember 29, 1939 but released only in May 
1940, gives no information on 'sales prices or 
losses on' wheat disposed of before or after 
August I, 1939. It merely states that "Based 
on sales 'made to date ;I.nd on valuations of. 
remaining stocks at market prices there will 
be a substantial loss in handling the crop." 

.In the budget speech .on June 24, 1940, 
Finance Minister Ralston said that ''while at 
the close of the fiscal year [March 31, 1940) 
there still remained unsold a small 'amount of 
whea,t of the 1938 erop, it was clear that the 
losses of the Canadian wheat board in respect 
of the ma~keting of that crop would amount 
to at least $52,000,000.'" This wolild represent 
about 18 cents a bushel on the total purchase. 
The Minister of Agriculture, in an address in 
February ,1940, used this figure as the bonus 
that the board had paid the farmer.' 

One may compute the difference between 
selling and purchase prices during the 1938-
39 crop year as averaging between 18 and 19 
cents per bushel. At this rate, on the 204 mil

'lion bushels of wheat sold, below purchase 
priCe' by the board before August I, 1939, it· 
lost some 37 to 39 million dollars, in addition 
to administrative ,costs and probably abnor
mal costs of storage and handling.-

On the 86.5 million bushels 'sold later, the 
price difference probably averaged less, but 
other charges more. At prices ruling on the 
markets at the end of July, the 'board's paper 
loss apparently exceeded 25 cents per bushel. 
But they sold at ,such prices only that portion 
of the balance of the 1938 crQP which was 
disposed of, before September 1. On the basis 
of August exports ami flour-mill requirements, 
and ass~ming that the policy of the board was 

1 Winnipeg Free Pren. Jube 24, 1940. p. 6. 
'Southwestern Miller. Fcb. 13. 1940. p. 24. 
• We . assume that about 2 million bushels were 

sold for seed at the board"s purcbase price. 
"The price paid to producers for wheat delivered 

to the board was the fixed price in store at Fort Wil
liam, less freight charges to Fort William· or Vancou_ 
ver (whichever rate was more advantageous to the 
producers) and 4 J4 cents per bushel (or 5 JIfI cents per 
bushel on lower grades) for storage .and handling 
costs. These deductions covered Dormal freight and 
handling costs. but extra costs arose from shipping 
wheat by rail. not always in the direction of the most 
advantageous rate. and from carrying a large quan
tity of wheat into the followin, crop year. 
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to sell preferably old-cr0i> wheat early in the 
season, we estimate these sales at about 15 or 
20 miIIion bushels, and the losses on these. 
sales at 4 to 5, miIIion doUlITs. 

Canadian wheat prices, although subst;lU
tially improved in September 1939, remained 
during September-November below the fixed 
purchase price. In three months the losses on 
old-crop wheat sold were probably 10 to ~5 
cents per bushel. Probably nearly all of the 
balance of the 1938 crop was disposed, of be
fore December 1939, since the board presum
ably preferred to dispose of ,old-crop wheat 
during these months, and the August-Novem
ber wheat exports plus domestic requirements 
by flour mills amounted to about 100 miIIion 
bushels. It was only on the' portion of the 
1938 crop carried into December that the 
CWB may have avoided loss or possibly made 
a slight profit. Since we believe that very little 
of the 1938 wheat was 'held so late,'its losses 
on the 1938 crop sold after the beginning of. 
the war probably amounted to some 7 to 10 
miIIion doUars. 

The sum of our rough approximations for 
,losses in the 193~9 crop year, in August 
1939, and after war broke out, is in general 
harmony with the totals officially stated in 
round figures. Taking storage, handling, and 
administrative costs roughly into account; we 
regard the higher figures of 'our ranges as 
nearel'the truth than the lower figures. 

THE ARGENTINE GRAIN REGULATING BOARD 

The fixed purchase price paid for wheat 
from the 1938-39 crop by the Argentine Grain. 
Regulating Board (Gli.B) exceeded the export 
price of Argentine wheat during the whole 
period when the fixed price was effective; 
Neverthele~s, by no means all of the crop 
was delivered t~ the board. Some 20 miIIion 
bushels were presumably retained for seed, 
and a' few million for ·feed use. The board 
refused to buy, even at a discount, wheat 
below export standards, of which there was 
an indeterminate amount even in a crop of 
generaUy exceUent quality. Most of this was· 
sold through ordinary trade channels to 
Argentine mills. In addition, probably con
siderable amount$ . remained ,undelivered 
when, on September 6, 1939, the boa~d was 

direeted to cease purchases. Continuationof 
the purchase program, through. November 
had apparently been counted upon, and the 
sudden termination caught many unpre-, 
pared.1 

In !!oll. the board purchased' 298 million 
biIshels' out of a crop now estimated (provi
sionally) ,at 367 million.' The movement 
of new-crop wheat in Argentina proceeds 
much more slowly than in Canada or Austra
lia. The 193,8 crop was so large, and subsequent 
exports so retarded. that· storage facilities 
were soon seriously congested,-even though 
most of the wheat continues to be moved and 
stored in bags. For tbis reason among others, 
deliveries, to the board continued throughout 
the period it stood ready to purchase. 

There is nO" official information 'as yet con
cerning the way in which the GRB disposed 
of wheat purchased from the 193~9 crop. 
For this we must use our own approxima
tions based on other official statistics. It may 
be assumed that practically all wheat from 
the 193~9 crop exported from Argentina 
before September 1939 was purchased froin 
the board, because Argentine export prices of 
wheat throughout that period were below the 
board's purchase price, and private holders 
of 193~9 wheat of exportable quality haCJ 
advantages in selling to the board and not 
directly to' exporters_ With the discontinu
ance of purchases of wheat at fixed prices by 
the GRB on· September 6, 1939, the situation 
changed.. Wheat of export quality then re
maining in private bands could no longer be 

1 Tim" of Argentina, Sept. 11, 1939, p. 25. We con
sider excessive the estimate there given that over 21A1 
million tons remained to be delivered; but the dift'er
ence between the true figure for the total crop and 
deliveries to the hoard may have approached ·this 
:tIgure. 

a Revi.ta del Banco de la Naci6n Argentina, 1939. 
III. 207. Based on the statement lbat total purchases 
.assisted by credits· from that bank· were 8,125,567 
tons. 

e The informatioD that the 1938 crop has' heen re
vised from 336 to 367 million bushels was received 
while the study was in press. At the same time the 
1987 crop was revised from 186 to 208 million •. The 
two revisions together result in an increase in 1938-
39 wheat supplies from hoth crops of about 64 mil
lion bushels.- See Foreign Crops and Markets, Oct: 21, 
1940, p. 683, and Boletln Estadistica Agropecuaria, 
June 1940, XU, 1. 
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delivered to the board, and sales of such 
wheat for export,· if it was still held .in sub
stantial quantity by private holders,' may 

. have become important. However, free selI
ing of wheat by the board during the folIow
ing months at prices substantially below its 
purchase price must have. limited private 
sales for export also after September 6, 1939. 
. It is reasonable to assume that up to Octo

ber 10 private holders of wheat continued to 
prefer sales to domestic millers, who were· 
ready to pay higher prices than exporters. 
This situation arose from the board's policy 
of seIling wheat for export at prices lower 
than. those on domestic markets. But whim 
domestic millers were obliged by the decree 
of October 10, 1939 to cover their total re
quirements of wheat exclusively from the 
·board, sales for export became the only ouUet 
for wheat held by the private trade, and do-· 
mestic and export prices of wheat were 
drawn closely together. Even then, however, 
the board's sales apparently were by far the 
larger portion of the total sales for export, 
af least until December 1939, when export 
prices rose above the board's purchase price. 
Thus, we assume that September-November 
exports from Argentina also consisted pre
ponderantly of wheat sold by the ORB. The 

1 The recent upward revision of 1937 and 1938 
Argentine crops by more than 60 million bushels in
dIcate that at the beginning of September there were 
substantial stocks of wheat of exportable quality in 
the hands of private holders not delivered to the 
board. Furthermore, durin, the few weeks of 
September when strong s.peculation in wheat took 
place on the Buenoa Aires futures market with the 
beginnin, of war, and when the price of futures rose 
substantinlly above the fixed price, the. GRB took ad
vantage of the situation and disposed of some of its . 
wheat at tts purchase price. Followina this policy 
the board succeeded also in limiting undue specula
tion on the market of futures. These operations of
the board may further have increased stocks of wheat 
with private bolders. See the Tim" of Al11entina, 
Sept. 18, 1939, p. 26, and Boletin In(ol'nlatioo, Feb. 16, 
.1940. p. 122. 

• Exports of wheat grain from the 1988-39 crop 
through ,July1939 were ofilclally .Iven as 90 million 
bushels, and al 106 milliou through August 1989. In 
addition. exports of wheat in the form of flour for 
January-July were S million bushels. and for Janu
ary-August a,& million. These last Ogurea. however, 
do 'Voot represent export sales by the board. The mill
era may bave purcbased wheat from the old crop, or 
wheat from the new erop which was not up to the 
h.oard's standards. 

board's export sales, of course, did not co
incide in time with actual exports; con
sequently, it seems probable that sales of 
wheat for export exceeded actual exports 
during 1939. However, because information 
is lacking, exports and sales for exports will 
be regarded as coincident in the following dis
cussion of the disposition of wheat by the 
board and of losses on its sales . 

On this assumption it may be said. that 
before August I, 1939 (the end of the North
ern Hemisphere crop year) the ORS disposed 
of not less than 90 million bushels of wheat 
foi' export, and up to the time of the out
break of war-indeed, by September I-its 
export sales of wheat were riot less than 105 

. million bushels. Sales of 1938'-39 wheat for 
export before the end of November 1939 per
haps amounted to some 150 miilion bushels. 
This figure would be somewhat smaller to the· 
extent that September-November exports, 
amounting to 44.3 million bushels, consisted 
of wheat sold by private holders; but pre
sumably it was actually larger,. because ex
port sales usually preceded actual exports. 

A reliable estimate o( lhe board's sales of 
wheat. for export for ·the period ending No
vember 1939 is important in approximating 
the board's losses on the 1938-39 crop. Up 
to tlie beginning of December the ORB took 
losses on all export sales, for its selling prices 
to exporters during the whole period were 
below its purchase price. But early in Decem
ber export prices. were brought to a level 
above the board's purchase price by a sharp 
rise of international wheat prices .. Thereafter 
the board was able not only to sell for export 
without additional losses but even to recoup 
a part oC the earlier losses. . 

With such a situation on international 
mar\,<ets from early in December 1939, it is 
reasonable to assume that private holders of 
wheat could participate more in December 
exports (17.3 million bushels) than they did 
previously. Nevertheless, it still seems prob
able that before the end of 1939 the ORB. 
sold not less than 165 million bushels for ex
port, since total· exports of 1938-39 wheat 
before January I, 1940 amounted to about 167 
million. Subtracting this figure for the 
board's sales for exports from its total pur-
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chases of 298 miJIion bushels. we find that the 
board must have had 130 to 135 million 
bushels for sale on domestic markets during 
1939 and for carryover into the n,ew crop 
year. 

It is not possible to 'calculate closely how 
mucn was actually so\d to domestic millers 
by the GRB before January 1. 1940. The re
vised estimate of the 1937 crop indicates that 
a sizable quantity of old "crop wheat. not pur
chased by the board. was carried into 193~9. 
There were also substantial quantities of wheat 
which'were not deliver~d to the GRB from the 
1938 crop. Consequently. Argentip.e flour mills 

'may have bought some 60 million bushels of 
wheat without recourse to the board. 

Millers can hardly have resorted freely to 
purchase of wheat from the poard before the 
old-crop wheat and the grain from the new 
crop not up to the board's standards were 
exhausted. for these wheats could be bought 
for less than the fixed price .which i.t was the 
policy of the board to charge domestic millers 
for good-quality 1936. wheat. With the abl>
lilion of the fixed purchase price of wheat 
On September 6. the possibilities for domesti~ 
millers to purchase' wheat from private 
sources presumably increased. But a decree 
of October 10. 1939 prohibited them from 
purchasing wheat other than that held by 
the GRB. for which they were obliged to pay. 
7 pesos per quintal. This situation continued 
up to December 15. when a new decree modi- . 
fied that of October 10 to the effect that 
domestic mills were. permitted to !lcquire 
from the board (before March 31. 1940) 40 
per cent of their wheat requirements from 
December 1. 1939 to November 30. 1940. at 
7 pesos per. quinta). 

At this time the opportunity of purchas
ing their supplies from the board waS a privi
lege. since the domestic price of wheat had 
risen above that level. If domestic millers 
used this privilege' fully. they hought f,om 
the board's stocks abou t 30 million bushels of 
wheat. representing roughly 40 per cent of 
their, usual yearly requirements;l' but how 
much of this was bought before Jan~ary 1. 
1940 is not clear. Their total purchases of 
wheat from the 1&<\8-39 crop, ,presumably 
exceeded this amount. Since between. October 

10 and -December 15. 1939 they had been 
obliged to cover their requirements through 
purchases from the board; and at least some 
millers had b~en forced to resort to purchases 
from the board as early as June 1939.' 

Since it was .. the policy of the GRB during 
the earlier months of 1939 to .sell wheat to 
domestic flour mills at the fixed price paid at 
its .purchase. and since from October 10 such 
price was required from domestic millers by 
decree. a knowledge of the exact quantity of 
these sales is immaterial for an estimate o[ 
the board's' lo~ses. The board suffered no 
losses on these sales except perhaps the extra 
handling and storage costs and also some 
allowances for deterioration of quality of 
wheat.· ,But so long as we do not know what 
quantity of wheat the GRB may have ~old 
to domestic millers before the end of the 
year. we cailnot estimate the balance of the 
1938-39 crop held by the board on January 
1.1940. Since so little is known concerning 
the disposal of the 1938-39 crop by the GRB 
and since even the crop estimate is uncertain. 
it .is' not possible at this time to make more 
than a I'ough approximation of the losses of 
the boaI'd on the 1938-39 crop. 

The GRB has not as yet 'disclosed its seIl
ing prices for 1938-39 wheat sold to ex
porters. but from trade information one may 
conclude that during the first six months of 
1939 its selling price for standard wheat 
fluctuated between 5. 10 and 5.50 pesos per' 
quintal f.o.r. ·Buenos Aires (p. 49). Semi
official' information On the marketing of 

1 According to omcial report, stocks of wheat in 
mills on Apr. 1, 1940. were about 21 million hushel~ 
of which 19 million were old--crop wheaL Boldill 
Informativo, Apr. 30, 1940, p. 892. This indicates that· 
Argentine ~our mills took full advantage of this 
privilege. 

:2 There were trade reports even in the beginning of 
June that most of the non-board wheat bad found an 
ouUet and that domestic millers were foreed to buy 

. their supplies from the board (Canada, Dominion Bu
reau of Statistie~ The Grain Situation in A,..,entina, 
June 14, 1939). But later informatioD indicates that 
as late as September substantial quantities of wheat 
remained with private holden. 

8 We assume that the usual handling and storage 
cosh were deducted by the board from the basic fixed 
price, in its calculation of the net price paid to Pro:
ducers at yarious interior points. Such was the prac
tice of the Canadian Wheat Boarda 
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wheat during the 1939. commerCial year1 in-· 
, dicates that the difference between the 
board's sale price of wheat in. Rosario and 
tbe fixed purcbase price fluctuated around 
1.50 pesos per quintal until Juiy 1939. 'In' 
July-Au/,lUst this difference increased sub-
. stantially and, according to the same source, 
reached nearly 2.50 pesos per quinta!. 

A further complication in the computation 
of losses suffered by the ORB on sales of the 
1938-39 crop is introduced by the fact that, 
before the' trade agreement between Brazil 
and Argentina in April '1939, sales to Brazil 
were at free-exchange rates. Brazilian sales 
at or even below the international price in 
pounds sterling resulted in a higher price in 
pesos than wheat sold to other des~inations" 
because foreign exchange realized' by ex
porters to other countries had to be sold at 
the official purchase' rate, which· was lower 
than the rate on the free market. Thus in 
January the price ,of wheat sold to Brazil was 
quoted at 6.15 pesos, while the GRB selling 
price to,other exporters was 5.35 per quinta!.' 

Exports of 1938-39 wheat from Argentina 
before July.1, 1939 were about 78 "million 
bushels; in July, about, 12 million; and in 
August, about 15 million. Assuming that 
these exports represent the GRB sales and 
applying to .them t,he &hove-mentioned dif
ferences between the board's seIling and pur
chase price, we estimate 'that the board lost 
nearly 32 million pesos on wheat exports be

,fore July J, 1939 and more than 18 million 
on exports during July-Augus~. Thus, the 

1 See uLa Comerclalizaci6n 'del Trigo en el Afio 
Agricola Comerclal 1939,"' Boldin Informativo 1 Feb.' 
16, 1940, p. 1~1. 
. I Time, of Al'fIentin~ Jan. 30. 1939. In the follow-

. in, estimate of the board·s losses we were unable to 
take into consideration this fact for lack of informa
tion. It 1, possible that private holders of old-crop 
wheat prOfited mainly from selling their wheat to 
Brazil at higher prices in pesos. 

I The GRB withdrew itls offers on this basis on 
November 24. See WHEA.T S;'UD1BS, Jannary 1940, XVI. 

• This figure may b. to. high if the GRB gained 
advantage by sellinl wheat to Brazil durin, January
Marcb at higher prices (In pesos) than those ebarted 
to exporters in other markets. The hoard's losses 
may have been smaller it ... large portion of wheat 
exported durilll July-August was sold by the GRB to 
exporters at an earlier date,. before the priC!! fell.to a 
low level in July. Comments in the trade press point 
to IUch a p.ssibillty. • 

total loss of the GRB on 105 million bushels of 
1938-39 wheat exported 'before the,war (be
fore September 1, 1~39) amounted to about 
50,' million pesos or (according to the official 
purchase rate of the United States dollar) 
nearly 16, million dollars . 

. With the outbreak of the war, speCUlation 
in the Buenos Aires· futures market caused 
the October future to rise substantially above 
. the board's purchase price. But the GRB, 
taking a ,more conservative position, did not 
follow the market all' the way; oli the con
trary, it took steps to limit speculation on the 
futures market (p. 71) and continued to sell 
wheat for export at moderate prices;' . 

During the three' J]loriths following the out
break of the war, the board's selling price, to 
exporters was, generally speaking, on the 

,basis of about 6 pesos pel' quintal f.o.r. 
Rosafe (10 centavos higher at Buenos Aires). 
There· were minor variations in the board's 
selling price in pesos because of various 
changes in exchange rales that took place 
during September-October. Its selling prices 
also varied somewhat from one transaction 

, to another. but the stated basis was in effect 
for the board's export sales through Septem
ber-November;' and it was consequently 
losing some '0.9 pesos per quintal on its ex
port sales during that perioli. The total 
loues on exports during September-Novem
ber were about 10,800,000 pesos or $3,200,-
000. This brings the total loss of the G.RB 
on its sales of the' 1938-39 crop for export 
until December 1939. to about 60' million 
pesos, or nearly 20 million dollars." 

After the end of November, Argentine 
wheat prices rose, partly in reflection of the 

, news of the poor condition of the new Argen
tine crop and partly in agreement with a 
rising tendency on international wheat mar
kets; and the GRB raised its export seIling 
price at the beginning of December to 6.80 
pesos pel' quintal (.o.r, Buenos Aires, a week 
later to 7.50 pesos. By early January the 
board's seIling price had reached 8.20 pesos. 
Thus, during the second half of December, 
the GRB was already selling above its pur
I:hase price, and was able to recoup some of 
its earlier losses. The quality of old-erop 
wheat had deteriorated, however, because of 
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iong storage under unfavorable conditions, 
and the board. encountered substantial loss 
on'discount for unsatisfactory quality.' This 
tended to reduce possible advantages to the 
board' from the liqUidation of remaining 
stocks at a higher general level of prices. 
Furthermore, as has been mentioned, do

. mestic millers had the' privilege of buying 
from the GRB at '7 pesos per quintal 40 per 
cent' of their wheat . requirements until' 
November 30, 1940. The board therefore 'h!ld 
the advantage from ·higher prices only on 
part of the old-crop wheat which it held at 
the end of December. 

Scanty information on the operations. of 
the GRB in recent months, as well as uncer" 
tainty about the balance of the 1938-39 wheat 
held by the board on 'January I, 1940, pre
cludes an estimate of the extent to which 
the GRB was in a position, during December 
1939 and the following months, to recoup the 
large losses sustained on earlier sales. But, 
judging by the level of domestic prices of 
wheat at Buenos Aires, which after October 
10, 1939 reflected quite well the selling price 
of the board to' exporters. the GRB could not 
have held its selling price at the high level 
to which it r~se at the beginning of January. 
Wheat prices at' Buenos Aires declined sub
stantially in the second half of that month, 
and during February were only slightly above 
the ,board's purchase prioe of 7 'pesos per 
quintal. In March they gradually recovered, 
in April and May substantially exceeded the 
high level of early January. and continued 
high in June. But we do not !mow at pres
ent how much of the 1938-39 wheat the board 
held at the beginning of April, and therefore 

. cannot appraise the advantage gained by the 
board from the situation during these 
months.' 

In addition to losses on the price of wheat 
from the 1938-39 crop, the GRB incurred such 
other costs as the extra cost of storing and 
handling involved in the slow liquidation of 
the surplus. All this leaves uncertain the 
final appraisal of total lo.sses of the Argentine 

1 See Time. 01 Al'fIentina, Jan. 8 and 16. 1940. 
'We know merely that of 77 million busbeb of 

1938-39 'wheat In commercial stocks in Argentina on 
Apr. I, 1940, 19 million bushels were held by Ilour 
mill •. 

ORB. ,But later profits could hardly be ex
pected to recoup a large portion of the board's 
losses on operations prior to December 1939. 

SUMMARY. OF COSTS OF SUBSIDIES. 

The precediI;lg analysis of the operathms 
and costs' ot subsidies in the principal wheat
exporting countries has brought forward evi
dence of great losses suffered on export opera
tions by all governmental agencies concerned. 
Here we recapitulate costs in 1938-39 for the 
three countries for which· export operations 
have been discussed in detail, and add some 
rough approximations of costs for some of 
the secondary wheat exporters. 

In the United States, direct expense for sub
sidies paid on exports of wheat and flour prior' 
to June 30, 1939 amounted to SOme 26 million 
dollars. To that sum must be added 16 million 
charged against the 1938-39 wheat-loan pro
gram (p. 66). The total cost of ·th'l policies 
directed toward maintenance of wheat prices 
on domestic markets was thus about 42 million 
dollars excluding administrative costs. StilI 

. larger wheat subsidies--benefit payments 
'under the soil-conservation program of 1938 
(50 million dollars) and parity payments (54 
million dollars}-are not included here; they 
were not directly connected with the, control 
of wheat supplies during 1938-39, although 
the parity payments were, conditioned by limit
ing wheat acreage for the 1939 crop. 

The losses of the Canadian Wheat Board on 
its operations with the 1938 crop probably 
exceeded 50 million dollars. 

The Argentine Grain Regulating Board 
probably lost about 20 million dollars on its 
operations with the 1938-39 wheat crop prior 
to December 1939. But it recouped an indeter~ 
minate but ~mlill part of this on later sales at 
.higher ·prices. 

Australian subsidies to wheat growers on 
the 1938-39 wheat crop were some 13-15 mil
lion dollars (the exact figure is not yet re
vealed so far as we know). But these sub
sidies can hardly be compared with losses of 
the FSCC in the United States or the Canadian 
Wheat Board, for they represented simple 
bonuses to growers without attempt to con
trolmarketing of the 1938-39 wheat crop with 
a view to price maintenan~e. 
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Of the Danuhian exporters, only Rumania 
paid direct export suhsidies. Roughly we ap
proximate these for 1938-39 at some 8 million 
dollars (counting Rumanian lei at official ex
change rates, which ,evidently exaggerates the 
cost of subsidies in' dollars). The cost of other 
forms of encouragement 'of wheat exports by 
Rumania and other Danubian countries, such 
as exchange premiums paid to wheat exporters 
or barter agreements with importing coun
tries, ,are difficult or impossible to estimate. 
Further;"ore; some part of these costs was 

.. really compensation for overvaluation of the 
monetary units by official exchange, controls 
rather than genuine export suhsidy (p. 41). 

Finally, a rough estimate of the cost of 
.French wheat dumping may he given within 
the limits of 15 to 20 million dollars. French 
trade stat\stics for 1938-39 suggest that sub
sidized wheat exports were about 14 million 
bushels.' Exports of flour, also subsidized by 
the French Wheat Board, were about 5 million 
hushels in terms of wheat, so that total suh
sidized exports were about 19 million bushels. 
On sales o( wheat directly to exporters or mil
lers who exported it later in the form of flour, 
the French Wheat Board suffered direct losses 
of some 120 to 130 francs per quintal (85 to 
95 cents per bushel). The total losses of the 
board on 19 million bushels of exported wheat 
amounted to some 625 to 675 million francs, 
or around 17 million dollars on the basis of 
the exchange rate effective in July 1939. 

In all, it may be estimated that for the 
countries enumerated above direct costs of 
policies aimed at the maintenance of wheat 
prices on domestic markets during 1938-39 
were about 130 to 140 million dollars. If one 
includes other subsidies not directly connected 

,with price maiutenance in 1938-39, such as 
104.5 million dollars paid to wheat growers 
in the United States in the form of benefit and 
parity payments and Aush:alian bonuses to 
wheat growers, the total would run to 250 .. to 
260 million dollars. Even this ,total is incom
plete, since costs of some forms of subsidiza
tion in certain of these couutries were not 
included because of lack of information 
needed for an estimate, and since some minor 

1, Not counting export sales of some" million busb
els of YURoslavian wheat; see above. p. 63. 

exporters of wheat also subsidized theIr wheat , 
exports in 1938-39 in one form or another. 

Because of the extensive costs of wheat sub
sidies during 1938-39, even when one con
siders only those costs caused by losses on, 
export operations and connected with govern
mental policies directed toward maintenance 
of wheat prices on domestic markets, it is ad
visable to discuss briefly the sources' from 
which these c;osts were covered. ' 

SOURCES FOR FINANCING SUBSIDIES 

Financial acts providing funds for subsidies 
varied greatly from one country to another. 
In the United States, funds necessary to meet 
costs of subsidization of wheat and flour ex
ports were placed at the !lisposal of t1~e Sec
retary of Agriculture under two acts: (a) Sec
tion 32 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 
1933, as amended in 1935, authorizes the sec
retary to use funds equal to 30 per cent of the 
annual eustoms receipts for stipulated pur_ 

,poses, among which is included encourage
ment of exports as well as domestic consump
tion of agricultural c.ommodities; (b) Section 
12 of the Soil Conservation and Domestic Al
lotment Act of 1938 authorizes the Secretary 
of Agriculture to use "such part as he deems' 
necessary of the sums appropriated to carry 
out this Act for the expansion of domestic and 
foreign markets or for seeking hew or addi
tional markets for agricultural commodities 
or the products thereof or for the removal or 
disposition of surpluses of such commodities 
or the products thereof." 

The customs revenue' fund was a part of 
general United States revenue before the 
amendment of the AAA. Hence the alloca
tion of a portion of the fund to finance export 
subsidies gave rise to the necessity to provide 
other sources for such expenses as were pre~' 
viously covered from customs revenue. Sums 
necessary for carrying out the Soil Conserva
tion Act in 1938-39 were also appropriated 
from general revenue. Consequently" the 
American export subsidies, as well as other 
wheat subsidies and the costs of .. the wheat 
loan, were financed from general revenue in 
1938-89. In fact, they were partly responsible 
for the mounting national debt. 
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A simiiar situation existed in· Canada. The 
Canadian Wheat Board Act ,of 1935 provided 
.that the.board may borrow money on ,the 'se-, 
curity of wheat. According to the same act, 
the Minister of Finance may guarantee loans 
of the board from the, chartered banks.' The 
CWB thus has power to transfer deficits to the 
Dominion government. Consequently,1t may 
be said, that'losses sufIered by the board on 
its operations with the 1938 wheat crop are, 
or will be, covered from the general revenues 
of the Dominion government.' 

A somewhat dilferent situation .exists 'in 
Argentina. The' law of September 30, .1938 'on' 
mlnil)3um prices for wheat, 1inseed, and corn 
authorized the, executive to finance from 
profits on exchange. operations of the Ex
chanll.e Control, Board eventual losses on pur
chases of wheat made by the Grain Regulating 
Board. In case' these funds were 'inadequate" 
the Banco de la Nacl6n was to advance the 
necessary funds on conditions agreed upon by 
the executive. Thus, the losses of ~he GRB 
are covered (rom a special source. Further-, 
more, a :week before the reconstitution of the 
GRB and the fixation of its purchase price for 
wheat from the 1935-39 crop at a price above 
the current 'market price for old-crop wheat, 
the margin between the official ,selling and 
purchase r!ltes for the pound sterling~to 

whicQ. the Argentine peso was pegged from 
the beginning of 1934--was increased from 1 
to 2 pesos by raising the selling rate of the 
pound. An additional source of profits on .ex- , 
change operations was thus created, with a' 
view to raising fu'nds necessary for financing 
eventual losses on government operations in 
the 1938 crop. , 

Who ultimately bore the burden' of this ad
ditional revenue? Presumably Argentine con
sumers of those imported goods for payment 
of which importers could' obtain foreign ex

, change at the' official rate; they paid at least, 
in part. ,The ?fficial selling rate of foreign 

1 T. W.· Grindley, "The Canadian Wheat Board .... 
Canada Year Book 1939, p. 67'. 

IOn July 31, 1939, flccording to the Report 01 thd' 
Canadian Wheat Board, Crop Year 1938-1939, the de
mand loans and liability to agents of the CWB on the . 
1938 wheat crop amoUlfled to e90,184,156. 89, against 
tho balance of tbe 1938 crop on that date of 86,5 
mllilon bushell. ' 

• Boletln InformaHuo, Oct. 15, 1938, f: 900. 

exchange was lowe,r than the rates, ruling on 
the so-called free market ,!-nd may be regarded' 
as a preferential exchange rate. At this rate 
foreign exehange was distributed among im~ 
porters oJ certain commodities with a view to 
encouraging their imports from countries' 
with which Argentina had 'a favorable balance 
o,f payments. Imports fro~ other countries 
and impoFts of some commodities' from all 
countries are paid for at higher rates of for
eign exchange. By raising ,the, preferential 
rate to a higher level, the costs in 'pesos of im. 
ported goods that profited by this rate were' 
'presumaply incteased. But it is difficult to 
decide which groups of consumers were taxed 
more, sil).ce foreign. exchange at. the ,preferen
tial rate was distributed not only and not 
mainly by kind of commodities imported but 
also by origin of imports. It may be assumed, 
however, that those imports, which 'may be 
characterized as' imports of necessity goods 
were more favored by ~he preferential ,rate of 
exchange than other goods. Presumably cer
tain imports of 'importantproducer~' goods 
also had advantage Of the preferential rate. 

in several countries, among them Australia 
and Rumania, the costs of subsidies for, wheat 
growers were covered by taxation of the con
sumers 'of flour. In Australia this was the only 
source from which bounties to wheat growers 
were paid on wheat from: the 1938-39 crop. 
But in Rumania the tax on flour was not suf
ficient to cover the total high cost of the' direct 
ell'port subsidies paid to exporters of wheat 
during 1935-39.Part of ,the cost of direct 'ex
port subsidies in Rumania was thus~covered, 
temporarily by credits from the National Bank 
and, presumably, was ultimately paid from 
general state revenue. 

The cost of other forms of subsidization of 
wheat 'exports in Rumania and in other .Dan
ube countries, consisting of exchange pre
miums paid to exporters as well as the cost 
of encouragement of wheat exports under va
rious barter agreements, was presumably paid 
ultimately by consumers of imported commod· ' 
ities, in so far as higher costs of, foreign 
exchange tended to raise prices of imported 
goods in domestic currency, and the prices 'of 
imported commodities under barter agree
ments were usually above the prices of .the 
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same commodities in free international mar
kets. 
, In France the heavy losses connected with 

the disposal of surplus wheat, mainly ahroad, 
were. covered by a special progressive levy 

· subtracted from the fixed purchase price of 
wheat paid to producers and by other taxes 
falling partly ~n producers of wheat and 
partly on conaumers of flour. Ultimately~ con
sumers of flour and bread hore all costs of 
the dumping of French wheat, since wheat 
prices paid to producers, even I1fter ,subtract-

· ing the 'special progressive levy and taxes fall-
· ing upon producers at their highest brackets, 

were much above the price of wheat ruling 
on the international markets: The progressive 
levy and taxes on producers resulted only in 
various degrees of subsidization of wheat 
growers according to the size of their wheat' 
sales: subsidies paid to larger producers were 
smaller because the progressive levy and taxes, 
both suhtracted from the flat fixed price paid 
to all producers, were larger. 

The conclusion is that costs of wheat sub
sidization, particularly those connected with 
wheat exports, feU ultimately either on the 
general taxpayer, on consumers of bread, or 
on consumers of certain imported commodities 
taxed by the higher cost of foreign exchange 
or competing with these domestic goods. These 
burdens, falling on taxpayers and consumers 
and distributed. dilTerently in the various ex
porting ,countries,are to be' set against the ' 

special advantages obtained by wheat ·i;rowers 
in the several countries from the higher prices 
for wheat received under, various schemes of. 
governmental control of the wheat markets. 

Thesespecial advantages, however, should 
be appraised correctly. The costs of subsidiza
tion of wheat exports are always determined 
by the dilTerence between their actual. pur
chase and selling prices of wheat of the vari
ous governmental agencies. But the advan
tages to wheat growers must be measured by 
another dilTerence; namely, the difference be
tween the price which they actually received 
under governmental control and the price 
which they would have realized withou~ ,it. It 
is always possible that' <,>uly part of the cost 
of subsidization of exports paid hy taxpayers 
and consumers of an, exportillg country will 
be returned as benefits to its dpmestic wheat 
growers. The rest may be a net loss to the 
country. Such a situation must arise when 
the spread between the actual domestic 'price 
and the export price is caused not solely by 
the price-raising eITects of governmental con
trol on domestic markets of an exporting· 
country-no matter if it be in the form of a 
fixed minimum price for producers or in the 
form of an artificially maintained domestic 

. market price-but also, by the price-depressing' 
elTects of subsidized exports upon the prices 
on international markets. . 

These problems are discussed in the follow
ing section. 

IV. EFFECTS OF EXPORT SUBSIDIZATION 

For a definite appraisal of the various 
forms of wheat subsidization it is important 

'to evaluate their eITects upon wheat prices, 
both abroad and on domestic markets of the 
respective subsidizing countries. All schemes 
were aimed at increasing the incomes of wheat 
growers, and the actual achievement depended 
heavily upon the prices at which producers 
sold their wheat.' 

'. Where governmental agencies bought 
wheat from farmers at guaranteed minimum 
prices, as in Canada, Argentina, and some 
other countries" domestic wheat prices . for 
producers were practically fixed, since mini
mum guaranteed prices in 1938--39 were 

generally above the world ",arket price. In 
these countries wheat growers sold the bulk 
of their crops to the official IIgencies at guar
anteed minimum prices. Other countries, as 
for instance the United States, did not under
take to fix wheat prices outright but sought 
in various ways to maintain 'domestic prices 
above the levels determined by the supply-

. 1 Direct subsidy to producers without intervention 
on wheat markets may also enhanee producers- io
eome. This was the case with the Australian wheat 
bonus anel. in some degree.. with· soil-conservatioD 
and price-parity payments to Co-operating (armers in 
the United States. These bonuses and payments di
rectly increa.sed farmers' incomes above their reeeipts 
from sales at market prices .. 
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demand situation on international markets. 
In .both cases; however, the price-raising 
effects of the governmental co·ntrols could not 
be measured by the spreads between domestic 
priceS" and tbe prices prevailing on world 
markets. The world market prices were in
fluencedby the selling policies of various 
governmental agencies, and particularly by 
the direct subsidization of exports practiced 
by the United States and ·some other coun
tries. Excess of domestic prices over the level 
of international prices could be caused, at 
least partially, by the price-depressing effects 
of . export policies upon international prices, 
as well as by their price-raising effects on 
domestic prices.. . 

In this connection, the question inevitably 
arises: were wheat prices on the international 
markets depressed in 1938-3.9 by policies of 
the ·chief exporters, particularly by the 
American subsidies; and, if so, what was the 
extent of the depressiol!-? 

EFFECTS ON PRICES ON Ol'EN INTERNATIONAL 

MARKETS 

The problem of the effects of governmental 
interventions upon the international wheat 
price may be approached in two ways. One 
could make a detailed analysis of the effects 
of changing selling and subsidy policies of 
the several governmental agencies in the ex
porting countries . on . the course of wheat 
prices in the international markets. during 
1938-39; or one could interpret the level of 
international prices throughout the crop 
year, orparts of the crop year, with reference 
to the supply-demand relationship on the 
world wheat market. The second approach. 
must seek to determine (1) whether inter
national wheat prices were truly reflecting 
the supply-demand relationship, or (2) 
whether these prices were affected by the 
go~ernmental policies, and if so to what 
degree and in which direction. 

ThoUgh both approaches mig!!t be fruitful 
and are in some degree complementary, the 
former requires· a more intimate knowledge 
of the selling and subsidy policies of the re
spective agencies than we .now have. We 
shall· therefore attempt to analyze the level 
of international wheat prices, as represented 

by British prices, with reference to the 
supply-demand relationship on the world 
wheat market in. 1938-39 as compared with 
other postwar years. 

There !Ire various possibilities for such· an 
analysis. In view of the relative stability in 
the demand for wheat, total wprldsupplies of 
wheat may be· regarded as the principal 
caus~1 factor in changes in the. level of inter
national wheat prices from one crop year to 
another. Changes in demand, however, are 
not so insignificant as to be ignored. al
together. Direct measurement of ·changes in 
the demand for wheat, as for other commodi
ties, is a problem not yet solved. Various in-· 
direct measurements of changes in the de
mand for agricultural cOlnmodities have been 
devised. Indexes reflecting changes . in the 
national . income are frequently so used. 
Sometimes index numbers .of the general level 
of wholesale prices are used as .indicators of 
variations in pUJ:chasing power resulting 
from fluctuations of business. Though we 
recognize the usefulness of these· methods in 
price analysis of many agricultural commodi
ties, we' cannot see that they are very Ifatis
factory for measurement of the demand for 
wheat. 

The demand for wheat for use may depend 
only slightly on. general purchasing power, 
particularly in countries with a high stand
ard of living; and these are responsible fo,," 
a large part. of the demand for wheat on 
·international markets. Nevertheless, it would 
be erroneous to assign an undue weight to 
the supply factor in analysis of the level of 
wheat prices in 1938-39. Statistical totals of 
world wheat supplies in 1938-39 were inflated 
by record-large crops (or crop estimates) in· 
regions which export only small quantities of 
wheat; and whose wheat supplies therefore in
fluence .international wheat prices relatively 
little.' 

1 'Wheat supplies in Europe ex-Danube and in the 
four chief wheat exporters were large in 1938-39 but 
by no means of record size. Bul· wheat supplies were 
of record size in India, in several "Countries of the 
Near East, and in the Danube Basin .(see WHBA.T· 
STUDIBS, January 1939, XV, 261), In several conntries 
of these regions, wheat supplies in 1938-39 were of 
record· size only "statistically," because of overesti
mates of crops or of changes in the methods of esti
mating crops. Even if the crop estimates for these 
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In our analysis of the world wheat price, 
. we attempt to consider factors which reflect 
not only the world wheat supplies, bui also 
changes In the demand for wheat; The year
end world wheat carryover may be regarded 
as one of the best indicators available for 
reflecting variations in both the world 'sup
plies and world demand. It is a balancing 
item between the world supplies of wheat for 
a crop year and its disappearance during the 
year. Our previous experience in using this 
indicator for an analysis of the postwar 
wheat prices on international markets has 
shown t.he usefulness of the method.' 

One difficulty emerges, however, in apply
ing such an analysis to the world . wheat 
price in 1938--39. Although year-end wheat 
carryovers well reflect changes in the rela-

areal were correct, their 'Wheat supplJes, except per
haps those from the Danube Basin, usually affect the 
world wheat price relatively little, since their domes
tic consumption of wheat Ductuates widely depending 
upon the size of their crops. 

This may partially explain why Dr. ~. L. Thom
sen, of the U.S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, in 
an analysis of the world wheal price using as the 
principal facturs wo1'ld supplies of wheat and the 
level of wholesale commodity pric~s in Great Britain, 
reached the conclusion that there was no evidence 
that the 'World price was unduly depressed in 1938-39. 
See U.S. Dept. Afr., The AgJ'r.·cultural Situation, Au
gua! 1939, XXIII, 9-10. 

1 See Y. P. Timoshenko. "Monetary InOuences on 
Postwar Wheat Prices," WHEAT STUDIES, April 1938. 
XIV, 268-318. 

. .. Practically the total increase in stocks in Europe 
ex-Danube from AugUst I, 1938 to August I, 1939, 
about 180 million bushels, occurred in the followiDg 
countries: Germany, some 60 million bushels: France, 
some 65 to 70 million; the United Kingdom, some 36 
million; Italy, some 10 million; Holland, Belgium, 
and SwU.lerland together, some 10 million; and the 
Scandinavian countries, about 6 million. All these 
increases. except some 25 or SO million bushels In 
France, were causlI!!d by .overnmenta' accumulation 
of security stocks. See aho WHBAT STUDIBS, Septem
ber 1939, XVI, 10. 

aYea .... end carryovers in the Danube 'exportin, 
countries and in French North Africa on the average 

. for the postwar years were only about 10 per cent of 
the total wheat carryover in exporting countries. ex
cludin, India and Russia, and these estimates are 
much leiS reliable than those for the four chief ex
porters. 

.. For the postwar period. 1921-22 to 1938-39, the 
coefficient of correlaUon between the yearly avera,e 
price of British parcels and the "world" wheat carry
over w.a r = -.863 ± .062; the coeftlclent between 
the same price and. the wheat carryover of the four 

tionship between the supply and the effective 
demand for use, there are. other types of de
mand for wheat; and these do not cause 
wheat disappearance and do not reduce year
end wheat carryovers. A heavy demand for 
wheat by various European governments in 
order to build up security stocks had an im
portant influence on the wheat situation in 
1938--39. These governmental purchases, 
made with a view of holding wheat for an 
indefinite period of political insecurity, of 
course increased the demand for wheat in 
1938-39, but ·did not reduce the wheat carry
over on August I, 1939. On the contrary, 
security stocks swelled European wheat 
carryovers then to a high level. European 
stocks of old-crop wheat on August I, 1939 
accordingly are not comparable with the 
usual commercial wheat carryovers Ilt the 
end of a crop year, and it would be erroneous 
to use ·the world wheat carryover, including 
the large security stocks at the end of 1938-
39, as an indicator of the relationship be
tween the supply and effective demand for 
wheat during that year. In order to. make 
European wheat carryovers on August I, 
1939 comparable with those for previous' 
years, one must subtract from the total some 
150 million bushels which represent the se
curity stocks built up by' governments in vari
ous European countries.' 

An alternative method of making the 1938-
39 wheat carryover comparable with those 
for previous years is to use' as an indicator 
of the supply-demand situation the wheat 
carryovers in exporting countries only and, . 
thus, to eliminate European carryovers in 
total.. For practical reasons, we use for this 
purpose year-end carryovers only in the four 
chief wheat-exporting countries.' 

As shown in Chart 7, both indicators of 
the supply-demand relationship on the world 
wheat markets (namely. the total "world" 
wheat carryovers and the wheat carryovers 
of the four chief ·exporters, both given on the 
chart on a logarithmic vertical scale) moved 
closely together through the postwar period; . 
and the crop-year average price of wheat im
ported into Great Britain moved in fairly 
close inverse correlation with both of these 
indicators.' 
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The tesults of our analysis of British wheat 
prices in relation, to (a)' the world' wheat 
carryovers ~xclud;ng security stocks in 
Europe on August 1;1939, and (b) wheat 
carryovers of the four' chief exporters' indi
cate that there was an undue d.epression of 
British wheat. prices dqring '1938-39, in
explicable in the light of the supply-demand 
relationship Qn international markets. 

This conclusion rests on analyses of sev
eral price series for iniported wheat in Brit
ish markets. Our basic cash price series was' 
the British parcels price, for which crop-year 
averages are shown in Chart 7; but for com
parison we also used weighted customs prices 
of imported wheat, which show practically 
the same tendency. The price of futures was 

chief exporters was r = -', 864 ± .066. The. same price 
deflated by the Board of Trade index number of 
wholesale prices, shown on the - above chart by a 
dotted line. also was in a fairly close inverse corre~ 
lation with the same indicators. although the respec
tive coefficients of correlation were slightly smaller: 
namely, r'" -,811 ± .083 and r == -.812 ± .08S. 
However, because of the narrower range of fluctull
tions of deflated prices as compared 'With original 
prices, the standard er;rors for estimates of these 

. prices from the equations characterizing average rela-
tionship during 1921':'22 to 1938-39 are substantially 
smaller for deflated prices than for prices in 'currency. 

1. "World" wheat carryovers, as- well as wheat 
carryovers in the four chief exporters on Aug. 1, 1939, 
include Argentine wheat" stocks of 220 million bush
els on that date. This figure is some 45 'million 
bushels larger, than~it WOuld be if'calc1llated on the 
basis of the official estimates of the 1937 and 1938 
Argentine crops as they stood before the recent 
change (see footnote 3. p .. 70). ' 

Until recently, the trade was quite unaware of ' this 
understatement, partly because publicaUon of o1Dcial 
information concerning commercial stocks of wheat 
in Argentina had been discontinued in January 1939 
and was resumed only in April 1940. The selling 
policy'of the GRB, moreover, was so conservative dur-" 
Ing most of the Orst balf of 1939 that it also did not 
suggest the real size of the huge 1938 crop~ 

With Argentine stocks on Aug~ "I, t 939 at 220 mil
lion bushels the stocks of the four chief exporters on 
the same date are estimated at 625 million. These 
stocks would amount to only 580 million with Argen
tine stocks based on the oftlcial estimates as tbey 
stood before the recent cha.nge. Consequently, our 
appraisal of Aug. t, 1939 stocks both of Argentina 
and of the tour chief exporters is not significantly 

. alJ'ected by the recent upward revision ot 1937 and 
1938 Argentine crops. Stocks in both positions OD 
Aug. I, 1938 DOW "appear somewhat larger. But this 
change mUlt be too small to aJ1'ect significantly the 
price analysis that follows. 

• Tlmoshenko, .p. cil .. pp. 277-81, 309-12. 

represen,ted' in our analyses by the March 
future in Liverpool, which we used in quar
tedy 'averages. All these series indicate an 
undue depression' of the British' wheat price 
during 1938-39. But, the deflated price--the 
price of wheat in terms of its . purchasing 
power relative to other commodities on Brit~ 

'ish wholesale . markets-sho';s bett~r than' 
the actual price the undue depression of the 
British, wheat market in 1938-39. . 

CHART 7~AVERAGB ANNUAL BRITISH PARCELS 
PruCES OF WHEAT, CROP YEAR ENDING JULY 31; 
AND YEAR-END WHEAT" ~TOCKS 1I'i THE "WORLD" 
EX-INDIA AND IN THE FOUR CHIEF EXPORTING 
COUNTRIES, ABOUT AUGUST 1, 1922-39' 
(Shilling. per quarter 01 480 lb,.; million budd.; 
" logarithmic vertical .cale.) 
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This appears from' comparison of the 
course of the actually reported and deflated 
price of British parcels during the ten recent 
years, both shown in' Chart 7. Though the 
average price of British' parcels for the 1938-
39 crop year, about 23.2s. per quarter i.n 
British currency, was about 7 per cent lowe!: 
than the low average for three earlier. years 
of deep depression and of exCessive whea~ 
surpluses, 1930-31 to 1932-33, it was still. 
somewhat higher than the average of actual 
prices for 1933-3~. In that year, wheat prices, 

. fell to a record low level because of further 
accumulation of wheat surpluses, especililly 
in European importing countries, and under 
the influence of certain monetary policies.' 
The deflated price of British parcels, on the 
other hand, 'was at a. record low ,figure in 
1938-39. Even the 1933-34 average of de-
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. flated prices was some 7 per cent higher than 
the 193s:-39' average, while the average for 
three earlier years of low wheat prices-
1930-31 to 1932-83~xceeded the 193s:-39 
average by' some 20 per cent. This.is clear 
evidence of an, unduly low level of the pur
chasing power of wheat in the light of the 
supply-demand relationship ,on' the world 
wheat market. 

Indeed, on August I, 1939, ,the "\Vorld" 
wheat stocka characterizing the supply
demand relationship during 1938"'-39 were, 
when adjusted (or Eu,ropean security stocks, 
some 200 million bushels or some 16 to 17 
per cent below the same stocks on August I, 
1934. At the same time, the purchasing 
power of wheat on British markets in 1938-
39 was substantially below its previous 
record low level in 1983"'-34,. The adjusted' 
"world" wheat stocks on August I, 1939 were 
also appreciably smalIer than world stocks 
on August I, 1933, though they were some. 
what larger than the stocks on the same date 
in the two preceding years, as the chart 

'shows. On the average, world wheat carry
overs for, the three earlier years, 1930"'-31 to 
1932"'-33, w.ere about on the same level as or 
'slightly, higher,' than the, adjusted world 
wheat stocks pn August I, 1939. This indi-

, cates that the supply-demand relationship on 
international wheat markets during the 
1938"'-39 crop y~ar was about the same as in 
the three earlier years, whereas the purchas
ing power of wheat during the earlier years 
of low 'wheat prices averaged some 20 per 
cent above its 1938"'-39 level. 
• lhe actual prices of wheat on British mar
kets show less evidence than deflated prices 
of undue depression in 1938"'-39. Neverthe. 
less the average price of British parcels in 
1988-89 was some 7 per cent below the aver· 
age of 1930"'-31 to 1932"'-38, even though the 
wheat supply-demand situation on inter
national'wheat markets was about the same, 
and the general economic, situation during, 
these earlier years was much more depressed 
than in 1988"'-39; 

Comparison of the fluctuation of British 
wheat, prices during the past ten years with 
the total, wheat carryover of the four chief 
exporters, shown on Chart 7 by the heavy 

dotted line below the "world" wheat stocks, 
also poi'lts toward undue' depression' of th'l 
1938-39 wheat price' on British markets. 
Wheat surpluses or the four, chief exporters, 
though large in 1938"'-39; were by no means 
up to their 19,32-33 peak, as may be see,n on 
comparison of August I, 1939 stocks with 
those of August 1, 1933. The 1938"'-39 sur
plus was about equal to surpluses, of 1930"'-31 
and 1931-32,' and consequently somewhat 
smaller than thl\, three-year average of. Aug
ust 1 stocks, ,1931 to 1933, while the average 
price of British parcels in 1938"'-39 was some. 
7, per cent and purchasing power of those 
prices some 17' per cent below the average 
for the three earlier years, 1930"'-33: 'In this 
comparison also, the excessive depression of 
British wheat prices in 1938-39 is much more 
pronounced if prices are expressed in terms 
of their purchasing power. " 

Wholesale prices in Great Britain, reflect
ing an improved business situation, rose sub
stantially during' 1935--87 from their low 
level during the period of deep depression .. 
1931-33. In' 1938, the level of wholesale 
prices declined somewhat· in connection with 
the business ,recession. But the' decline 
stopped in September, and through 1938"'-39 
the general price level was maintained .sub
stantially above the low level of 1931"'-32 to 
1934"'-35, though somewhat lower than in 
1937. The Board of Trade index number of 
wholesale prices (1926 = 100) rose from an 
average of 70 during the period 1931"'-32 to 
1934"'-35 to 87.7 in 1937, but declined to 79.0 
in 1938"'-39. The gene~al level of prices in 
1938"'-39 was substailtialIy higher than dur
ing 1931"'-34, partly because the armalllent 
program maintained business activity, and 
prevented further decline in prices. 

Wheat p.rices failed to reflect this changed 
situation in the general level of prices. Their 
rise from the extremely low level of 1933"'-34 
to a substantially higher level in 1936-87 was' 

, not so much the result of general business, 
conditions as of' change in the wheat situa
tion in world ' markets. This is shown (Chart 
'1) by the great reduction in the world wheat 
carryover, as well as in the carryover of the 
chief exporters. The purchasing power of 
wheat rose from 1933"'-34 to 1936"'-37' mucl! 
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less than the price in currency. as is shown 
by the narrowing of the spread hetween the 
solid and dotted lines showing prices in cur
rency and deflated prices. 

The behavior of Britisli wheat prices dur
ing more recent years also points to ~ undue 
decline in 1938-39. During the two years 
1934-35 and 1935-36 the wheat carryover of 
the four chief exporters decreased nearly as 
much as it increased from August 1. 1938 to 
August 1. 1939. Yet during the two earlier 
years the purchasing power of wheat. as rep
~esented by the deflated price on Chart 7. rose 
In percentage terms only half as much as it 
declined from 1937--38 to 1938-39. 

Again. the increase in the wheat carryover 
of the four chief exporters during 1937~38 
and 1938-39 was smaller than the reduction 
during the three preceding years of short 
crops. Yet the decline in the purchasing 
power of wheat oil. British markets from. 
1938-37 to 1938-39 was greater thim its rise 
during the preceding three years. Conse
quently. the purchasing power of wheat on 
British markets in 1938-39 was lower than it 
had been in its worst year. 1933--34. Further
more. practically the whole decline took place 
during 1938-39. '. 

This excessive decline of the l?urchasing 
power of wheat on world markets in 1938-
39 cannot be explained as reaction from an un
duly high level in 1937-38. In that year. in
deed. the purchasing power of wheat only ap
proached a level which could be regarded as 
normal after the experience of the previous 16 
years of the postwar periqd. This appears from 
Chart 8. The diagram shows that the de
flated price in 1937-38 was itself below the 
heavy solid Iin~ representing the average re
lationship between· deflated prices and wheat 
carryovers. In view of the tight position of 
the world wheat market in 1937--38. the aver
age deflate!! price of wheat in that year was 
somewhat low. not only. in relation to its 
'level before the collapse in 1930-31 but in 
relation to the price of wheat in British mar
kets in 1931-32 and 1932--33. Consequently. 
the collapse of the purchasing power of wheat 
iii. 1938-39. even greater than that in 1930-
31. brought the deflated price of wheat so 
much below any price that may be regarded 

as . normal. or most probable from the ex
. perience of, the last 18 years. that it was fur
th.er out· of line with the usual relationship 
WIth the supply-demand situation thaa had 
. been true in any of the postwar years except 
1929--30. 

CHART S.-RELATlONS BETWEEN 'AVERAGE ANNUAL 
BRITISH PARCELS PRICES (DEFLATED) FOR CROP 
YEARS ENDrNG JULY 31 AND YEAR-END' WHEAT 

STOCKS IN THE FOUR CHlEF EXPORTING COUN

TalES. ABOUT AUGUST 1. 1922-39' 
(S~flUIlf1' per quarter; mtUton bu.hel.; logaritllmfc ,cale.l) 
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• Data from Tables I and n. 

The collapse of wheat prices in 1930-31 
could easily be explained in terms of main
tenance. through various influences. of too 
high a level during the five preceding years·.1 

The collapse of wheat prices in 1938-39,' 
greater than can reasonably be explained by 
a. sudden increase of supplies relative to the 
demand. can hardly be explained by factors 
outside of the wheat markets. The business 
recession that began in the second half of 
1937 in the United States and somewhat late!; 
in the United Kingdom. about the beginning 
of 1938. was arrested, before the beginning 
of' the CrOp year 1938-39. Decline ot the 
gell1lral level of prices was also checked' at 
about the same time, and increilsed industrial 
production of armaments maintained prices 
of other commodities on a much more satis
factory level. Monetary disturbances during 
1938-39 were also not such as to explain the 
excessive depressio!l of wheat prices. The: 
international political' situation introduced 
much uncertainty. it is true. but this tended 
to increase rather than to decrease the de-

1 Timoshenko. Ope cit., pp. 294-303. 
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mand for wheat. If, judging by the extremely 
small volume of futures trading in the grain 
exchanges, particularly in the United States,' 
speculative demand for wheat declined 
greatly in 1938-39, this may be regarded at 
least partly as a consequence of governmental 
interventions on the wheat markets, rather 
than as an independent factor. Hence it 
seems clear that, except for governniental 
policies and especially the competitive sub
sidizing of wheat exports by governmental 
agencies,. there was no important factor serv
ing to explain the undue depression of world 
wheat prices in 1938-39, particularly when· 
these prices are expressed in terms of pur
chasing power. 

From the scatter diagram. on Chart 8 cov
ering 18 postwar years, it may be estimated 
that the most probable deflated price of Brit
ish parcels in 193~9 would be about· 36 
(35.8)8. per quarter. During the nine latest 
years (from 1980-31). however. the ·deflated 
prices of British parcels had . usually run 
somewha~ below the average relationship for 
the postwar period as a whole. Hence. on the 
basis of experience of these years a deflated 
price of about 34 (33.8)8. per quarter may 
reasonably be regarded as the most probable 
for 1938-39. . 

But the actual deflated price of British par
cels. averaged for the crop year. was ouly 
29.38. per quarter. or some 13 to 14 per cent 
below the lower estimate of the most prob
able price. Expressed in currency. our esti
mate of the price reasonably to be expected 
nnder the supply-demand conditions of 1938-
39 would be. at the general price level for 
that year; about 27 (26.7)8. per quarter. 
instead of 23.28 •• the actual average price of 

1 For inDuences which held down the volume of 
futures tradiDi In the United States, lee WHBAT 
STUDIBS, December 1009, XVI, 146. 

,I The measure of depression of British wheat prices 
10·1938-39 at 10 cents per bushel is estimated on the 
assumptioD that Argentine wheat stocks on Aug. I, 
t 939 .amounted to 220 million bushels. If we use in 
our calculation these stocks .s the,r were appraised 
concurrently by the trade, this estimate would he 
raised to about 1:11 or 13 cents. There are reasons to 
believe the last figure may be doser to the actual 
depression of prlce~ because trade Interests 'bsed 
these smaller suppUes of Araentine wheat in their 
business calculation. 

British parcels in 1938-39. The actual price 
in 1938-39. in currency. was below the lower 
estimate of _ the most probable price for that 
year by about 3¥..s.· per quarter. or 10 cents 
.per b~sqel. Practically the same result would 
be obtained from an interpretation of Brit
ish wheat prices in the light of the world 
wheat carryovers. when the. carryover on 
August i. 1939 is adjusted for the security· 
stocks accumulated by various European 
governments during 1938-39.' -

Significant results also emerge from an 
analysis of quarterly rather than crop-year 
average prices of wheat in British markets. 
Average prices during October-December 
1938 were. in the light of previous experience. 
much more depressed than prices during. 
January-March 1939. This is equally true 
of c.i.f. prices of imported wheat (British 
parcels) and of futures prices. Several fac
tors may explain this contrast. One is un-
doubtedly the course of wheat prices in 1937'-
38. The expectation of large surpluses from 
the 1938 crop began to influence wheat prices 
early in 1938: prices declined continually 
from the middle of January and were sub
stantially depressed by March. This lowered 
the January-March average price hi 1938. 
Consequently. comparison of· the January
March average prices in 1939 and in 1938 
does not show so s1,ldden and deep a decline 
as does a similar comparison of autumn 
prices. 

Government policies affecting the course 
of prices in 1938-39 were another factor. 
Announcement of the American program of 
subsidized exports at the end of August sub
stantially depressed Liverpool prices early in 
September (see p. 47). and the depressing 
effects of subsidized exports continued to be 
noticeable during October-December. when 
the United States subsidy rate was rapidly 
rising (p .. 62). and also during January
March 1939. But Argentine selling policy 
during these three months was conservative. 
and at. the time this may have prevented 
wheat prices from fully reflecting the de
pressing effects of the huge Argentine crop 
-the more so in view of the official -under
statement of the Argentine crop of 1938. 
only recently corrected. Indeed. when the 
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Argentine' board began to .sell wheat' more 
freely during the spring and early. summer, 
the world price declined much further, ,ex
cept in May when Liverpool prices resp.onded 
slightly to a sharp advance of .prices on 
North American markets caused by reports 
of deterioration of wintllr wheat in the Great 
Plains. 

In spite of the .relatively minor degree of 
depression of world wheat priC!!S during Jan
uary-March 1939 as compared with the year 
before, the crop-year average price of im
ported wheat· on British markets in 1938--39 
was some 10 cents 'below the level most prob
able in the light of recent postwar experience. 
This fact must ·be considered in analysis of, 
the' price-raising effects of the various gov
ernmental schemes upon the domestic prices 
of wheat in the several countries,' for it means 
that measurement of these effects simply by 
spreads between. the domestic price and the 
export. parity price overstates the price-rais-
ing effects. . 

EFFECTS ON DOMESTIC PRICES IN SUBSIDIZING 

COUNTRIES 

Assuming that the level of world wheat 
prices in 1938--39 was some' 10 cents per 
bushel lower than could reasonably' be ex

. pected in the light of the supply-demand re
lationship, and assuming also that 'export 
pOliCies of the chief wheat-exporting countries 
contributed heavily to this undue depression,' 
we may undertake now to analyze the price
raising effects of the various programs on the 
domestic wheat markets of ·the exporting 
countries, and to see also how much these 
price-raising effects increased the incomes of 
wheat growers, and at what costs to the gov~ 
ernments' concerned. 

United State •• --As to the price-raising ef
fects on domestic wheat markets of the United 
States program· of subsidized exports, com
bined with the loan program, it can be said that 
practically all official 'statements about this 
question overemphasized the price.raising ef
fects. In some of these statements, the price
depressing effects upon wheat prices abroad' 
were simply neglected.' In others, the occur
rence of significant price-depressing effects 
abroad was denied, but the denials were 'not 

I 

adequately substantiated by detailed statistical 
analysis of international wheat prices.' 

1 The preceding analysis suggests the probability 
that competitive' subsidization of wheat" exports by 
governmental agencies was certainly not the least of 
the major factors which might explain the excessive 
depression of the world wheat price. itself inexplic. .. 
able in terms of supply--demand 'relationships. But. 
without more detailed and intimate knowledge about 
the ·op'eration of the various programs, it is difBcult 
to assign specific shares oJ the responsibility to in
dividual agencies." More detailed analysis of the 
course of prices with refer'ence to specific govern
mental policies and changes in them is ne~sary for 
this. 

2 One recent example of complete neglect' of price
depressing effects of the American export program 
on prices in foreign markets and of exaggeration of 
its price-raising effects on domestic markets, is found 
in General Information Serie., issued by the. U.S. 
Dept. Agr. Agr: Adj. Admin., in July 1940. This 
description of the AAA 'Wheat program in operatiQD 
states: . 

"'In" the face of record-breaking world supplies 
which" depressed world wheat prices to an all-time 
low, United States farmers protected domestic wheat 
prices and" wheat .income. For example. in August 
1938. just before. farmers began seedings under the 
new ,program, the average United States farm price 
of- wheat was 34 cents under .the average quotations 
at Liverpool. 'One year later, in August 1939, the 
United States farm price was 3'" cents. above the 
Liverpool price. . . 

IIBecause Liverpool is normally about 30 cents 
above the domestic farm price, this meant that United 
StateS farmers "got 30 to 35 cents a bushel mare for' 
their wheat than" they 'Would have received if their 
price had been based on the world price." 

• The U.S. Dept. Agr.,. Wheat Situation (Sept. 2&, 
1939), in" a section analyzing the loan and export 
subsidy, at the beginning accepts as reasonable the 
expectation that "Prices in other countries would be 
lowered at least to some extent ltecause the ,supply 
of wheat in the world ex-United States was increased 
as a result of the operation of the export. subsidy; 
whereas. the resulting decrease in domestic supplies. 
would tend to raise prices in this country," How
ever, in the following paragraph. it is noted that' 
according to an analysis made by the Bureau of the 
relationship between "world wheat "supplies and de
flated prices at Liverpool "no appreciable effect gf 
the United Sta.tes wheat export subsidy on world 
wheat prices was discernable." (The analysis re
ferred to was presumably that of Dr. Thomsen, pub
lished in the Agricultural Situation for August 1939.) 

In subsequent discussio14 it is observed that "U 
only the depressing influence of the subsidy were 
eIamined without consideration of offsetting in.Ou
ences it would naturally be expected that Liverpool 
prices would have been depressed some.U After at
tribu ting to export subsidization some 60 million 
bushels of additional exports from the United States. 
it is stated that "An inuease of this quantity in the 
world supply ex~United States is associated with a 
decrease in price of about 5 cents on the hasis of the 
average relationships 'for the past 14 years of prices 
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Disregard or denial of significant price-de
pressing effects of· the American .export pro
gram on wheat prices abroad of 'course re
sulted in erroneous computation of the 

. price-raising effects on domestic markets. 
Simple comparison of wheat prices in tbe 
'United States and British markets was used, 
and on the basis of this comparison various 
numerical estimates of the price-raising ef
fects of the programs were set forth. One of 
these appeared in an official publication of 
the United States Department of. Agriculture, 
following a' special analysis of the loan and 
subsidy programs. 

The Department, assuming that prices in 
importing countries were not lowered by th& 

at Liverpool, adjusted by· wholesale -commoditr prices 
hi Great Britain and world ex-United States supplies 
of wheat:' This implies recognition that Liverpool 
prices may have been depressed by about 6 cents per 
bushel by the United States export program. How
ever. it is then concluded that "it appears that any 
depressing effect Ule subsidy may have bad was 
largely oO'set by other factors. Fundamentally, the 
Liverpool priCle is related to world supplies and de
mand, and· the quantity of ttade. The export subsidy 
.did nol change the world supply of wheat, although 
it did chango lb. supply situation as regards tb. 
world supply exwUDited States. Moreover in 1938-39. 
the quantity of wheat which was sold in inter
national trade probably would have· been about the 
same with or without the United States subsidy!' 

Tho discussion summarized above is followed by 
a calculation of the effect of the loan and subsidy 
programs on returns to United States growers in 
which it 18 "assumed that prices in importing coun
tries were DOt lowered by the United Slates export 
subsidy programs." "' 

,1 See U.S. Dept: Agr.. The Wheat Situation, Sept. 
25. 1939. p. 18. Returns to wheat growers were 
reckoned as follows: "The estimated quantities of 
'wbeat lold by growers monthly. adjusted for wheat 
placed ul\der loan and later liquidated on a monthly 
basis, was multiplied by the monthly average price 
received by ,rowers., This was assumed to represent 
the results under the programs. Then, the quantities 
which it was assumed would have been marketed 
monthly without the elled of any loan program were 
multiplied by the price of wheat parcels at Live'rpool 
less 2S cents. This wal assumed 10 represent the 
results without the loan and subsidy programs. The 
price of parcels at Liverpool were reduced by 28 cents 
because United States exports of 100 t~ 110 million 
bushels in -the past have been associated with pricM 
to ,rowers in the United States being about 28 cents 
below the price of parcels at Liverpool ..... -

J For 18 postwar yean, 1921-22 to 1938-39, the 
coemcient of eorrelalion between average crop-year 
prices of No. :I Hard Winter wheat in Kansas City 
and ye ...... end carryovers of wheat in the United 
Stat .. w •• _.85 ::I: .07. 

United States export subsidy, estimated. that 
American wheat growers benefited ·to the ex
ten,t of about 57 million dollars from the price
raising effect of these programs on domestic 
wheat prices,' and from this.it was calculated 
that enhancement of the per-bushel price of 
wheat marketed by growers duril1g the Sep
tember...June period when the programs were 
jn .operaiion was about 17~ cents. 

The estimate' of gain of 57 million dollars 
to American wheat growers was contrasted in 
this analysis' with a cost of the subsidy of 
about 26 million, and with expenses charged 
against the 1938-39 wh~at-ioan program esti
mated at ai>proximat~y 16 million. The 
reader was left to draw his own conclusions 
about the profitableness of, the subsidy and 
loan programs for the national economy as a 
whole. 

If we are right in concluding that British 
'prices of c.i.f. wheat were depressed by some 
10 cents, then the above estimate of the price
raising effects of the subsidy and loan pro

. gram in the United States wheat market must 
be reduced by more 'than half. The price of 
wheat paid to growers was raised perhaps 
only 7 or 8 cents, instead of 17'h cents. . 

That this was the degree of price-raising. 
effe~t is indicated by a different type of analy
sis based on United States wheat prices in re-' 
lation to the supply-demand situation on do
mestic wheat markets. Postwar experience 
shows that domestic wheat prices in the United 
States change from one crop year to another 
in much closer relationship to the supply
demand situation in domestic markets (as rep
resented by year~end wheat carryovers in the 
United States) than to tlie situation on the 
world wheat markets (as represented by world 
wheat carryovers),' In the light of this ex
perience the United States domestic price of 

. representative export wheat (No, 2 Hard Win
ter at Kansas City), which averaged about 68 
cents per bushel in July...June 1938-39, was 
fairly well in line with the supply-demand re
lationship on American markets. as repre
sented by a carryover of wheat on July 1, 1939 
amounting to 258 million bushels. This ap
pears from the scatter diagram iii. Chart 9. 

If we assume that the program of export 
subsidization eontributed about 60 million 
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bushels of additional exports' of American 
wheat (an assumption implied by several offi
cial statements, but perhaps unduly high), 
then without subsidy American wheat exports 
would, have been some 50 miIlion bushels in-, 
stead of the 109 miIlion actually exported in 
July-June ~938-39. Failure to export this 60 
iniIlion bushels wduld have increased the year
end carryover of wheat from 253 miIlion 

CHART 9.,-RELATIONS BETWEEN AVERAGE ANNUM. 
PRICES OF No.2 HARD WINTER WHEAT AT KAN
SAS CITY FOR CROP YEARS ENDING JUNE 30 AND 
YEAR-END WHEAT SroCKS IN, THE UNITED 
STATES, JULY 1, 1922-39' 

(U.S. cent, per bu.hel," million bu.heI3; logarithmic .scale.) 
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bushels to some 313 million bushels. Using 
the experience for the postwar period 
(Chart 9) as a basis, we may estimate that 
such an increase of the wheat surplus in the 
United States would have caused the price of 
No.2 Hard Winter to decline to about '60 cents 
per bushel. The actual price of No. 2 Hard' 
Winter at Kansas' City, 68 cents per bushel, 
was thus only about 8 cents higher than the 
price indicated as probable on the assump
tions of no subsidy and of exports of only 50 
miIlion bushels. 

If there had be~n no competitive subsidiza
tion of exports by various government agen
cies, our earlier conclusion was, that British 
c.i.f. prices of imported wheat in 19~9 

would have approached 78 cents per bushel 
'instead of the 68 cents actually recorded. At 
a level of '78 cents on British markets, the 
spread between British prices and the price of 
No.2 Hard Winter wheat in Kansas City would 
approach 18 cents per bushel. When this 
spread has prevailed during ,several postwar' 
years, the United States was ablll to export 
more than 50 miIlion bushels, which we have 
taken as the quantity which would have been 
exported without subsidy in 193~9. With
out the competitive subsidization of wheat" 
which contributed to depression of British 
prices, American exports would perhaps have 
exceeded 50 miIlion bushels; and, conse
quently, domestic wheat prices would not 
have fallen to a level of 60 cents 'per bushel. 
Reasonable bases can thus be found for the 
conclusion that the price-raising effects of ex
port 'subsidization, combined with the loan 
program, 'may have been even smaller than 
the 8 cents mentioned above. 

But even if the price-raising effects of the 
program be supposed to have raised the price 
paid to producers 8 cents per bushel, the' total, 
increase of their income would amount to ouly 
26 million dollars instead of the 57 miIlion 
estimated by the Department Of Agriculture.' 
If so, the financial burden on the United States 
government for the subsidy and wheat loans. 
some 42 miIlion dollars plus administration 

,costs, was substantially larger than the in
crease in the income of American wheat 
growers resulting from the application of 
these policies.' Furthermore, the losses suf-

• 
1 The estimate of 26 million dollars as the total 

increase in income to American wheat growers may 
be an overstatement. Indeed, in making 'our esti
mate of the price-raising effects, of the programs on 
domestic wheat prices at about 8 cents' per bushel, 
we used the price of hard winter' wheat at Kansas 
City. But domestic prices of hard winters respond 
more 'to changes in exports than prices of other 
·wheats, for they are the principal export wheats in 
the United States. 'Moreover, it was ·the policy of 
the FSCC to subsidize preCerably exports of hard 
winters (p. 67), and the rates of subsidy paid on 
exports of these wheats were the highest (p. 61). It is 
quite. possible:. therefore. that soCt winter wheat as 
,well as spring ,,~heats profited less from the export
subsidy program. This questi.on requires further in
vestigation. 

2 For reason~ already mentioned, we ignore in 
this connection the .soil~conservatioD and parity pay
m.enta. 
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fered by governments and by farmers in other 
wheat-exporting countries were enlarged as 
the result of the depression of wheat prices 
on international markets caused by competi
tive subsidization of American exports. 

Canada.-The Canadian Wheat Board pur
chased wheat from producers at a guaranteed 
minimum price. The Argentine government 
fixed the minimum price oE wheat from 1938-
39 crop on all domestic markets. Undue de
pression of the world wheat price through 
competitive subsidization of exports therefore 
placed losses upon the Canadian and Argen
tine governments, not upon growers in those 
countries. 

But it would be erroneous to measure the 
benefits to wheat growers springing from in
terventions of their respective governments on 
the wheat markets by reference to govern
mental losses calculated from differences be
tween their selling and purchasing prices for 
wheat. The selling prices reflected the de
pressed level of international wheat' prices 
caused by competitive subsidization of ex
ports, and losses were presumably greater 
than the possible losses of the wheat growers 
if there had been no interventions on the in
ternational wheat market. 

The losses of the Canadian Wheat Board on 
wheat sold during August-July 1938-39 were 
something like 18 cents per bushel (p. 69). 
But, if we assume that competitive policies of 
the governmental agencies in exporting coun
tries were responsible for price depression of 
some 10 cents per bushel on international 
markets, then benefits to Canadian farmers 
from governmental intervention in wheat 
marketing would be less than half of the 
losses of the government; and more than half 
of the government's losses, resulting from 
competitive subsidization of wheat exports of 
all exporting countries, may be regarded as 
useless from the point of view of Canadian 
farmers. 

A supplementary analysis of Canadian 
wheat prices with reference to the supply
demand situation in Canada and abroad also 
confirms the conclusion that the selling prices 
of the CWB during 1938-39 were unduly de
pressed. 

Interventions In wheat marketing over a 

large part of the postwar period of govern
mental and other (pool) agencies affected Ca
nadian wheat prices considerably. Accord
ingly, Canadian wheat prices do not reflect 

. changes in the supply-demand relationship on 
international wheat markets so closely as do, 
for example, Argentine wheat prices. On the 
other hand, Canadian wheat depends much 
more than American upon foreign ouUets, and 
Canadian prices, in contrast to those in the 
United States, therefore do not so closely re
flect changes in the domestic supply-demand 
situation. Conclusions regarding the behavior 
of Canadian prices are therefore less definite 
than those concerning prices in other mar
kets.' 

An analysis of average Canadian wheat 
prices in 1938-39, particularly as expressed 
in terms of purchasing power, nevertheless 
supplies further evidence that Canadian prices 
were unduly low. This conclusion follows 
both from the relationship of prices to the 
supply-demand situation on the world market 
as represented by the wheat carryovers with 
the four chief exporters, and from the rela
tionship of prices to the supply-demand situa
tion in Canada herself. 

It would be expected that study of Canadian 
prices in the light of the supply-demand situa
tion on world markets would result in this 
conclusion, for the policy of the CWB was to 
sell wheat at competitive prices. If British 
prices of wheat were unduly depressed, one 
would naturally expect that prices of Cana
dian wheat would also be depressed, and our 
conclusion from this analysis that Canadian 
prices seemed to be depressed some 10 cents 
may not supply a new argument. 

But our analysis of Canadian wheat prices 
with reference to the supply-demand situation 
in Canada herself indicates an even more 

1 In spite of these disturbing factors" a fairly close' 
correlation exists for the postwar period 1921-22 to 
1938-39 between the price of Canadian wheat (taking 
the Winnipeg price of No. 3 Northern Manitoba. 
basis Fort William. as representative) and both 
year-end wheat carryover of the four chief exporters 
and the yeaJ'weod CArryover in Canada. Usio, priees 
of wheat deBated by the Dominion Bureau of Statis
tics index Dumber of wholesale priees. we obtained 
a coeftlcient of correlation for the first relationship 
of r=_.79± .09, aDd for the second of r=_ .66 
±.14. 
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marked degree of undue depression of the 
purchasing power of wheat. This appears 
from the scatter diagram in Chart 10. 

In view of the very tight situation of the 
Canadian wheat market in 1937-38, due to 
the failure of the 1937 crop, the purchasing 
power of Canadian wheat in 1937-38 was al
ready relatively low. But in 1938-39 it fell 
below the level of any postwar year, and, as 
judged by the supply-demand situation on 
Canadian markets, was further out of line 
with the average relationship for the postwar 
period than in any other year, even though 
the wheat carryover in Canada on August 1, 
1939 was smaller than in any year from 1929 
to 1936. The purchasing power of Canadian 
wheat in 1938-39 was not only much lower 
than in the predepression years of larger SUr
pluses (1928-29 to 1929-30), but was even 
lower than in the years of deep depression 
from 1930-31 to 1932-33, when surpluses of 
Canadian wheat were much larger than in 
1938-39. It was much lower also than the 
average price in 1935-36,' when the second 
Canadian Wheat Board was rapidly liquidat
ing huge stocks of wheat accumulated during 
the preceding years and when, despite this 
rapid disposal of stocks, Canada still carried 
at the end of the crop year 127 million bushels 
instead of only 103 million as on August 1. 
1939. The 1935-36 price of Canadian wheat 
was very close to the average relationship for 
the postwar period; and. consequently. the 
much lower price of 1938-39. with the smaller 
surplus of Canadian wheat in that year. 
clearly point to undue depression of the 1938-
39 price of Canadian wheat. Interpretation of 
Canadian wheat prices in relation to the wheat 
situation in Canada herself thus supplies an 
additional and strong argument in favor of 

1 The average price of No. S 'Manitoba in Winnipeg 
was 23 cents per bushel higher in currency in 1935-
36 than in 1938-39, and 33 cents higher in terms of 
purchasing power (Table I). 

2 For the eighteen year. 1921-22 to 1938-39. there 
was a very close correlation between the price of 
Argentine wheat in Buenos Aires and wheat carry
overs at the end of the Northern Hemisphere crop 
years (on August 1) in the four chief wheat.export
ing countries. A correlation coefficient of r = _ .93 
± .03 was obtained for this relationship. For the 
same price deflated by wholesale index numbers of 
Banco d. 1a Naci6n Argentina (1926 = 100) the co
.mcient w •• r = _ .90 ± .04. 

the hypothesis that wheat prices in 1938-39 
were unduly depressed. 

The same analysis indicates also that in 
1938-39 the CWB carried smaller stocks into 
the following crop year than it did in 1935-36 
in spite of the fact that wheat prices in inter
national markets were much .more satisfac
tory in the earlier year. This situation may 

CHART 10.-RELATIONS BETWEEN AVERAGE ANNUAL 
PRICES (DEFLATED) OF No.3 NORTHERN MANI
TOBA WHEAT AT WINNIPEG FOR CROP YEARS END
ING JULY 31 AND YEAR-END WHEAT SroCKS IN 
CANADA. AUGUST 1, 1922-39' 

(Canadian cent. per bUllhel,' mUlion bu.hel,; 
logarithmic llcalts) 
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* Canadian stocks Include Canadian wheat In the Vnited 
States. Data from Tables I and II. 

be explained partly by the fact that the "new" 
board was formed late in 1935-36" when the 
principal Canadian export season was over. 
but may serve also as evidence of the more 
aggressive policy of the CWB in 1938-39. 

Argentina.-Prices of Argentine wheat on 
domestic markets. as was mentioned above. 
fluctuated from one crop year to another in a 
surprisingly close agreement with changes in 
the supply-demand relationship on the inter
national markets.' Hence. it is most interest
ing that the minimum price of wheat fixed 
by the Argentine board for the 1938-39 crop. 
7 pesos per quintal. was very close to that 
which could reasonably be expected under the 
conditions of the 1938-39 supply-demand re
lationship on the international wheat mar
kets. despite the fact that this price was above 
the market price at the time when it was an
nounced (see p. 47). The world wheat price 
was then probably depressed by competitive 
subsidization of wheat exports. since wheat 
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prices in the fall of 1938 were particularly out 
of line with their usual relationship to the 
supply-demand situation (p. 83). On the 
other hand, the Grain Regulating Board's seIl
ing price of wheat for 'exporters, especially 
when expressed in terms of its purchasing 
power (deflated by an index number of whole
sale prices in Argentina), was the lowest in the 
postwar period and far below the level which 
could reasonably be expected under the con
ditions of the supply-demand relations on the 
international markets (see Chart 11). 

CHART It.-RELATIONS BETWEEN AVERAGE ANNUAL 
PRICES (DEFLATED) OF ARGENTINE WHEAT AT 
BUENOS AIRES FOR CROP YEARS ENDING JULY 31 
AND YEAR-END WHEAT STOCKS IN THE FOUR 
CHIEF EXPORTING COUNTRIES, ABOUT AUGUST 1, 
1922--39' 

(Argentine paper pe,o, per Qulntalj mUllon bu,hel.; 
logarithmic .calu) 
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Analysis of the prices of Argentine wheat 
supplies, thus, confirming evidence that wheat 
prices on the international markets were un
duly depressed. This evidence cannot be re
garded as a new argument, because it was 
quite natural to find that the selling prices of 
the Argentine board to exporters were in line 
with British prices. But the fact that Argen
tine wheat prices were, for the postwar period, 
in closer correlation with the supply-demand 
situation on the international markets than 
any other prices tends to strengthen our con
clusions from prices analyses elsewhere, and 
to make them more definite. These conclu
sions justify the assertions that without com
petitive subsidization of wheat exports, Ax-

gentine wheat growers could have sold their 
wheat at prices substantially above the 
board's selling price, and that not less than 
two-third of the losses incurred by the Ar
gentine GRB were caused by the policies of 
wheat-exporting countries, particularly the 
United States. 

EFFECTS UPON THE 1939 WHEAT AREA 

Changes in crop areas in a particular coun
try depend on so many factors that it is 
scarcely possible to appraise separately the 
effects on the 1939 wheat areas of policies of 
wheat subsidization applied by various Coun
tries in 1938-39. Yet approximations are sig
nificant for judgments regarding these gov
ernmental policies relating to wheat. It would 
be shortsighted to judge a policy by its effects 
on the wheat situation only during a current 
crop year, without attempt to appraise its 
more distant effects. Here we endeavor to in
terpret changes in the wheat areas that took 
place in various exporting countries from 
1938 to 1939, in the light of their wheat regu
lations during 1938-39. 

From this point of view, governmental 
regulations must be classified in two groups: 
those which involved direct control of the crop 
area, such as the AAA program in the United 
States, and those which did not undertake 
such direct control but left the matter of acre
age completely to individual farmers. Policies 
included in the second group could have in
fluenced crop areas only indirectly through 
their effects on returns to producers. By 
maintaining domestic prices of wheat above 
the low level ruling in 1938-39 on the inter
national markets, they might prevent down
ward readj ustment of crop areas or even 
stimulate further expansion, especially if 
price maintenance should be regarded by 
wheat growers as permanent governmental 
policy. 

In the United States the maintenance of 
wheat prices above the international level, 
through the combined effect of the loan and 
the export-subsidy programs, was only a 
minor portion of the total wheat subsidization. 
Benefit payments to wheat growers under the 
conservation program, and parity-price pay
ments, constituted much the larger fraction of 
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the wheat subsidies (p. 66), and such payments 
were conditioned upon compliance of growers 
with acreage allotments for the 1939 crop. 
Furthermore, compliance with the soil-con
servation program for the 1938 crop was made 
a condition upon the fulfillment of which 
wheat growers could claim loans on 1938 
wheat from the CCC and they could reason
ably expect similar regulations for the 1939 
crop. Hence it is not surprising that the 
United States Department of Agriculture suc
ceeded in obtaining unprecedented reduction 
of the wheat area for the 1939 crop, even 
though the wheat prices received by American 
producers were maintained during 1938-39 at 
a higher level than i~ any other of the chief 
wheat-exporting countries. The area sown to 
wheat in the United States was drastically re
duced from 79.5 million acres in 1938 to 63.9 
million in 1939. This was the chief factor in 
the reduction of the wheat area of the world 
ex-Russia from its peak of 288.5 million acres 
in 1938 to 271.1 million in 1939. 

Wheat growers in other wheat-exporting 
countries had no such direct stimuli to re
strict wheat acreages. The principal factors 
determining their behavior in respect to wheat 
acreage for the next crop year were, disregard
ing weather conditions, the profitableness of 
the current price of wheat as compared with 
other crops, and price expectations for the fu
ture crop. So far as governmental wheat poli
cies maintained domestic prices during 1938-
39 above the international level and so far as 
continuation of such policies in the future 
could reasonably be expected, these factors 
might substantially affect the 1939 wheat 
acreage. 

The minimum wheat price paid by the CWB 
to growers in Western Canada stood next to 
the price maintained in the United States in 
terms of excess over parity with wheat prices 
on the open markets. As was earlier esti
mated (p. 69), the selling price of the CWB, 
maintained at a competitive level with the 
wheat prices ruling on international markets, 
averaged during 1938-39 some 18 to 19 cents 
per bushel below the purchase price paid to 
producers. It has been authoritatively stated 

1 See footnote 4. p. 42. 

that it was purposely decided in expectation 
of war to maintain Canadian wheat prices on 
a level so satisfactory to wheat growers that 
producers would continue wheat cultivation 
on a high level.1 This purpose was achieved, 
for the wheat area in the Canadian Prairie 
Provinces increased from 24. \15 million acres 
in 1938 to 25.81 million in 1939. 

There seems no doubt that the maintenance 
of wheat prices for Canadian wheat growers 
for the 1938 crop on a level substantially ex
ceeding the international level contributed 
materially to the expansion of the Canadian 
wheat area in 1939, and thus to a further un
balancing of the world ,wheat situation. Yet 
it must be rioted that the expansion of the 
Canadian wheat area in 1939 by some 3 to 4 
per cent above the 1938 level was made by 
Canadian farmers when discussions in the 
Dominion parliament indicated a possibility 
that the guaranteed minimum price for the 
1939 crop might be lowered from 80 cents per 
bushel to 60 cents, although it was finally 
fixed at 70 cents. 

The more conservative price policy of the 
two Southern Hemisphere wheat exporters 
tended, on the other hand, toward reduction 
of wheat acreage there. Australia intervened 
not at all in wheat marketing and limited ac
tivity simply to paying a moderate bonus to 
wheat growers on the 1938-39 crop, while 
Argentina fixed the minimum purchase price 
for wheat at a level only moderately exceed
ing prices ruling on the international markets. 
Though the wheat area for the 1939-40 crop 
was reduced both in Argentina and Australia, 
the reduction in Australia was relatively much 
less drastic than that in Argentina. Indeed, 
the Argentine wheat area was reduced from 
20.9 million acres in 1938 to 17.8 million in 
1939, about 15 per cent, whereas the Austral
ian area declined from 14. 3 to 13. 3 million 
acres, or only about 7 per cent. This oc
curred even though wheat prices paid to Ar
gentine producers during January-August 
1938 exceeded the wheat price ruling on inter
national markets by a larger margin than did 
the bonus paid to Australian wheat growers 
per bushel of wheat sold at competitive mar
ket prices (see p. 51). From the point of view 
of Argentine wheat growers, the fixed pur-
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chase price paid by the GRB for the 1938-39 
crop may be regarded as relatively satisCac
tory in view of the extremely high yield of 
wheat in Argentina that year, while Austral
ian producers obtained lower prices Cor a 
small crop.' 

Several factors help somewhat to explain 
why Argentine wheat growers reduced the 
acreage sown to the 1939 wheat crop much 
more than did Australian growers despite the 
Cact that their returns from the 1938-39 wheat 
crop were more satisfactory than those re
ceived in Australia. First, in some Argentine 
wheat regions, the southwestern part of the 
province of Buenos Aires and southern part 
of the Pampa, plowing and planting for wheat 
were handicapped by persistent drought, 
though in general weather conditions were 
satisCactory for wheat planting both in Ar
gentina and in Australia. Further, the Ar
gentine government took special measures to 
discourage wheat planting for the 1939 crop 
on marginal lands.' Finally, a shift Crom 
wheat to alternative crops, particularly corn 
and lins~ed, was stimulated in Argentina by 
relatively better prices for these crops in spite 
of the maintenance of wheat prices. In Aus
tralia, on the other hand, farmers were dis
couraged from shifting to the sheep industry, 
which may be regarded as the alternative 
crop, by the fact that wool prices fell sharply 
at the same time as wheat prices.' The re
duction of the wheat area in Australia as a 

1 For comparison of the returns to wheat growers 
from 1938-89, See WHEAT STUDIBS, December 1939, 
XVI, 173-75. 

I By a decree Issued In April 1939 the Banco de Ia 
Nacion wal authorized to extend loans to farmers 
up to 6 million pesos. which were offered 00 COD

ditions encouraging farmers to take marginal wheat 
lands out of cultivation and to shift to pastoral 
industries. 

a WHBA.T STUDIBS, December 1939, XVI, t 76. 
41 Aecording' to statistics published by the Inter

nalional Institute of Agriculture, the Bulgarian ,,-heat 
area tor the 1939 crop was at 3.0 million acres as 
against S.' for 1938. But practially the same figure 
for the 1939 area was sbown in a Bulgarian source 
(Bulle-tin de lo Direction pour fArhat et "Exporta
tion de. C~r~a' •• July 6. 1939. p. 179). with the spe
clflc statement that it relates to winter wheat alone. 
Usually the spring-wheat area in Bulgaria is about 
10 per cent of the total wheat area. The total wheat 
acreale in Bulgaria may thus have been about the 
same ill 1939 as In 1938. 

whole was smaller also because Victoria, 
which sutTered a crop failure in 1938-39, in
creased its wheat area in 1939. 

These factors partially explain the greater 
reduction of the Argentine wheat area as com
pared with the Australian, in contrast with 
what could be expected f",om comparison of 
their respective wheat policies. Unfavorable 
weather conditions in Argentina reduced the 
1939-40 wheat crop Car out of proportion to 
the acreage reduction, while on her smaller 
1939 wheat area Australia harvested a much 
larger crop than she did in 1938-39. This may 
serve to illustrate that governmental policies 
and controls of crops do not always produce 
the results expected from them. 

In the wheat-exporting countries of the 
Lower Danube, the 1939 wheat area was 
larger than the 1938 area, and thus the rising 
tendency prevailing during recent years was 
continued. The largest increase apparently 
occurred in Rumania, where subsidization of 
wheat exports was substantially intensified 
during 1938-39. Most of the increase in the 
Hungarian wheat acreage from 1938 to 1939 
must be explained by changes in boundaries. 
but statistics roughly adjusted for these 
changes indicate that some enlargement of 
wheat areas may also have taken place from 
1938 to 1939 within the old boundary of Hun
gary. In Yugoslavia the wheat area was also 
somewhat expanded in 1939. As to Bulgaria, 
conclusions are unwarrantable because of ap
parent incompleteness of her crop statistics 
for 1939.' 

Some uncertainty arises regarding the causes 
of these changes in Danubian wheat acreage 
because harvested areas rather than sown 
areas are reported. Some of the apparent 
changes may be due to fluctuation in abandon
ment. Nel'ertheless, there can be no question 
that farmers in the Danube countries, par
ticularly Rumania, further expanded their 
wheat area in 1989 in spite of the great decline 
of wheat prices on international markets in 
1938-39. It may be inferred that their domes
tic wheat prices, maintained by subsidization 
of exports and other devices above parity with 
prices ruling on international markets, were 
regarded by wheat growers as more profitable 
than prices for alternative crops. This is per-
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fectly clear in the case of Rumania. Her crop 
statistics show that the areas under the other 
principal cereals--corn, barley, and oats-de
e1ined substantially in 1939, continuing a de
e1ining tendency characterizing these crops 
during recent years. Rumanian subsidization 
of wheat exports may well have more than 
compensated for overvaluation by the ex
change control of her monetary unit, which 
worked as a handicap upon exports (see p. 
41); and the wheat-export subsidy paid in 
1938-39 in Rumania must be regarded as 
genuine. 

Thus wheat subsidies in the Danube coun
tries contributed somewhat to further expan
sion of wheat production in 1939, and if peace 
had continued would have been responsible 

for prolongation of the world wheat crIsIs. 
The war, however, so changed the wheat situa
tion in Europe that the wheat expansion in 
1939 in the Danube countries may be regarded 
quite differently in view of the short crop of 
1940 from a small acreage harvested. 

The general conclusion is that, except in the 
United States, intensified subsidization of 
wheat growers in 1938-39 tended to obstruct 
adjustment of the wheat acreage necessary in 
response to the extremely low price of wheat 
in the open markets, and that the subsidiza
tion contributed to the prolongation of the 
world wheat crisis. The success of the United 
States Department of Agriculture in the dras
tic re,puction of the 1939 wheat area was, 
moreover, purchased at very high costs. 

V. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

This study was undertaken before the Eu
ropean war began in September 1939, but its 
completion was delayed because most of the 
governmental agencies in control of wheat 
marketing were late in revealing information 
on th~ir operations. Meanwhile, the outbreak 
of war brought some important changes in 
governmental wheat policies. . For the coun
tries involved, preparedness for war became 
more important than stabilization of the 
wheat market. Thus. under changed condi
tions. governmental wheat policies appear in 
a different light. 

Our principal task. however. was to analyze 
operations of various governmental agencies 
and to appraise their activities during 1938-
39. preceding the war. A few principal aspects 
of more recent developments. however. de
serve presentation and appraisal as a kind of 
sequel to the experience already discussed. 

For convenience in presentation we shall 
divide our discussion of recent changes in 
wheat policies into two periods: (1) the few 
weeks of the 1939-40 crop year preceding the 
beginning of war. and (2) the subsequent pe
riod. 

DEVELOPMENTS PRECEDING WAR 

During the earlier period there was no 
fundamental change in the trend of wheat 
policies. Certain facts. howev~r. must be 

noticed relating to Canadian and United 
States policies. 

Great losses suffered by the Canadian 
Wheat Board during its operations in 1938-
39 imposed a heavy burden upon Dominion 
finances. There was serious criticism of and 
even resentment against the policy. particu
larly in Eastern Provinces where little wheat 
was produced. This resulted in the amend
ment of the Canadian Wheat Board Act of 
1935 and in the lowering of the minimum 
price guaranteed to producers for 1939 crop 
wheat. Instead of 80 cents per bushel for No. 
1 Northern. basis Fort William. effective for 
the 1938 crop. the Dominion government an
nounced on July 13. 1939 a new minimum of 
70 cents for new crop wheat. According to 
the amended act. this guarantee was limited 
to 5.000 bushels of wheat for each grower, 
but it was extended to include wheat produced 
in Eastern Provinces. However. the minimum 
price of 70 cents a bushel. although lower 
than the previous year's price. exceeded the 
market price at the time o[ announcement 
(July 13) by some 15 cents. It was. thus, 
more out of line with the market than the 
higher price of 80 cents guaranteed for the 
1938 crop had been when announced on Au
gust 4. 1938. A price of 60 cents for the 1939 
crop was first proposed in the government 
bill. but later the Dominion government found 
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it politically necessary to guarantee a higher 
minimum price. perhaps partly for the same 
reasons which prompted it to guarantee a 
relatively high price of 80 cents for the pre
vious crop (see p. 42). Thus. at the beginning 
of 1939-40. the Canadian wheat policy was 
continued on previous lines. in spite of the 
heavy burden upon the Dominion finances re
sulting from CWB operations in 1938-39. 

The export subsidy policy of the United 
States also was not changed fundamentally 
in the beginning of 1939-40. though the De
partment of Agriculture hesitated with regard 
to continuation of the export subsidy. When 
both wheat and flour export programs expired 
on June 30. 1939. the new programs for 1939-
40 exports were not announced immediately. 
On July 11 flour export indemnities were re
stored at the rates eITective at the end of the 
previous crop year. but wheat export subsidies 
were not restored until much later. only from 
August 19. Meanwhile. the FSCC disposed of 
substantial quantities of loan wheat pur
chased from the CCC. 

The intention of the Department of Agri
culture to continue and even to enlarge its 
flour export program in 1939-40 was well 
manifested in the raising on July 24 of the 
rates of indemnities above the June level and 
again on August 17. and in their extension on 
August 3 to exports of flour to the British 
Isles. The restoration of the flour export in
demnities to the United Kingdom and Eire. 
discontinued on December 2. 1938 simultane
ously with the announcement of the large sale 
of wheat by the FSCC to British millers (p. 
56). had been expected even earlier by the 
trade. since the obligation of the FSCC to 
withhold indemnities on flour for export to 
the British Isles expired on July 15. 1939.' 

The Department of Agriculture postponed 
the restoration of wheat export subsidies and 
the announcement of the 1939-40 wheat-ex
port program mainly hecause of hopes for 
success in negotiations in London toward a 
new international wheat agreement. The de
sire to achieve such an agreement was one of 
the reasons why the Department of Agricul
ture accepted the policy of subsidization in the 
beginning of the 1938-39 crop year (p. 44). 
When it appeared somewhat prematurely 

that London negotiations had failed. the De
partment of Agriculture announced on Au
gust 11 that wheat export subsidies would be 
available beginning with August 19. Hopes 
for agreement revived. and were not aban
doned till the very eve of war. 

The second reason for the postponement of 
the announcement of the export-subsidy pro
gram was attributed officially to a need for 
more complete and recent information on the 
world wheat situation.' The 1939 wheat crop 
in the United States was much smaller than 
the large crop of 1938. and the total supplies 
of American wheat in 1939-40 were somewhat 
smaller in spite of a large carryover. Hence. 
a large export goal did not seem necessary. 
But when wheat subsidies were restored 
under a new method of operation on August 
19.' export sales were rather heavy during 
the two weeks preceding the war.' These sales 
were made possible by relatively high rates 
of indemnity payments. which ranged during 
the first five days of the operation of the pro
grams from 33 to 36 cents per bushel. Subsi
dies of such size approached losses suffered 
by the FSCC on its export sales during the 
last weeks of the 1938-39 program. 

1 Northwestern Miller, July 19, 1939, p. 17. 
2 See U.S. Dept. Agr.,· The Wheat Situation. Aug. 

26. 1989. p. s. 
8 The new method of assistance to exports of 

wheat was similal' to that followed previously in the 
Dour-export program in that both programs bad to 
be carried out through export indemnity payments. 
Under the fiour-exporl program. however, general 
rates of indemnity were announced for all exporters 
on a daily basis. Under the wheat-export program 
the Secretary of Agriculture, or his authorized agent, 
accepted rates of indemnity payments for each in~ 
dividual exportation on the basis of competitive 
individual offers from exporters. The existing 
authority to buy and resell wheat was used, how~ 
ever, in handlin, loan wheat taken over by the 
FSCC from the eee. The Secretary of Agriculture 
reserved the right to terminate the program on five 
days' notice. but it was announced that unless the 
program was terminated indemnity payments on 
wheat sold for export would be made through June 
30, 1940. See Northwestern Miller, Aug. 16. 1939. p. 18. 

• From Aug. 19 to Aug. 31, 1939. 4.1 million 
bushels of wheat were sold by the FSee to exporters 
under the new bid-payment program. Of this 3.9 
million bushels were sold during the first five days 
of the operations of the program before political 
developments in Europe limited further sales. See 
U.S. Dept. Agr .• press release for Sept. 13. 1939. and 
FederalwSta-te Market New. Seroice, Aug. 16. 1939. 
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In July-August Southern Hemisphere ex
porters were still in the midst of their export 
season, and their exports proceeded as before. 
Sales for export by the Argentine Grain Regu
lating Board were at their peak in June, and 
they continued heavy also in July and August. 
During these months competitive sales of the 
board were intensified, and no changes in its 
policy were considered at that time. 

Australian farmers were dissatisfied with 
the low market prices of wheat, which were 
not sufficiently compensated for by the moder
ate bonus paid to producers per bushel of 
wheat sold under the Australian assistance 
scheme. Therefore, various plans for the al
leviation of distress of Australian wheat 
growers were advanced by interested parties 
early in 1939. Under economic pressure, Aus
tralian farmers became more amenable to 
various plans of governmental control, in
cluding crop restriction. Most of the farmers' 
organizations came out in favor of some kind 
of international wheat agreement. But in 
spite of this trend, the separate states could 
not come to an agreement with the Common
wealth government concerning forms of as
sistance, and particularly concerning the 
sources from which this assistance should be 
financed.' 

In the middle of August, therefore, the stage 
was set for another year of competitive sub
sidization of wheat exports, if an interna
tional wheat agreement did not prevent; but 
the advent of war changed the situation. 

WARTIME DEVELOPMENTS 

War did not solve the problem of disposing 
of record large wheat supplies. For exporters 

1 Victoria and Tasmania refused to accept the 
plan advanced by the Prime Minister (Mr. Menzies), 
according to which the Commonwealth government 
would advance 2 million pounds to aid the wheat 
growers if the six states would contribute 1.6 mil
lion pounds. These contributions. together with 8" 
milUoD pounds which would he raised by meaDS of 
the flour tax under the Australian wheat industry 
assistance scheme accepted in 1938. would have per
mitted tbe loarantee of an average price of Ss. 4d. 
a bushel f.o.r. for the new crop. The Victorian Pre
mier, Mr. DunstaD, insisted that assistance of a pri
mary industry is essentially a national responsi
bility. See Commercial Intelligence Journal, Sept. 
25, 1939. p. 580. 

• Se. The Land. Jan. 19. 194(), p. " • 
• 

distant from the principal import markets in 
Europe (Australia and. to a certain extent, 
Argentina), the problem then appeared even 
more difficult because war conditions created 
a shortage in ocean tonnage. However, war 
did create a widespread expectation of. later 
shortage, which encouraged speculative hold
ing and found expression in an immediate 
increase of wheat prices. It also changed 
problems for exporters directly involved in 
the war, such as Australia and Canada. 

With the outbreak of war the most impor
tant change in the control of wheat marketing 
took place in Australia. Canada had already 
a wheat board flexible enough to meet prob
lems created by the war. Certain aspects of 
the Canadian wheat policy, such as the guar
antee of a relatively high minimum price for 
the 1938 crop, may have been influenced even 
during 1938-39 by expectation of war (p. 42). 
But before the war Australia remained the 
only principal wheat exporter without gov
ernmental control of wheat marketing. Under 
conditions of peace she had succeeded in 
disposing of her moderate 1938-39 crop bet
ter than other chief exporters. But the war 
threatened to put Australia in a more difficult 
position than other wheat exporters, and the 
Commonwealth government decided to meet 
the situation by the immediate creation of the 
Australian Wheat Board (AWB) under the 
National Security Act, to take over, handle, 
and dispose of old-crop wheat and succeeding 
harvests. 

The balance of the 1938-39 crop was taken 
over by the A WB, with specified exemptions, 
on September 23 in Western Australia and on 
October 9 in other states. In total the Com
monwealth government acquired under this 
regulation nearly 18 million bushels, which 
were treated as in Pool No.1. The proceeds 
from their sale were to be distributed in the 
ordinary pooling way among those who were 
holders of wheat upon the date of acquisition. 

According to information in the farm press, 
all wheat in this Pool No. 1 was sold by the 
end of November 1939, the average realiza
tion being approximately 28. 9d. f.o.b. a 
bushel.. About half of this wheat was pur
chased by the Imperial government. Ship
ments of old-crop wheat were nearly com! 
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pleted by the beginning of March.' The dis
position of the balance of the 1938-39 crop 
was, thus, solved satisfactorily by the A WB 
in spite of difficulties in transportation. The 
balance, however, was relatively small. 

The handling of the near-record wheat crop 
of 1939-40 presented a much greater problem 
for the A WB. In November the Prime Min
ister announced that the government would 
guarantee a price of 3s. 4d. a bushel f.o.r. 
shipping points for new season wheat. Later 
the Commonwealth government acquired the 
whole 1939-40 wheat crop, with the exception 
of wheat retained by growers for their own 
use for seed, food, and feed. Some 196 million 
bushels from this crop were delivered to the 
A WB, and this wheat formed Pool No.2. 
Practically all of it had been delivered before 
the end of February 1940. Since exports, lim
ited by shortage of ocean tonnage, could pro
ceed only slowly, wheat storage facilities were 
overtaxed, and provisional storage facilities 
had to be provided. At the same time the 
Commonwealth government was obliged to 
advance large sums against the delivered 
wheat.' 

Simultaneously with the announcement of 
the guaranteed price for 1939-40 wheat the 
Commonwealth government raised the ques
tion concerning the restriction of wheat pro
duction for the following year. The problem 
was discussed during the next two months by 
the Commonwealth and state governments. 
In the beginning the Commonwealth govern-

1 See the Primal'll Producer, Mar. 14, 1940. p. 1. 
I Up to the beginning of August 1940 the Com

monwealth government had advanced £A 34 million, 
of which £A 27 million were paid to growers, while 
£A 7 million were required for handlin, charges. See 
Manthlll RellielD 01 the Wheat Situation, Au.. So. 
19.0, p. 7. 

• See The Land, Dec. t and 29, 1939, and Jan. 19 
and 26, 19'0 • 

• Information revealed by Clive McPhersoD, chair
man of the AWB ( ••• The Land, Jan. 19, 19'0, p. 4). 

"Monthlll Review of the Wheat Situation, Au •. 80, 
19'0, p. 7. 

'The Commonwealth government has decided. 
however. to lP'ant £ 500,000 for distribution amon, 
[the} four states. the principal producers of wheat, 
to assist in transferrillJ wheat .rowers from mar.inal 
lands. Actually DO allocation waB made for Victoria. 
This is the first of four yearly allocations for this 
purpose from the funds produced by the Oour tas.. 
~ee the Primaru Pl'Oducer. Mar. 7, 1940, p. t. 

ment planned that any future financial assist
ance to the wheat industry should be condi
tioned upon a reduction in total production. 
But when, in January, an agreement was made 
with the Imperial government for the sale of 
some 63 million bushels of wheat (including 
about 6 million in the form of flour), the out
look for marketing the Australian wheat crop 
was improved, and the Commonwealth govern
ment abandoned its proposal for restriction of 
wheat planting for the 1940 crop.' 

This sale of 63 million bushels of wheat to 
the British government eased the problem of 
the A WB in marketing the 1939 crop but did 
not solve it. The problem of shipping sold 
wheat was still more difficult because of short
age in tonnage. In accordance with the terms 
of the agreement, the first half of the pur
chase, for which the price was definitely fixed, 
was to be taken by July 15, 1940, and payments 
made on that date for any undelivered balance 
of that half.' By this means the risk that 
this wheat would not be shipped wa~ shifted 
to the British government. 

By the beginning of August the board had 
succeeded in selling some 122 million bushels 
of the 196 delivered to it from the 1939 crop. 
Of this quantity 22 million were for local con
sumption, and the remaining 100 for export.' 
Hence, during the first eight months of the 
Australian crop year, the board was able to 
sell for export some 37 million bushels of 
wheat (including flour) in addition to sales to 
the British government. There still remained 
74 million to be sold. This indicates that, in 
spite of the board's efforts to dispose of as 
much wheat as possible in the nearest non-Eu
ropean markets, the carryover at the end of the 
Australian crop year (November 30) promises 
to be very large, even if the British purchase 
should be shipped in total. The new crop, 
however, is now expected to be small though 
no formal restriction of planting was imposed 
on producers.' The weather developments 
thus, lessened the problem of the A WB for 
the coming year. 

The achievements of the A WB may be re
garded broadly as satisfactory in spite of the 
fact that it was not created until after war 
began, and in spite of particularly unfavorable 
conditions for the disposition of the Austral-
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ian crop in time of war. Australia was able 
to build upon her experience in the war of 
1914-18. This indicates that an emergency 
condition can sometimes be met satisfactorily 
by an agency created ad hoc. 

With the outbreak of war the Canadian 
Wheat Board, on the other hand, had to make 
little change in its established practices. Ap
parently, indeed, efforts were made to intro
duce as few changes as possible in the meth
ods of disposing of the 1939 crop. The policy 
of the CWB was to sell wheat through the 
usual trade channels, in spite of the fact that 
under war conditions buying of wheat was 
more and more concentrated in a few gov
ernmental agencies. This was parti<;ularly 
true of purchases of wheat made by the 
United Kingdom, which comprised about two
thirds of the total Canadian exports in 1939-
40. All these purchases were made through 
the British Cereals Control Board. 

The CWB conducted its operations through 
the Winnipeg Grain Exchange, offering wheat 
for sale both in the cash and futures markets 
at prices determined in those markets. The 
board did not seriously depart from this prac
tice until June 1, 1940' when it sold 50 million 
bushels of wheat to the British Cereals Import 
Committee at a price several cents above the 
market price. This new practice was used also 
in the beginning of the new crop year 1940-
41, when 100 million bushels of wheat were 
sold to the British government at a price well 
above the market level. 

We do not imply that during earlier months 
the CWB exercised no influence in price de
termination. During Odober-November 1939 
the buying price of the board tended to form a 
floor for Winnipeg prices. In later months 
market prices presumably were influenced by 
the CWB in co-operation with the official Brit
ish agencies, but these influences were such 
that the usual marketing process was little 
disturbed.' 

1 A few days hefore the outbreak of war, a direct 
sale of something less than 10 million bushels was 
made to the British government. 

i See Dr. Working's price discussions in IISurveys" 
for January and May, WHBAT STUOIM, January 1940, 
XVI, 221-22: May 1940, XVI, 379-80. 

a See James Richardson and Sons, Weeklu Grain 
Letter, Oct. 25, 1939. 

Without official information on the pur
. chases of the CWB during 1939-40, it is diffi
cult to ascertain what portion of wheat mar
keted by farmers during that year was de
livered to the board. When prices rose with 
the outbreak of war, farmers were not anxious 
to sell their wheat. But, when prices fell a 
few weeks later and remained during Octo
ber-November only a little, if at all, above the 
board's buying price, farmers delivered their 
wheat mostly to the board, in the hope that 
participation certificates would eventually 
raise their proceeds. According to trade opin
ion the board held at the end of October the 
bulk 'of the visible supplies from the old and 
new crops.' In November a still greater por
tion of marketed wheat must have been de
livered to the board. Thus it may be con
cluded that by far the larger portion of the 
marketings from the 1939 crop was handled 
by the CWB. 

The record-large stocks of Canadian wheat 
carried into 1940-41 indicate that the CWB 
disposed of an abnormally small portion of 
the huge 1939 crop during that crop year. In 
times of peace such accumulation of stocks 
would reflect unfavorably on the policy of the 
board. But under the present condition of 
war it may be regarded as a positive achieve
ment. It reflected at least in part an Empire 
policy of providing for large reserve supplies 
in the most accessible oversea position. 
Nevertheless, the CWB will have to meet great 
difficulties in disposing of the record wheat 
carryover from 1939 together with the near
record new crop of 560 million bushels for 
which the board guaranteed the same price 
as for the previous crop. The lack of storage 
space has forced the board to introduce a 
quota system fot deliveries of wheat by pro
ducers. 

While exporting countries w~ich were in
volved in the war as parts of the British Em
pire continued previously established controls 
of wheat marketing (Canada) or adopted 
stronger measures (Australia), countries 
which remained neutral relaxed their con
trols or hesitated to continue their export ef
forts with the previous vigor. 

On September 6, 1939 the Argentine Grain 
RegUlating Board abolished its purchase of 
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wheat at fixed prices. It gave as an excuse 
the fact that speculation had raised wheat 
prices above the fixed purchase price, but in 
reality the board sought to limit its respon
sibility to handling the huge 1938 crop, which 
was larger than had been thought (p. 70). No 
fixed price was established for the 1939 wheat 
crop. This eventually was very small, and 
the board made no purchases from this crop. 
But it continued energeticaIly to dispose of. 
the enormous supplies of 1938-39 (p. 73). The 
disposal of the wheat surplus was so nearly 
complete that on July 30, 1940 the Argentine 
government decided to ban further wheat ex
ports except under permit. The war thus 
helped rather than handicapped the GRB in 
the disposal of its enormOus stocks of wheat. 
Final disposal of stocks with only moderate 
losses (p. 73) justified, to a certain extent, the 
board's policy of restrained sales early in 1939, 
but the situation would have been quite differ
ent if war had not occurred. 

The outbreak of war resulted also in a re
laxation of efforts on the part of the United 
States Department of Agriculture in subsidiz
ing wheat exports. The program had been 
fully restored only two weeks before the war 
began. Yet before the formal announcement 
of war, the United States government with
drew wheat grain subsidies in view of the 
political situation, and continued this policy 
during the first few weeks of war. In the last 
week of September subsidies were restored, 
but only on a limited scale. In view of much 
improved wheat prices, the government was 
presumably not prepared to pay as high a 
subsidy as it was ready to pay just before the 
war. At the same time the drought in the 
winter-wheat area resulted in poor prospects 
for the next crop year. Hence, it was decided 
to continue further export sales of loan wheat 
turned over to the FSCC, but to subsidize 
other exports of wheat only on a conserva
tive basis without attempting to retain a 
"fair share" of the world markets-the 1938-
39 goal. As a result, only moderate export 
sales, consisting mainly of lIour and loan 
Wheat, were made under the subsidy program 
during the first three months of war, and less 
than one million bushels of other wheat were 
sold during September-December.' 

When the official December estimate of the 
winter wheat crop revealed extremely poor 
prospects for the next crop year and the Chi
cago wheat price went above a dollar per 
bushel, a further restriction of subsidized ex
ports was deemed advisable. The government 
announced a suspension of subsidies on wheat 
effective January 3. Exception was made only 
for lIour exports from the Pacific Coast to the 
Philippines. On January 19 the lIour subsidy 
was extended to exports of Pacific Coast lIour 
to China. Further restorations of subsidies 
for exports from the Pacific Coast took place 
later, presumably uuder pressure of local in
terests. On March 12 subsidization of exports 
from the Pacific Coast to Europe was re
sumed. But in spite of this, subsidized sales 
for export during the first six months of 1940 
were very small.' 

With such developments in the United 
States export-subsidy program, riet exports of 
wheat for July-June 1939-40 amounted to 
only 45 million bushels, and on July I, 1940 
the carryover from the small 1939 crop was 
greater than that from the much larger 1938 
crop. At the opening of the 194~1 crop year, 
the Surplus Marketing Administration of the 
United States Department of Agriculture an
nounced for the new crop year the continuance 
of the wheat and wheat-lIour export program 
on the limited scale on which it was main
tained during the later months of 1939-40. 

It may be concluded from the above analysis 
of wartime developments that to a certain 
degree war relieved the intensity of subsidi
zation of exports which prevailed in 1938-39 
and which promised to continue in 1939-40 
perhaps with losses for participating agen-

1 WHBAT STUDlU, January 1940. XVI, 229. 
J During the 1939-40 crop year only 36 million 

bushels of wheat were sold for export under various 
programs. including 16.6 million in the form. of flour. 
Twenty-seven million were sold before the suspen_ 
sion of the subsidy On Jan. 3, 1940. Of 18.6 mil
lion bushels of ·wheat grain sold under the subsidy. 
more than half-9. 4, million-eonsisted of loan 
wheat. Of the remaining wheat., nearly half was sold 
before the outbreak of war. Thus, durilll the second 
half of the 1939-40 crop year subsidized exports con
sisted mainly of Dour, but they also were small. 
Since January I, the average subsidy for wheat and 
Dour has been the equivalent of 26 cents a bushel 
compared with 32 cents for July-November 1939. ' 
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cies even greater than those suffered in 1938-
39. At the same time war resulted in a great 
concentration of wheat buying by principal 
wheat importing countries. This justified to 
some extent, perhaps even made indispen
sable, a certain degree of centralization of 
wheat selling by exporters, particularly by 
those directly involved in war. Hence, gov
ernmental agencies in charge of wheat mar
keting in exporting countries became advis
able under w~r conditions, though the neces
sity for them in peace time could reasonably 
be doubted. For instance, it may be admitted 
that the existence of the Canadian Wheat 
Board facilitated the stabilization of the Ca
nadian wheat market under war conditions 
when Canadian exports became so dependent 
on the centralized buying of the British gov
ernment. But the Australian experience, on 
the other hand, indicates that an efficient 
agency for centralized seIling of wheat under 
war emergency can also be created at the time 
of the emergency. As we know, Australian 
assistance to wheat growers before the war 
was organized in a form that required the 
least interference with marketing of wheat 
and with price determination in wheat mar
kets, and no agency existed' for centralized 
marketing of wheat. Yet, with the outbreak 
of war, an efficient wheat board was organized 
in a very short time. Thus, usefulness under 
war conditions of governmental agencies for 

centralized wheat marketing may not justify 
sufficiently their permanent existence. This 
may be warranted only by their achievements 
under peace conditions. 

The great decline of United States exports 
in 1939-40, although it may be explained 
partly by the smaller size of' American wheat 
supplies in that year, points also to certain 
disadvantages of the American system of sub
sidized exports under the 1938-39 and 1939-
40 programs. Their purpose was to maintain 
wheat prices above those on the open market 
not only for producers, as in Canada, but on 
all domestic markets. This artificial relation
ship between domestic and foreign wheat 
prices, produced by the combined effects of the 
loan and export programs, made impossible 
ordinary commercial exports of wheat, and 
thus perpetuated the necessity for export sub
sidies. The greater the spread between domes
tic and open market prices, the larger the 
subsidy required. 

When, with the outbreak of war and the 
changed price situation on domestic wheat 
markets, the United States Department of 
Agriculture refused a subsidy as high as that 
paid before the war, wheat exports became 
practically impossible. Better maintenance 
of subsidized flour exports during wartime 
may suggest that costs of their subsidization 
in 1939-40 continued, as in 1938-39, to be 
lower than those for wheat exports. 

The author is indebted to Mr. Milo Perkins, President of the Federal Sur
plus Commodities Corporation and to Dr. T. W. Grindley, Secretary of the 
Canadian Wheat Board for valuable information; to Mr. Jesse W. Tapp, for
merly President of the FSCC, for reading a part of the llUllIuscript covering 
operations and cost. of the United States subsidy and for valuable comment. 
on this section; to Dr. Joseph S. Davis for valuable suggestions and advice 
during the preparation of the study; and to other members of the Institute 

staff for coun.el. Charts are by P. Stanley King. 



APPENDIX TABLES 

TABLB I~ANNUAL AVERAGB WHEAT PRICBS 
FROM 1921-22. 

British parco"- Xanaaa 
AUInlIt- City· 

Wlnnlpeg" Buenol Alt'eII. 

JulJ' Cur- De- ,ur· Cur· De- Cur· De-
ron", Oaled rono, rono, Oaled rono, fisted 

1921-22 .. 56.3 49.4 120 123 124 13.64 13.22 
1922-23 .. 47.0 44.2 113 106 108 lL78 11.76 
1923-24 .. 45.0 41.1 107 97 99 11.48 10.90 
1924-25 .. 61.7 55.3 151 160 156 15.29 13.86 
1925-26 .. 56.0 55.5 162 142 140 13.38 12.99 
1926-27 •• 53.9 54.9 136 136 138 11.90 12.08 
1927-26 .. SO.O 52.2 138 130 134 11.27 11.42 
1926-29 .. 42.6 43.7 111 115 121 9.50 9.76 
1929-30 .. 41.8 43.1 113 118 126 10.07 10.64 
1936-31. . 25.0 33.7 73 58 75 6.30 7.14 
1931-32 .. 25.1 36.0 50 52 75 6.26 6.94 
1932-33 .. 24.7 36.1 51 51 77 5.89 6.72. 
1933-34 .• 22.3 31.4 85 63 90 5.68 6.15 
1934-35 •. 25.8 36.4 lOG 75 105 6.55 6.89 
1935-36 .. 29.3 39.8 107 78 107 9.43 9.62 
1936-37 .• 42.0 SO. 1 126 118 144 12.16 11.35 
1937-38 .. 39.3 45.8 98 114 137 11.96 10.77 
1936-39 •• 23.2 29.3 68 55 74 6.63 6.67 

• Arithmetic average. of monthly pricea tn domesUc cur
renc),. and deOated by an index of wholesale prices of "all 
commodities ... 

• na.le data from London Groin. Seed and Oil Reporter; 
.Verolea of all sales of wheat parcels on British markets. In 
ahUlin .. per QUarter of 4.80 pounds. Deftatlon by the Board. 
of Trade Index. converted to 1926 = tOO. 

• Jul),-Juue avernllel of monthly prices of No. 2 Haro 
Winter from U.S. Department of Agriculture Yearboob; 
weIghted avera lea of carlot sales 10 U.S. eents per bUlhel. 

• Averele. of monthly prices of No. S Northern Manitoba 
from Canadian Groin Statuttc.t. and Prfce. and Price In
deze. (data prior to AUKU.t 1922 received direct from Do
minion Bureau ot Statistics), in Canadian cent. per busbel. 
DeOation by Dominion Bureau of Statistics Inde:l:,1926=100. 

II Averaaes ot monthly price .. trom Boletin BlItadilltica 
ACfI'Opecul1a. In paper pesos per quintal. Deflation matnly by 
the Banco de 10 Naei6n Argentina Index. 1926 = 100, pub
Usbed In Bconomic Repiew. lanuary-March 19S4. VII. SO, 
conUnued In Whol •• al. Prl.ce., U.S. Bureau ot Labor StaU ... 
Ues; prior to January 1926. monthly Index numbers eaUmated 
trom annual flIurel. 

TABLB II~WORLD WHEAT STOCKS ",,-RUSSIA 
",,-INDIA ABOUT AUGUST 1. 1922--39· 

(Million bu.heb) 

Four United Oanadlan 
y,.. Total elliet Statea .. aln 

exporters grain-

1922 .•...... 557 221 107 26 
1923 •.••..•. 497 250 134 23 
1924 .......• 620 285 137 48 
1925 .••.•... 479 226 111 31 
1926 .......• 556 232 101 40 
1927 •.•..... 598 272 111 58 
1928 ••••••.• 65S 337 115 91 
1929 •••.•••. 919 529 232 127 
1930 ••...... 860 534 294 127 
1931. ••••••. 933 608 329 139 
1932 .••••••. 964 640 391 136 
1933 .••..... 1.123 730 382 218 
1934 .•.•.... 1.194 860 274 204 
1935 •••••••. 943 503 147 214 
1936 ..•.••.. 763 378 142 127 
1937 ........ 524 212 63 37 
1938 ......•• 590 293 153 25 
1939 ........ 1.ISO 626 253 103 

• Food Research Institute estimates maInly from WH1L\T 
STUDIBS, October 19S9, XVI, 66, but here including data for 
lapan and revision. up to September 1940. Based as far as 
possible upon stocks of old-crop wbeat reported eIther om
elally or unomclBlly. 

• As of July t. 
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